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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This "Final Report", together with two previous "Annual Reports"
submitted in December, 1964, and November, 1963, conforms with the
terms of a three-year contract between the U. S. Army Electro.Acs Re-
s arch and Development Activity, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, and The
University of Wisconsin. The contract period began on 1 October 1962,
and ended on 30 September 1965. The defined purpose of the contract
was a study of effects of variations in boundary conditions on the three-
dimensional structure of the planetary boundary layer which, for practicil
purposes, can be loosely defined as the atmospheric layer adjacent to
the ground, up to approximately 5, 000 feet, on the average. It was speci-
fied in the statement of work that a coordination of theoretical as well as
experimental studies and approaches was required. The outlines of the
research work are relatively broad so thrt the following systematic break-
down into several sub-areas of special effort was found very convenient
for reporting on individual quarterly periods of the contract:

1. Theoretical investigation of the wind-profile structure in the entire
boundary layer

Z. Testing of theoretical models developed under above Item 1.
2. 1 Testings using synoptic-type data
2. 2 Testings using experimental data

3. Theoretical investigation of diabatic surface layer structure

4. Experimental micrometeorologlcal work
4. 1 Experiments dealing with controlled variation in aerodynamic

surface roughness on lake Ice in the winter season
4. 2 Measurements of shear stress effects in stratified air over

Lake Mendota in the summer season
4.3 Controlled thermal response experiments on various natural

surfaces

5. Measurements In boundary layers using airborne Instrumentation

For each one of the above listed sub-areas proqress can be, or has
been, reported and is documented by the totality of fourteen technical
papers submitted in the three "Reports" (five sections of the Annual
Report 1963, four in the Annual Report 1964, and five in the present
Final Report). Everyone of the individual sectioos in these three con-
tract reports is accompanied by an abstract In which details of the
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General InRoduction ii

scientific problems under investigation, and the main results of the
research, are outlined. In the following, an over-all summary is sup-
plied, which is of necessity relatively brief, in view of the wide range
of the effort, and represents mainly a classification of research titles by
the sub-areas listed above.

1. Theoretical Investigations of Boundary Layer Structure

Strictly theoretical work is reported in Section 4 of "Annual ' port
1964", entitled "Preliminary note on the effect of terrain-slope on low-
level jets and thermal winds in the planetary boundary layer", and in the
major parts of Sections 1 and 2 of the "Final Report" entitled "A universal
law relating eddy to mean states, applied to turbulence in ducts", and
"Longitudinal versus lateral eddy length scale"; all three are authored by
H. Lettau. Theoretical aspects are also presented in parts of Section 3
of the "Final Report", in the paper by W. Johnson, Jr. . entitled "Atmos-
pheric boundary layer dynamics over the fcrests of northeastern Wisconsin."

2. 1 Testings of Theoretical Models Using Synoptic-Type Data

U. S. Weather Bureau and synoptic observations for the entire
northern hemisphere werc utilized by E. Kung in Section Z of "Annual
Report 1963", entitled "Climatology of aerodynamic roughness parameter
and energy dissipation in the planetary boundary layer of the Northern
Hemisphere"; also, in part, by W. Johnson, Jr., in Section 3 of "Final
Report" listed above under (1).

Z. 2 Testings of Theoretical Models Using Experimental Data

A special surace-layer problem was investigated by H. Lettau in
Section 5 of "Annual Report 1963" entitled "Preliminary note on the theory
of steady katabatic flow for height-dependent eddy diffusivity". The
major contribution in the area of surface-layer research is Section 5 of
"Final Report", by H. Hamilton, Jr., entitled "Measurements of infrared
radiation-dlvur'jence end temperature profiles near an air-water interface".

4. 1 dealing with Controlled Variation in Aerodynamic
Surface KoRghnes of Lake co in the Winter Season

In the years preceding the contract perini, a relatively novel ap-
proach to atmospheri"c research had been inaugurated at Wisconsin,

which is open-air experimentation in natural wind fields, with controlled
and reproducible modification of physical interrace-parameters (such as
erodynamic surface roughness, or albedo) at a scale significantly larger

than that of wind tunnel experimentation. Controlled variations in aero-
dynamic surface roughress on lake Ice were produced by laying out fields

tI
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of several hundred obstacles such as bushel baskets of different albedo,
or small conifer trees trimmed to uniform size. J. Kearns and R. Deland
employed fields of bushel baskets and contributed Section 3 of "Annual
Retort 1963" entitled "The modification of temperature variance spectra
in airflow over artificially controlled surface roughness". In Section 4
of "Annual Report 1963", under the title "Report on two wind-profile
modification experiments in air flow over the ice of Lake Mendota", C.
Stearns and H. Lettau evaluate work using black and white bushel
baskets (permitting control of surface roughness as well as of Richard-
son number), and conifer trees. In Section 3 of "Annual Report 1964",
C. Stearns discusses newer measurements under the title "Report on
Wind-profile modification experiments using fields of Christmas trees
on the ice of Lake Mendota".

4. 2 Measurements of Shear Stress Effects in Stratified Air over Lake
Mendota in the Summer Season

Previous micrometeorological field work in air over the open water of
Lake Mendota had shown that the problem of measuring shear stress can-
not be separated from the problem of measuring simultaneously the eddy
transfer of heat from water to air. This transforms the problem into one
of studying air-mass modification on the 5 to 10 km scale. In Section 1
of "Annual Report 1964", A. Super has contributed a pertinent study en-
titled "Preliminary results of air mass modification study over Lake
Mendota".

4.3 Controlled Thermal Response Experiments on Various Natural
Surfaces

A significant contribution is Section 2 of "Annual Report 1964" by
J. Turner, entitled "A thermal response experiment on lake ice".

5. Measurements in Boundary Layers Using Airborne Instumentation

In view of the sizable vertical extent of the atmospheric boundary
layer and the signiicant degree of horizontal variability of interface
structure of natural terrain, sampling by sensors mounted on an airplane,
and survey flights with a systematic pattern of alternatiog horizontal and
vertical soundings, is imperative. In Section 4 of "Final Report" entitled
"Airborne measurements of atmospheric boundary layer structure",
D. Lenschow uses this technique for investigation of two special meteor-
ological problems. The first is coordination with, and support of,
W. Johnson's muon-wind-profile study mentioned above In ( , The
second is the experimental Investigation of a series of air-moss modi-
fication cases, on the 100-km scale, predominantly with cold air
moving actoss Lake Michigan in early winter.



General Introduction

For more detailed summaries of results, reference must be made to
the abstracts which accompany the individual papers. Eight of the authors
or co-authors of articles were graduate students, supported by the contract
as research assistants. With parts of their thesis work included in the
three contract reports, six of these students completed the requirements
for the Ph. D. degree, and the other two that for the M. S. degree at the
University of Wisconsin.

Heinz H. Lettau
October 1965 Madison, Wisconsin
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Longitudinal Versus Lateral Eddy Length-Scale

(Second Note on a Vorticity-Transfer-Hypothesis of Turbulence Theory)

H. Lettau

Department of Meteorology and Department of Civil Engineering
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Abstract: A previously introduced vorticity-transfer-and-
adaptation hypothesis is briefly 6,ummarized and supple-
mented by consideration of certain spatial derivatives of the
components of the eddy displacement vector. The conventional
length.-scale of turbulence redefined In the preceding note as

lateral co-variance A = (x 7)l, is supplemented by the
new concept of a longitudinal length-scale, defined as the

variance L . W)lA. In correspondence to~ the Karman con-
stant (which concerns the rate of change of I In the direction
lateral to the mean i w) there is a new conistasnt which con-
cerns the rate of change of L in the longitudinal direction.
It is proposed to refer to thisa s the Reichardt constant, be-
cause the supplements are of direct importance for turbulence
in free flows(such as submerged jets), and because the new
hypothesis offers an Improvement in comparison widi "Rlchardt's
Momentum Transfer Law" or, '.Inductive theory,"~ of jet-diffusion.
It is shown that the structure of mean profiles In two-dimensional
jets can be very satisfactorily predicted by the new theory. The
empirically known discrepancy between lateral distributions of
heat and momentum is now definitely explained as the result of
vorticity-transfer, spetcifically, by the fact that momentum fol-
lows from vorticlty-transfer, and therefore does not diffuse in
the same manner as a scalar property such as heat per unit
mass. The ratio of eddy diffusivitles for heat and momentum
In the two-dimensional jot has the minimum value of 4/3 at the
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axis. Finally, profiles of cross-stream velocity components
in free flow are discussed and a new explanation for an old
and thus far unresolved discrepancy between empirical and
theoretical results is given.

1. Summary and Review of First Note on Vorticity-Transfer-and-AdapUon

The new hypothesis of turbulent transfer introduced in a preceding
note - Lettau (1964) - can be briefly summarized as follows. Start-
ing out with the classical Reynolds' "bar-operation" for the separation
of eddy from mean states, an eddy displacement vector

--Lx' + -y' + hz', with 0 0) was formally defined which describes
eddy trajectories of fluid elements, and serves to specify the functional
relationship between the eddy velocity vector (I =.Lu' +.Iv' + kw')
and the field of mean motion (t =--U - _L t + _k). Most important is
that the suggested new mathematical relationship between X' and _
derives from a principle of "vorticity-transfer-and-adaption. " This
contrasts with such classical concepts as "conservation of momentum"
propcsed by Prandtl and others, or "conservation of vorticity" origin-
ally suggested by Taylor. With the new hypcthesis the physical "fact
of life" is considered that in thc actual process of eddy displacements
a fluid particle will not, and caiinot, exactly conserve a property such
as vorticity of the level from where it once started. Rather, due to
mixing and continuous entrainment, the particle will adapt and adjust
its vorticity gradually towards the prevailing or mean conditions along
the eddying trajectory. At some point of the iregular travel, the
particle will have lost entirely the characteristics of the previous level
of origin. It will have assumed a new identity before it undergoes a
new eddy displacement, whereupon the play can continue.

When the same notation ar explained by Lettau (1964) is here em-
ployed, the basic hypothesis was formulated as follows

'"'x V(Vx RJ 1, x.)

In view of the followinq universal Identity of vector analysis, where
y. and I. are two arbiuary three-dimensional or two-dimensional
vectors,

Vx 1%, x YA J a -Y.1 "VXJ + X, ( xd + y. %I -VX1 - %a (,,I1),(

and upon substitution of £' for X, and C. X* for and con-

~ 'w-,



Longitudinal Eddy Length-Scale 3

sideration of the fact that the divergence of a curl is identically zero,
(1) yields

c' = VXV' = - ' • 4F + V- (V ) (3a)

and, with the model assumption of V .' = 0 originally proposed by
Lettau (1964),

c- V x V' r (3 b)

The first term on the right-hand sides of (3a and b) expresses Taylor's
concept of vorticity conservation. Correspondingly, the second term
was Interpreted as expressing vorticity adaption, or, the adjustment of
eddy displacements produced by the existing mean vorticity of the turbu-
lent flow.

In a reply to critical remarks by Lumley and Stewart (1965), Lettau
agreed that V" L' cannot va-ish for all types of turbulent flow. Def-
inite suggestions concerning supplements of the hypothesis shall be
the objective of the present note. Before going into detail it will be
necessary to complete this brief summary of certain results of the first
n( :e.

The preliminary testings of the hypothesis were mainly restricted
to a flow type which Hinze (1959) would classify under "wall-turbulence.
Specifically, this refcrs to shear flow in which the vectors of mean mo-
tion and mean curl reduce to _15, and J.z, respectively, with higher
derivatives Zzz, Ozzz, etc, , also dlfferent from zero. JNote that
here, like in the first note, i subscript x, y, or z denotes partial dii-
ferentiation with respect to one of the independent variables. ) If this
specialized one-dimensional mean shear fVow is also unik-irm (i. e.,
6x a %y a 0) the assumption that any effects of V - L1 ar negligible
appear:; to hold true to a sufficient degree of accuracy. Then, the new
hypothesis (1) yields an extremel-, simple expression for the three com-
ponents of the eddy velocity vector,

U' -z'aZ w' -x'az ; and, v -f (. X + w)dy. (4)

It is significant that the two c.xmponents 'af the eddy displacement,
namely a' and x', are of oqual importance for the structure of the
considered shear flow as well as the transfer-properties of wall-
turbulence. For a schematic illu-uation, reference can be made to
Lettau (196S). The new hyrathesie permits us to derive the following
systematic hierarchy of t-,ur co-v,1Tancvs,
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Shearing velocity S u* (-.wu)'/Z ,  (5a)

Eddy diffusivity z K a -ux wz, (5b)

Mixing length - I a 6'zi)l/2, and (5c)

Karman constant s '-k z( I/2. (5d)

It is normally assumed that among the directly measurable quantities
(to be determined as a function of distance z from the wall) are mean
speed 5 and consequently, mean shear 5,, ctkrvature Uizz, etc., and
also shearing stress T, or r/p. Note, that all the above defined co-
variances can also be reformulated, strictly and directly in terms of
identities involving measurable mean quantities, namely

Shearing velocity * u* /P)/2, (6a)

Eddy diffusivlty M K T/PUz = u*Z/uz, (6b)

Mixing length = I = (T/p)/2/ z = u*/UZ,  (6c)

Karman constant -- k M lim (-u* r ,"j z). (6d)
z-O0 z. z

In addition to the co-variances (5a to d) certain variances are of im-
portance for practical testings of the hypothesis; reference Is made to
Lettau (1965). However, only the variances Involving the down-
stream component of the eddy displacement vector will be investigated
here;, the variances of eddy velocity components will not be needed for
the following discussion and their considcration can be omitted here.

2. Suggested supplementation of the eddy transfer-and-adaption

hypothesis

It had teen briefly indicated before - see Lettau (1965) - that
therb are some interesting and significant consequences of the new
vorticity- transfer-and-adaption hypothesis if the distribution of a
scalar property of the fluid, and the transfer of this property by turbu-
lence is a so considered. Let s = i + s' denote a transferable scalar
property, or, fluid admixture. It is Imperative to assume that the above
defined eddy displacement vector .' determines also the functional
relationship ietween tvebulent fluctuations s' and mean field i. In

Li
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the form of a model assumptioa it Is suggested that a most univers-
ally useful relationship is

s' =-- r.' ( 3, -g)- V-. I + (lo - 1) V" (7)

where go denotes a standard, or 7onstant reference value of the
consid ed admixture. The first term on the right-hand side of (7)
obviously expresses conservation of the fluid property along the eddy
trajectory, in a form as employed in nearly all conventional discus-
sions of the mechanisrr of turbulent transfer. The second term is new;
it establishes a direct analogy between the structure of equations (7)
and (3a or b). It is therefore suggested to interpret the second term
In (7) as the expression of adaption or adjustment of either property
or eddy displacement, in contrast to, and supplement of, the tendency
towards conseivation.

It can also be seen n.iat ior V.._' = 0 a strictly "gradient-type"
eddy transfer will result. Consequently, possible deviations from
"gradient-type" eddy diffusion are expressed by the second term of
(7) and will imply that V- 4' * 0. Such deviations are definitely known
to exist; especially, if heat per unit mass of a compressible fluid is
considerod as the transferable property. All convective-type turbu-
lence will be of this nature. There is an obvious similarity between
the form of the co-variance ? based on (7) and (4), and an empiri-
cal expression of the vertical eddy transfer of heat originally sug-
gested by Priestley and Swinbank (1947). However, the investigation
of this aralogy shall be postponed to a later study of convective
turbulence, because in the present note emphasis will be given to tur-
bulence in a two-dimensional jet. The latter is a case of turbulent
free flow which offers a most elementary yet highly significant and
:ewarding opportunity for the study of unconventional aspects of eddy
transfer and structure.

It is evident from a comparison that (7) can be considered as the
scalar counterpart to the vectorial relationships (3a and b). Neverthe-
less, both of these vector-forms for vorticity fluctuations hold true
when (1) is valid. It will be shown in the following that, at least for
the case of divergent shear flow as in the two-dme'. sional jet, the
expression for the velocity fluctuations must also include an addition-
al term which contains V .L' as a factor. A supplement of (l) is
necessary in order to describe correctly other than wall-turbulence flow,
but it should reduce automatically to (1) in cases where V, L' * 0.
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As a model assumption, and in analogy to (7), it is suggested to
supplement (1) , tentatively, by the following form:

X' V'X Vx]- (V. '). (8)

The use of (8) in place of (1) will not affect the basic concept of vor-
ticity-transfer-and-adaption. It will only mean that in the expression
for = VXV' additional terms must appear in comparison with (3a).
Admittedly, our attempts to present more convincing arguments for (8)
were, thus far, not successful. We want to offer (8) only on the basis
of conjecture or, what could benevolently be called an "inductive
theory, " justified by empirical results. However, it shall be shov-n
in Section 5 that (8) yields predictions whi,h compare very favorably
with those derived from another, but definitely more restricted
"inductive theoy" which was originally suggested by Reichardt. A
form like (8) also eliminates a shortcoming of (1) which was noticed.
by Lumley and Stewart (1965); namely, according to (1) no fluctuations
in velocity could be developed in an irrotational mean velocity field.
This limitation is avoided in (8).

3. Application of the New Transfer Concepts to Elementary Jet-Flow;

Lateral Versus Longitudinal Length-Scale of Turbulence

In order to demonstrate effectively the mathematical and physical
consequences of the divergence-term V. r let us apply the supple-
mented expressions (7) and (8) to the special turbulent diffusion which
exists, for sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, in the fully established
region of a two-dimensional submerged jet under steady-state condi-
tions. Let the jet effectively originate at the y-axis, which therefore
would coincide with the center of a slot of small width, and undeter-
mined length in the t y direction. Then, the y-component of mean
motion as well as any y-derivatives of the mean components a and
W will be equal to zero. The mean flow is represented by the two-
dimensional vector,

+ (9a)

while the mean curl has only a y-component,

a 7X - -x . (9b)

xi
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The characteristic of this flow is that Ulx < 0 and, consequently, by
virtue of mass continuity, assuming quasi-incompressible fluid,

z= - x In view of horizontal convergence and lateral divergence
of the jet motion it can be expected that the scale of eddy displace-
ments increases systematically downstream, in connection with the
lateral spread of the submerged jet.

With the aid of (9a and b) it follows from (8) that

U, = - z' - V..', (10a)

wl = x'V- V. _'. (lOb)

The product which has to be taken to obtain the Reynolds' stress is

wu- X'Z' - X' (V'')f T + zt(V "L') 7V + (V'') 2 u. (11)

At the jet-axis (where , 0) the condition of two-dimensional sym-
metry requires that 7 = r. uz = 0. Consequently, the center value
of the Reynolds stress according to (11) will be zero. In the core-
reqion immediately adjacent to the jet-axis it will be found that 7
is much smaller than U. This can mean that the last two terms on
the right-hand side of (11) are negligible in comparison with the first
two. Thus, the Reynolds stress in the core-region of the submerged
jet will be, to a sufficient degree of approximation,

w'u' = -x'z' Liz -x' V'._' z - (z) - x' U, (12)

z z z x z
where the defining equation (5c) is considered. It is also assumed
that the co-variances x Y as well as i average out to zeroy z
or, contribute only a negligible fraction to the value of x' Vs'L',

in comparison with x'x'x

Let the fluid which forms the two-dimensional jet possess ini-
tially an overtemperature 00 in comparison with the uniform tempera-
ture of the ambient fluid. Due to jet-symmetry 5 y = 0, and it follows
from (7) that

' a -x'e -z're - 0 . '. (13)

In comparison with (lOa) it is important to note that (13) contains three
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terms, one more than (iOa). Thus, the structure of 8 differs from
that of u' inasmuch as the former depends on Sx while the latter
does not depend or. Ex. It can readily be verified that this discrep-
ancy is a direct consequence of the fact that u' derives from a vor-
ticity-transfer concept. No such discrepancy would appear if u'
would behave like a scalar, or, would follow from momentum-transfer
concepts.

With the aid of w in (10b) the product which has to be formed
to obtain the Reynolds expression of lateral transfer of heat is,

w'8' =-(x, 2 l --x' z +x'V + w V. r'(x'05 + z'6 + V-1'8)

(14)

A repetition of the argumentation in connection with the development of
(12) from (11), and the application of the bar-operation to (14) yields

w- -- _, - 7-?x u 9 - x-T- e u.15 --
zz z x x Z

Here x'x' is the same as x12. The significant feature is again
that (15) contains one more term than (12), for reasons explained above.
However, co-variances involving x' and x'x appear in both equa-
tions (15) and (12). This justifies the introduction of the concept of a
longitudinal length-scale, L, of turbulence, in supplement to the
length defined by (5c). From now on, tVe latter shall be referred to
as the lateral length-scale of turbulence, or, alternately, the trans-
versal length-scale. It is hoped that herewith the conventional but
undescriptive and misleading terminology of "mixing length" can be
disposed of. In summary, the use of the spatial components of the
eddy displacement vector yields definitions of two different lengths,

Lateral length-scaie of turbulence a I a (xMz )1/ : , (16a)

Longitudinal length-scale of turbulence a L a (x'xI)l/2, (16b)

with L = (x-), and LLx =L L x'x . (16c)

Thus, a reformulation of equat )ns (12) and (15) is

w'u' c- ( u ) - L L U (17a)z x z

Szz x z x zx (

i-

'p __
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Note again a systematic difference inasmuch as (17b) cannot be ob-
tained by substituting e for u in (17 a), for reasons explained
above. Also noteworthy is that the Reynolds stress is not any more
a quadratic term. In comparison with shear flow this suggests that
the conventional definition of a shearing velocity as in (5a) or (6a)
cannot have a direct physical meaning for free turbulence.

4. Basic Theoretical and Empirical Results for the Two-Dimensional

Submerged Jet

There exists in the literature a substantial number of theoretical
as well as experimental studies of the structure of submerged jets,
for the two-dimensional as well as the circular-symmetric case. For
an extremely thorough review of the problem, reference can be made
to Albertson, Dai, Jensen, and Rouse (1950). The essential facts
may also be found in most standard textbooks on fluid dynamics. For
brevity, reference will here be made only to the fourth edition of
Schlichting (1960). In order to establish a basis for discussion let
us consider a strictly two-dL...'nsional steady jet of a fluid which has
initially a known over-temperature 80 in comparison with the ambient
fluid. We are concerned only with fully established flow, i. e., where
the entire central part of the jet has become turbulent. Further entrain-
ment of the surrounding fluid by the expanding eddy region then is
balanced inertially by a continuous downstream reduction In U. It
will also be assued that pressure forces and viscous forces are
negligible in comparison with the Reynolds stresses, and that no ex-
ternal forces affect the Jet fluid. Specifically, this excludes gravity,
or buoyancy forces. This means that in the case of a compressible
fluid we are concerned with sufficiently small over-temperatures so
that thermal expansion or compression is negligible. Also excluded
are molecular conduction, which is assumed negligible in comparison
with eddy transfer of heat, and external sources or sinks of heat, for
example, effects of radiational heat exchange.

It is realized that there is also a substantial number of studies on
the round free jet; reference can be made to Hinze (1959), in addition
to the above quoted literature. However, since we are here concerned
with a basic testing of the new principle, it will suffice for the time
being to restrict the discussion to the most elementary case of the two-
dimensional jet.
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With the above listed assumptions, mass continuity simply re-
quires that 5, = - 7z, In addition to that of mass, there are the two
continuity conditions which express conservation of x-momentum, and
of heat per unit mass, of the following form,

(uu) x+ (wu) z = 0, V 8a)

( + (we)z = 0. (18b)

After separating mean from eddy values, and assembling the eddy terms
on the right-hand sides,

(ii2 )x + (w u)z  - (u-'u) x - (7), 77z' (19a)

lu -lx +  Iw- 8)Z =  - - ,'l ) w- l - ( w-6 z' lI(1 b)

since it will be legitimate to neglect the x-derivative of the co-variances
in comparison with the eddy transfer terms and their z-derivatives. Note
that there is no systematic difference inasmuch as (19a) could be ob-
tained by substitution of u for 1 in (19b). In view of this it is most
interesting (and used to be somewhat puzzling) that detailed and care-
ful measurements have provided indisputable evidence of significant
and systematic differences between simultaneous r and 8 profiles
as functions of lateral distance z, from the axis, for fixed downwind
distance, x. Empirical profiles which are normalized with the aid of
the center, or maximum, values show that

i/IOO 3*(oa)
umax M 88max P 2a

According to Schlichting (1160, page 612) the va1ue of the expo-
nent in (20a) might indicate that eddy diffusivity for heat, Kheat, is
twice as great as eddy diffusivity for momentum, Kmom . It will be
shown in the following section that the value of ; for the exponent
in (Z0a) has a different reason, and that the ratio KheatAmom equals
4/3 at the center and increases with z. Undisputed is the empirical
result that the mean velocity profiles of submerged jets at various
values of x in the established flow region can be normalized, and are
very satisfactorily approximated by Gaussian or error functions, so
that

log1 9,/ ;Max) ~ - " /X'.  (20b)

S __

________________________________i_
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A fixed ratio i/limax can be taken to indicate the effective width
of the jet. Empirically, it has also been established with relatively
high accuracy that the center or maximum velocity decreases inversely
proportional to the square root of downwind distance, or

u x -  
. (2 c)

max

It follows from (ZOb) that the width of the Jet will increase in direct
proportion to x.

A review of the pertinent literature indicates that attempts to ob-
tain theoretical solutions of equations (1 9a and b) which predict real-
istically the empirical results (20a to c) were generally not as success-
ful as the treatment of the corresponding problems of shear flow in the
vicinity of solid bounding walls. Various semi-empirical hypotheses
have been proposed in the literature in order to solve equations (19),
but yielded predictions which had to be qualified in one or the other
aspect. Especially interesting is here the so-called inductive theory
by Reichardt; reference is made to Schlichting (1960, page 609).
Hinze (1959, page 290) also discusses widely this concept under
"Reichardt's momentum transfer law." The main characteristic of
Reichardt's approach, which is classified as "purely phenomenological"
by Hinze, is the definition of a length,

= -( )/ (u- i ) , (Z a )

which is independent of the lateral coordinate, Yz = 0, while Yx > 0.
In fact, it was shown that -Y is proportional to the width of a sub-
merged two-dimensional Jet, so that it Increases downstream in pro-
portion to x. Upon Introducing (Za) into the basic equation (18a)
and neglecting (W- 5)z in comparison with (-1)xx

(ul)X = "e(ul ) ZZP (Zib)

which, for .Y- x was solved by Reichardt to give

uT~x Ie~l z  (21c)

Obviously, (21c) appears to check with (20b) as well as (20c) provided
that there are no systematic dependencies, on x or a, of the ratio
(uT)/(u_)3; the excess of this ratio above unity is conventionally taken
as a measure of turbulence-intensity.

_________________
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It shall be shown in the following section that the employment
of the longitudinal length-scale, L, as defined in (16b and c) elim-
inates the need for (21a) and produces a more satisfactory solution.

5. A New Solution of the Problem of the Heated Two-Dimensional Jet

In view of the limited success of Reichardt's momentum transfer
law, and recalling the new hypothesis in the form of equaticn (12),
it is self-suggestive to conclude that in the special case of the sub-
merged jet the co-variance between the components x' and z' of
the eddy displacement vector is insignificant. This means that the
importance of the lateral length-scale I is restricted only to wall-
turbulence, and that I may vanish for free turbulence in favor of the
longitudinal length-scale L. Thus, it is suggested to reduce equa-
tions (17a and b) to

= - LxL uzU, (22a)

w8' - LXL U z - L2U z =- L uz(L 8)x. (22b)

When again the term 7 Uz is neglected in comparison with U UxO
and continuity, or T(Ux + 7z) = 0 is considered, the approximate
form of (19a) together with (22a) yields

; ux = (T/2)x = (LxL UzU za LL ( /)zz (23a)

since it will be assumed that L. = 0. In accordance with Relchardt' s
argumentation concerning Y we also assume that Lx is a positive
constant. Then, (23a) is solved by

- - IAe-Z'/4L ,
u(x, z) = Uo (LOA) e with (23b)

u max(x) o4 , (Z3c)

where u0 and LO are integration constants which refer to effective
values at ths apparent origin of the jet, I. e., disregarding the region
near the slot where turbulence is not yet fully established.

A new physicaLmeaning of the longitudinal length, previously
defined as (x'x')1/ a L, emerges from (23b) inasmuch as L determines
directly the width of the submerged jet. For example, reduces to

I -__ _ _ _ _
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l/e of its center-value Umax, if z = + 2L. at any given x. On
the basis of empirical determinations of the downstream spread of
two-dimensional jets as discussed by Schlichting (1960, page 605),
it may tentatively be concluded that the only free factor of proportion-
ality has the value of

Lx = 0. 065; or, L = 0. 065x. (24)

With (16c), and recalling (5c and d), it may be seen that Lx occu-
pies a role in free turbulence, and for the longitudinal length-scale
L, which is very similar to the role of the Karman constant in wall-
turbulence and for the lateral length-scale A. It is therefore pro-
posed that the numerical constant Lx be referred to as the"Reichardt
constant." In terms of eddy structure, Lx = (x-x}/(jI)l/2, and it
is desirable that its universal nature, and its numerical value be more
securely obtained than in (24).

The functional relationship between L and -Y is relatively sim-
ple if the turbulence-intensity is quasi-independent of x and z.
Then it follows from the comparison of (23a) with (21b) that

xm

L - ; or, LZ = 2 f dx. (25)
0

Obviously, the direct use of L is preferable, especially since it has
been primarily defined as the variance of the downstream component
of the eddy displacement vector.

It can readily be verified that (23b and c) are in perfect agreement
with the empirical relations (20b and c). However, this success is
essentially shared by Reichardt' s inductive theory of momentum trans-
fer in free turbulence. The advantage of the vorticity-transfer concept,
and the resulting definition of the longitudinal Jength-scale comes into
fullest play if we turn, finally, to the problem of lateral profiles of
scalar admixtures to the jet fluid, specifically the temperature distribu-
tion in a warm-fluid jet. When again the term w 9. is neglected in
comparison with U Ox, and S(Gx + wv) = 0 is considered, together
with Lz - 0, the approxiativu form of (19b) yields

u 8x - I UzX(L 6)X + L GZ(L 9)xz M L UZZ(L 6))e (26a)

since it is readily verified that on the right-hand side the term oon-
taining Uz vanishes at the center and Is, In the entire ctre-region,
relatively small in comparison with the term containing u. ,f Ui(x, a)

I/
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is given by (23b), we obtain a first-order approximation to the solu-
tion of (26a), valid in close proximity to the center-line,

6(x,-) :O(LO/A)1/3 e - zzAL , with (26b)

0max) W (26c)

where 60 and Lo are integration constants which refer to effective
values at the apparent origin of the two-dimenLional jet. Evidently,
the extremely interesting empirical relationship (Z0a), which appeared
to present a paradox in view of the symmetry between (19a) and (19b),
Is now explained for the center-region of the jet. The different struc-
ture of (26b) in comparison with (23b), which corresponds to (20a) can
now be traced back to the difference between (22a) and (22b). Inciden-
tally, a graph reproduced by Schlichting 11960, page 612) provides
direct evidence that the empirical relationship (20a) holds true only
for z/1 values which are absolutely smaller than approxLnately three
(3).

In order to demonstrate the quality of the solution, we differen-
tiate (26b) to obtain 9x and (IA)xj using (23b) to obtain Uzz. Then,
the two individual terms of (26a) can be expressed as follows,

L U- (L5)x = LG A, L - (-.k+ 2a/240z + 24/16L0). (Zt"b)

The appearance of the same numerical constant (- 1/3) in both ex-
pressions indicates that (26b) is indeed a first-order approximation
to the solution of (26a) 1.

Interesting is that together with a weaker lateral gradient of tem-
perature (in cor.parison with that of mean x-momentum in the core-
region of the two-dimensional jet) equation (26c) predicts also a
smaller downstream decay of the center-value, inasmuch as rmax

is proportional to x', while emax should be proportional tox

In addition, the reto of eddy diffusivitles Kheat/KOmom Is not con-

stant but depends on lateral distance. This can be verified with the
aid of the defining aqua .a which yield, from (22a),

Kmo U -u /u= " LxLU, (28.)
mom x U,(28

ISee "Note" on page 19.
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(which is similar to a form discussed by Schlichting (1960, pages
481, or 605) as originally proposed by Prandtl), while (ZZb) yields,

Kht L L u Eve + LZ ue (Ma)
hetz x z z z x z

If the derivatives iZ ez2 and E8 are obtained from the partial dif-
ferentiations of the solutions (23b) and (26b) it follows that

Keat/ mom 3 i > 2, Sc)

which obviously is a result restricted to the core-region. It is highly
interesting that the ratio of eddy diffusivities has a lower limit of
4/3. In its parabolic increase with lateral distance from the center-
line, the ratio (28c) will, at some distance, pass through the value
of 2, but, in contrast to earlier models, no special significance can
here be attributed to this value. It can be readily verified that the
exponent in the empirical relation (Z0a) has nothing to do with the
value of Kheat/Kmom.

6. Mean Lateral Speed Versus Root-Mean-Square Lateral Speed in

Free Yets

Finally, the lateral velocity component w in a two-dimensional
sub-erged jet shall be briefly investigated. Its mean value follows,
under the assumed condition of quasi-homogeneous fluid, from mass
continuity, -

w - j Gx dz. (29a)
ox

If the G-profile (Z3b) is consioered,

; x a 1(  2th " -Ll )AL 0 (29b)
x a

it can be seen that W in (29a) I.; essentially given by the error-integral
which can be evaluated without difficulty. in a first-order approxima-
tIon the valiua of W(x, a) can be estimated for the immediate core-
region of the Jet with the aid of the iiliowing,

6 L * /Zi (29c)
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it follows from (29b and c) that Go is proportional to U multiplied
by a linear function of the normalized lateral distance z/L; W starts
oit with a zero-value ;.t the jet-axis, and reaches, according to (29b),
extreme values at exactly z = + L, and goes to zero again at large
lateral distance.

There is also the continuity condition for z-momentum (in addi-
tion to that formulated in (18a) for x-momentunm), namely,

(uw) + (wZ)z = O, (30a)

provided all the assumptions listed at the beginning of Section 4 apply.
We shall try to estimate the root-mean-square value of lateral velocity
component. For convenience of writing, let w* (W) 1/2, so that
(30a) can be reformulated, after rearrangement, as

(w*Z)z Z - (uw) - (u)x - (uW')x. (30b)

The first term on the right-hand side of (30b) can be approximated
with the aid of (29c) and (23b). Elementary steps yieid the following
sequen , of first-order approximations,

u w 1 12 Lxz/ZL, (31a)

- (uw)x U Lx zit2 , and, (31b)x x
z

f (u w) dz R U
2 L' z'/2L2 . (31c)

0 x x

The last term of (30b) is readily expressed with the aid of the charac-
teristic relation of the new vorticity-transfer concept (22a). Ele-
mentary steps, and considering that Lz a 0, while Lx = const, yield
the following sequence of relations,

-u w - LxL ;z (LxL U' 2 ) (32a)

(uw,,)x (L xL -/Z) (LxL / 2) xz, (32b)
z-f (uw ))Z = (LxL 5'/2) x =0 L 2 zl/2L'. (32c)

0 x

Interestingly, the two terms in (30b) contribute equal parts, as evi,
danced by the comparison of (31c) with (32c). The solution for the
root-mean- square velocity, therefore, is,
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w2= U2 L2 z 2
, or, w* U L z,'. (33a)x x

This Is a surprisingly simple expression, with the following relation-
ship obtained by differentiation,

(w*) L A)/LP J1 - z4,ZL2). (33b)

Two facts are greatly interesting; first of all,coprsnf(3a
with (29c) shows that within the limitations of the approximative as-
sumptions, I. e. , in the core-region of the jet, the root-mean-square
value should e~qual twice the mean value, I. e., w* . 27v. Secondly,
w* is a function of the normalized lateral distance z/L, similar to
;7, but reaching an extreme value exactly at z =± L,,/ - see (33b) -
in contrast to the position of the extreme value found above for ;r at
z = + L. The empirical determination of w-distributions In submerged
jets is therefore a useful tool to obtain the values of the longitudinal
length-scale L.

In this connection, let us discuss briefly some experimental facts.
Albertson at al. (1950) describe an observational program resulting from
a wartime fog-dispersal project of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Re-
search, which Involved the measurement of the mean velocity distribu-
tion in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional jets, over a con-
siderable range of each independent variable. Purely for convenience,
all measurements were made In air, but the authors say that there is
no reason to prest-ne that comparable results would not be obtained In
any other fluid - whether liquid or gas - of moderately low viscosity.
It was found that the distribution of longitudinal velocity (I. a., W) in
the zone of establishment of flow from slots agrees very satisfactorily
with the results summarized in Section 4. However, in conaection
With w-profiles, it is Interesting to quote the following from Albertson
at al. (1950, pages 653-654), where the term "data' refers specifically
to normalized distribution of lateral velocity In zones of established

9 velocity from slots, and underlinings for emphasis are added here,

"Although the data follow the general trend of the theoretical curve,
the values computed from the measurements are at least 1 00 nercont
amatgj than those indicated by the plotted function - the discrepancy
being apparent from comparison of th~e analytical curve (curve (a) of
Fig. 8) with th,: --aasured values. No gg.Mnation.can be gvefor this
disagreement; neither do the computations disclose any likelihood of
mathematical error, nor have repeated measurements by different ob-
servers led to essentially different results."
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On the basis of the preceding developments, a simple explanation
can be offered here. It appears that Albertson et al. have plotted as
their "analytical curve" the correctly computed normalized distribution
of mean lateral velocity, 7, on the basis of mass continuity, follow-
ing (29a). However, their empirical measured values were actually
equal to the at least 100 percent larger root-mean-square velocities
w* as given by (33a), since their equipment consisted exclusively
of sensors for dynamic pressure, or, stagnation probes. It is sug-
gested by the results plotted in Fig. 8 of Albertson et al. (1950, page
654) that the puzzling discrepancy corresponds nearly perfectly to the
difference between W and w* discussed above, concerning both mag-
nitude and lateral position of extreme values, as a consequence of the
vorticity-transfer hypothesis, and the resulting equations (29a) and
(33a). Corresponding discrepancies seem to exist for round jets, and
it is possible that they might find a similar explanation as offered above,
for the two-dimensional jet.

6. Concluding Remkp.

It can be concluded that the successful prediction of an empirically
well-established relationship such as (20a) and (20b) represent a sig-
nificant test with positive results favoring the new hypothesis. Essen-

tial-for this is that, basically, the new concept is one of vorticity
transfer which explains why the actual eddy diffusion of momentum can
be significantly different from the simultaneous diffusion of a truly
scalar property of the fluid. The present discussion is of a preliminary
nature, and certain aspects of free turbulence obviously exist which
invite more penetrating study. As an interesting example the tendency
towards formation of organized vortices at the fringe zones of submerged
jets can be mentioned. It appears possible that this phenomenon could
be related to the difference between transfer of momentum and vorticity
discussed above. The immediate goal of this continuing investigation
will be to find a more definite formulation of the basic concept which
permits Its application not only to free flow and shear zones near walls,
but also to turbulent transfer in the center region of duct flow. Another
application will deal with turbulent structure of free convection above
a maintained horizontal area-source of heat.
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Note added at Proofreading

After reviewing a draft copy of this section, Mr. W. Ohmstede of

the Department of Meteorology at USAERDA, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, has

found that, when (23b) is valid and (26a) is considered in the form,

uex = Lu zz(LB),

an exact solution exists which is

5(x, z) = i0 (L,/L)l/3(l -z6LAL
')/.

This agrees with (26c) but differs in an interesting manner from (26a),

and results in KheatAmom = 3, independent of lateral distance. A more

detailed discussion must be based on the unabridged form of (Z6a) and

shall be presented in a forthcoming report.
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A Universal Law Relatina Eddy to Mean States, ApDlied to Turbulence
in Ducts

(Third Note on a Vorticity-Transfer Hypothesis of Turbulence Theory)

H. Lettau

Departments of Meteorology, and Civil Engineering
University of Wisconsin at Madison

Abstract: A generalized mathematical form is presented which
relates the three-dimensional vector (v) of fluctuating velocity
to the vector (v) of mean motion, and also the fluctuation value
(s') of a scalar fluid property to the mean value (3), with the
aid of a three-dimensional fluctuating vector of eddy displace-
ments (1 _jx' +jy' + tz'), in the following two precise equations:

s ' (h ') V 's - s(V._e), and

v' r' ,X [VX£] -£ × [V.<'] + r' - .,.__-

The evident and interesting properties of symmetry are discussed,
and it is shown that the hypothesis is essentially one of transfer-
and-adaption, foi any scalar property, but also essentially for
vorticity rather than momentum. A previously employed tentative
formulation of the concept (which was applied to free turbulence
in a two-dimensional submerged Jet) is included as a special case
of the above. The present discussion deals with the case of turbu-
lent pressure-gradient flow between two parallel walls. In spite
of one-dimensionality of this special mean flow (f =.t), the
new hypothesis yields explicit expressions for all three fluctuat-
ing components (u', v', and w'). Consequently, for the first
time, it is possible to predict variances and co-variances, not
only for the fluid regions near the wall but definitely also for mid-

21
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channel where the mean shear vanishes. It is shown that the
hypothesis produces satisfactory agreement with detailed ex-
perimental results such as those reported by Laufer (1950).
For example, the hypothesis explains the empirical finding
that the mid-channel ratio of variances of longitudinal to either
one of the two lateral velocity component . is about 3/2. The
same numerical value is shown to apply for the mid-channel ratio
of eddy diffusivities for heat and momentum, which agrees with
empirical data by Ludwieg (1956). Also, some discussion is de-
voted to the lateral length-scale of turbulence and it is shown that
use of the new hypothesis results in a rationalization of the classi-
cal concepts of Prandtl, von Karman, and Taylor.

1. Generalized Relationship between Eddy and Mean States of
Turbulent Flow

In two preceding discussions - Lettau (1964,and 1965) - a new
hypothesis was introduced which serves to specify the functional rela-
tionship between the fields of eddy and mean states in turbulent flows.
The conventional Reynolds bar-operation is used. The separation of
three-dimensional vectors of eddy and mean motion is expressed by the
identity:

+ +u')+_v+v)+_+w'); with 0. (1)

The important feature of the new hypothesis is the deinition and con-
sideration of a three-dimensional vector which represents eddy displace-
ments of fluid elements,

r x' +4y8 + k z'; with =' 0. (2)

The first of the two preceding notes dealt with turbulence in zones of
strong mean shear, i. e., with wall-turbulence in mean flow tangential
to solid boundaries. It was shown that the cross-stream component (z',
perpendicular to the wall) and the down-stream component (x', parallel

to the wall) of the eddy displacement vector (2) are of equal Importance
for the process of eddy transfer across the mean stream lines. Conse-
quently, a significant parameter Is the co-variance, which was referred
to as the "lateral length-scale of turbulence",X- 1Z (3)

and its cross-stream variation, which corresponds, In the immediate

4
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vicinity of the wall, to a linear Increase of I with distance (z) from the
boundary. It was demonstrated that. (2) with (3), and subseqL 3nt co-
variances for eddy diffusivity, as well as the Karman conitant, represent
a significant improvement of the classical concept of "mixing length", as
originally introduced by Prandtl, and, independently, by Taylor.

The original formulation of the hypothesis was tentat'vely supple-
mented in a second note - Lettau (1965) - with an investigation of con-
ditions in free turbulence, specifically, the elementary c se of a two-
dimensional submerged jet. It was shown that for free turbulence of this
nature the most significant parameter of eddy transfer and lateral diffusion
is a "longitudinal length-scale of turbulence", which is given by the
variance, or, the root-mean-square value of the down-stream component
of the eddy displacement vector, i. e.,

L =- (7 r) 1 2 = (xx' 1  (4)

and its down-stream variation, which corresponds to a linear increase of
L with the distance (x) from the jet origin. It was demonstrated that with
(2) and (4) a noticeable improvement of Reichardt's concept of a "momnen-
tum transfer length" of free turbulence was achieved. Furthermore, a
novel explanation was found of the experimentally well-documented and
significant difference between lateral eddy diffusion of momentum and heat.
This difference appears to result from the fact that basic similarity exists
between heat and vorticity, rather than heat and momentum. However,
while conditions in and around the zero-shear zone of freely expanding
turbulent jets were rather successfully described, it turned out that tur-
bulence in the zero-shear region of non-divergent duct flow could not
be understood with the above tentative supple, ont of the ori-inal hypothe-
sis. It appeared that, in addition to possible effects of V 0, there
might be effects of VXr1 * 0.

In the following a reformulation of the mathematical relationship be-
tween the vectors v' and C is presented. The new model-assumption is
more universal. It includes the original and the tentatively supplemented
formulation as special cases, namely,

vi = r x [V X - R [xVX rJ +_r'.)- .(V .). (5)

Again, we want to offer (5) on the basis of conjecture, which will be tested
by the confrontation of m,thematlcally derived predictions, based on (5),
with reality. It should be emphasized that (5) does not contain any ele-
ment which is contradictory to the previously formulated relatlo.iships
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between v' and . On the contrary, it can be said that the original
form - Lettau (1964) - concerned conditions in strong shear zones for
which both V. r and VX r were insignificant, while for the discussion
of free flow in the second note - Lettau (1965) - only the term VX
was unimportant.

Obviously, (5) evidences interesting properties of symmetry. The
totality (nine each) of all possible spatial partial derivatives (with
respect to x, y, z) of the three crtesian components (x', y' and zt)
which describe the eddy displacement vector, as well as of Z, , and
7, which describe the mean velocity vector, appear as factors in (5).
However, barring extreme flow conditions (I. e., flow at relatively high
Mach number, or, with relatively strong density variations) the third
term in (5) will nearly always vanish. Following strictly the elementary
rules of vector analysis, the application of the divergence operator to
(5) yields exactly, for V7. 0, the remarkably simple and symmetric
relationship,

7. (V;) (Vrl).(6a)

For all practical purposes it can be expected that V. v' vanishes at
any time and at any point within turbulent fields of fluid flow. With
V- z 0, a convenient reformulation of (6a) is

r' . (7V ) = _. (7% '). (6b)

Both relations (6a and b) employ the conventional expression of theLaplacian operator; for example,

_L - u +_V 2 v + kVaw; with: V2 u U xx + Uyy + Uz, etc., (7)

where, as in the previous notes, the subscripts indicate partial differen-
tiations with respect to the independent spatial variables x, y, z.

It is convenient to introduce a set of abbrevidtions which are defined
by the following identities,

V X v-£ + -, + (w v )+.I -v u) (B + )(vx ) (8)

7-r' ud' a x' +y' +z', and (9)
x y z(9

V x R ' a L.' +_b' +to I l(,-'YZ) + (x'.-z ) + My,(-X,). (10)
y zx x y

tm
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Note that (9) and (10) contain exactly the totality of the nine possible
partial derivatives of the eddy displacement vector. According to (1)
and the Reynolds rules for averaging, (8) serves directly to produce ex-
pressions for eddy and mean values of the curl of the velocity vector,
_' and , respectively. Note that, as for any "primed" quantity, the
"bar" values vanish, ' d' = 0. The above abbreviations are practi-
cal because they permit easy writing of complicated formulas. For exam-
pie, if we take the curl of X' in (5), and apply the elementary rules of
vector analysis, we obtain with the did of (8) to (10),

VXv' = c - -r -7 + _.vr - 2d'c

- R'. + V.Va, + Q x Vd'. (11)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of (11) demonstrate again that
(5), basically, expresses vorticity transfer. If d' = V ' and also
R = VXr' were insignificant or zero, (5) and (11) would reduce to

r'X ; and, c' - r'V. +. .Vf. (12)

It was shown previously that in (12) the expression for v' contrasts
significantly with the concept of "conservation of momentum" introduced
originally by Pandtl, while the first term on the right-hand side of the
expression for c' corresponds to "conservation of voiticlty" introduced
by Taylor. The complete form of c' in (12) was interpreted as denoting

tvorticity-transfer-and-adaption"; reference is made to Lettau (1964).

For a comprehensive treatment of turbulent transfer processes, it
is imperative to consider, in addition to momentum and vorticity, a
scalar property (s) per unit mass of the fluid, and to study the spatial
distribution of this admixture. It must be expected that the functional
relationship between turbulent fluctuations s' and m,an field i is
governed and determined also by the above defined three-dimensional
vector of eddy displacements. In fact, Lettau (1965) has shown that
the following generalized form leads to predictions which agree with
empirical findings,

s, = -V.irl a -. r'-V - !V- a -r'Vi - id'. (13)

For d' = 0 it follows that s' In (13) reduces to the conventional
expression.
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For convenience, and practical use, relations (5) - for V.v =0 -
and (13) wilI'15e also listed in component form

u (Y' - z' ) - (9c' - 7b') - Cid', (14a)

v1= (z' -x'.) - (ea' -Uc') - ed', (14b)

w= (x'11 - y'j) _ (5b' -pa
l ) - Wd', and (14c)

s' = -x' - y'sy - z's - sd'. (14d)

The key for a conversion of the abbreviations a', bV, c', d', rl, and ,

into defined spatial derivatives of the vector components (xW, y' z'
and u, v, and w) is given by relations (8), (9), and (10).

It shall be shown that the system (14) provides an interesting and
useful basis for discussion, not only of turbulence near walls and in
free flow, as treated previously, but also in the zero-shear zones near
the centor of a straight duct (or, closed channel) when the flow is gen-
erated by a constant pressure gradient.

2. Summary of Principal Empirical Results Concerning Turbulence In
One-Dimensional Mean Flow

One-dimensional mean flow is mo6t readily observed in a duct or
straight channel, where the fluid Is essentially bounded by two parallel
walls, and the vector of mean motion Is tangential tW these boundaries
(Q .-- ). Mean speed, 6 will be a symmetric function only of the
distance from the walls, so.that the vector of mein curl reduces to

=-IU,. Steady-state conditions of such mean flow can be caused and
maintained by either a constant boundary drag (which results In Couette
flow) or by a constant down-stream gradient, Px, of pressure, p. Even
though Couette flow is the simplest possible in theoretical respect,
pressure-gradient flow can be easily produced experimentally. For the
present discussion the latter has an additional advantage in that it
possesses a center-region of essentially zero-value of mean shear.
The averaged equation of motion reduces for these steady-state condi-
tions to

+l-0a)

where z = kinematic viscosity of the fluid. At s.fficiently high Reynolds

pi

- .i
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numbers the flow is said to be "fully developed" which implies that the
viscous term in (15a) becomes negligible in comparison with the Reynolds
stress term, so that (15a) reduces further to

(uw)z= - px = const (independent of t, x, y, and z). (15b)

MeasuremeIas of the total-ty of velocity components in turbulent
one-dimensional pressure gradient flow (that is, G, u', v1, and w'), in
the form of profiles (that is, z-dependencies from wall to center), of mean
flow (G), variances (u 7,- 7, and w-r'w), and co-variances (u'w-',
etc. ), were obtained by several authors. Outstanding among these is
still the set of detailed data reported by Laufer (1950), for Reynolds
numbers of about 12, 000 to 62, 000, in a straight channel of rectangular
cross section and a 12:I aspect ratio. Among the many noteworthy empiri-
cal results of Laufer's work, only the measurements of root-mean-square
values of the fluctuating velocities at the center of the duct will be con-
sidered here. Laufer found *.hat in mid-channel, v equals w'W,
while the value of u exceeds significantly that of the other two var-
iances. The corresponding root-mean-square values, when normalized
upon dividing by mean speed G, show only a relatively slight dependency
on the Reynolds number. For the two higher ReynoVds numbers investi-
gated by Laufer we read from his graphs thea representative center-values
are about as follows:

u / = 0. 027; (v)ul// , (w-r )i 0.022. (16a)

Now, 27/22 = 1.227, and since this value is very close ko %r, - 1.225,
(16a) may be reformulated as

( /-.l2 _- (u -, 1/Z -. (16b)

At the center, u reAches the maximum value for the entire cross-suction
of flow, while the relative rmagniuudos r' a!' root-, ean-square ,,alues
listeJ in (16) show broad and relativeiy uat ;-nimum values. llowoeer,
cnly the numerical result quoted in ()6ai will be used haro. foi further
detail the rc,)der is iefei ed to the original report by Leufer (1950).

_ Concernin . co-variances, Laufer's measurement showed that only
u' was significant and in general accordance with (! Sb), the Reynolds
stress decreased linearly to zero at the center. In view of the finite
valuts of the variances quoted In (16s) this must mean that at the center
the fluctuating velocities ul and w are statistically uncorrelated with
each oter, even though they retnain finite, and are negatively cor'elated
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at any other points of the channel. Correspondingly it can be concluded
that u' and v', as well as v' and w2, are statistically uncoirelated
with each other at any point of the one-dimensional mean flow.

Slmilar results were obtained earlier for flow in a straight air-duct
of rectangular cross section (24 cm by 100 cm) by Reiclardt, as reported
in Schlichting (1960, page 466, Figures 18. 3 and 18.4). From the
graphs reproduced by Schlichting I, can be read that in the center of
Reichardt's duct (uu )l/2 = 4.3 cm/sec, and (w'w )l/Z = 3.5 cm/sec,
for Umax 100 cm/sec. Even though the ratios listed in (16a) would
differ from Laufe,' s it can readily be verified that (16b) is confirmed
within a reasonable error tolerance, since 4.3/3.5 = 1. 23.

It is realized that there exists an even larger number of studies
on one-dimensional mean pressure-gradient flow with circular symm~etry,

i.e., in straight, round pipes. For this flow condition, later experl-
mental work by Laufer (1954) is also of outstanding quality, and has
been widely quoted and discussed in the general textbooks; see, for
example, Hinze (1959, cnapter 7-9). However, since we are concerned
with a basic testing of the new principle, it will suffice, for the time
being, to restrict the discussion to the most elementary case of one-
dimensional mean duct 1iow as produced by a constant pressure gradient
in a straight channel of rectangular cross section and sufficiently large
aspect ratio.

Eddy transfei processes are conventionally studied with the aid of
"eddy diffusivity", K, having physical units of cm2/sec. For the above
case of turbulent flow between two parallel walls, this parameter K
can be most readily defined for momentum, or any scalar property of the
fluid, with the aid of the identities:

K -uw-/u ; K S-W -. (17)

mom z sca z

For the center region of one-dimensional mean pressure-gradient flow
the empirical determination of Kmom-values is difficult because both,
-u'w' and uz, go to zero. In general, it is well-established that eddy

diffusivity Is small at the wall (but never smaller than molecular dif-
fusivity); it increases first systematically with distance from the wall,
reaches a maximum value shortly before halfway between wall anA center,
whereupon eddy diffusivity decreae. to a still positive and significant
minimum value at mid-channel. It mu: be expected that Knom depends
on flow parameters so thut the center value will be a function of the
Reynolds number or other flow chaacteristics,

I
I
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Insofar as the discussions presented in modern textbooks - for ex-
ample, Hinze (1959), or Schlichting (1960) - reflect the present state of
knowledge, it may be concluded that, even for the simple case of one-
dimensional duct flow, only the portion of the Kmom-profile closest to
the wall is reasonably well understood. Here, for about 10 to 20 percent
of the entire diameter of the duct, K,om can be successfully normalized
with the aid of shearing velocity and distance from the boundary. How-
ever, for the remaining about 80 to 90 percent of the diameter, knowledge
is restricted to quasi-empirical and qualitative reiationships; especially
uncertain are conditions in the region of zero-shear in the center.

A special Ksca is Kheat which is the eddy diffusivity for heat. It
applies when internal energy per unit mass of the fluid, cPT, is substi-
tuted for s in (17), with cp = specific heat and T = absolute tempera-
ture. While it turned out to be rather difficult to normalize the distribu-
tion of either Kmom or Kheat individually, the ratio KheatKmom
was found more easily accessible to quantitative treatment and norma&za-
tion. It has been pointed out by many authorities in the field - see, for
example, Ludwieg (1956) - that the accurate knowledge of the ratio
Kheat/Kmom is of great interest for a hosL of boundary layer problems.

A thorough experimental study on velocity distribution and tempera-

ture gradients for controlled heat transfer from wali-to-wall, with

pressure-gradient flow in a channel of rectangular cross section, has
been conducted by Corcoran, Page, Schlinger, and Sage (1952). Experi-
mental point-value-s of Kheat and Kmon, were calculated and reportee
by Page, Schlinger, Breaux, and Sage (1952). From the last quoted
report we selected and extracted a representative set of KheatAmom
rrlios for points as closely as possible to mid-channel position.
Actually, these points were read frm tables fox + 0. 05 diameters from
the center. T'he K-ratios together with Reynolds numbers (Le) are sum-
marized below:

Reynolds nunboi 8,900 9,400 17,100 37,300 52, 500
(K heat mom)mi d : 1.43 1.1l I.Zl 1.10 1.05

It must be added that (the only exception being the run at Re = 91400)
the temperature difference betwfen upper and lower wall was kept'at a
uniform value close to S*C, with a mean distance (or duct diameter) of
1. 7 cm between boundaries.

The pronounced systematic decrease of the ratio KheetAmom with
increasing Reynolds number, experimentally derived by P.ge o.fal.,
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appears hardly compatible with corresponding data obtained by other
authorities using different methods. For example, Ludwieg (1956) based
rather reliable estimates of the radial profile of Kheat/Kmom on measure-
ments of mean velocity and stagnation temperature distribution in pipes
with heat-insulated walls, for flows of relatively high Mach numbers.
For these conditions, internal heat generation by energy dissipation is
relatively large, and energy fluxes due to turbulent diffusion of eddy
energy could be evaluated on the basis of the above measurements.
The resulting Kheat/mo m profile showed a general increase from about
1. 08 near the wall to 1. 48 near the center, or exactly, from 0. 025
diameters off the wall, to 0. 025 diameters off the center. The actual
Reynolds numbers were relatively high, ranging from 323, 000 to 374, 000,
corresponding to Mach numbers of 0. 63 to 0. 87. No significant depen-
dency of KheatAmom on Reynolds number appears evident. A brief
sunmary and discussion of Ludwieg' s results can also be found in
Schlichting (1960, page 499).

Ludwieg (1956, page 80) comments on the puzzling discrepancy
between his result and that of Page et al. summarized above. Especially
this concerns the fact that Page et al. find a center value of Kheat/Kmom
which could be close to 3/2 at lowest Reynolds numbers, but, which
decreases with Re so that an extrapolation to Re of the order of 300, 000
would definitely predict equality of Kheat and Kmom. In marked contrast,
Ludwieg's ratio is still about 3/2 at such Reynolds numbers and indepen-
dent of them. Ludwieg feels that this considerable discrepancy can
hardly be explained by differences in test conditions alone, and supposes
that inaccuracies in the experimental method of Page et al. are responsible.

It may be anticipated that in the following section our new model
as formulated by (14) shall be applied to the problem of Kmom and Ksca
in one-dimensional flow. It will be shown that the contrasting result
of Ludwieg, versus that of Page et al. can have real causes and may
be explained by physical deviations in turbulence structure resulting
from dissimilarities in U and 9 distributions due to different boundary
conditions.

We mentioned before that eddy diffusivitios - which represent a
concept introduced by Boussinesq nearly nine decades ago - proved
diftcult to normalize. About four decades ago Prandtl madv an important
advance in showing that a universal result is more readily obtained -
at least for the strong shear zone of flow close to the boundary - by a
relatively slight change in approach, in comparison to (17). This change
amounts to consideration of u'r/(Uz)? rather than u'7/1z. The

.|
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concept was supplemented a few years later by von Karman's introduction
of a similarity rule of turbulent fluctuations. For a detailed account of
historical developments reference can be made to Schlichting (1960,
pages 477 to 487). Using the notation defined in Section 1, Prandtl's and
Karman's laws can be quoted as

-7w = 12(Fz ); and, I=- kz/U with k Z0.4, (18)z 2 22

respectively, where I is supposed to be independent of the magnitude of
mean or fluctuating velocity, and k is the universal number named
Karman's constant.

When Zh denotes the narrow width (or diameter) of the channel it
is convenient to introduce dimensionless forms of I (by means of the de-
fining relation F )I/h, and distance from the wall (by the defining rela-
tion v = zA) so that 4 equals unity at the center of the duct. When the
subscript "wall" refers to the boundary value of a quantity and the sub-
script 9 denotes partial differentiation with respect to 4P, a reformulation,
with the aid of (15b), of Prandtl's law in (18), is

u-' (1-9). (u'w') w (F V )2, (19a)ulw = l-f. ( w wall

and of Karman's law in (18),

u'w' (l-)" (u'w) = - k2 ( 4/(5 )2. (19b)(w'wall , 90

Integration of (19b) is immediately possible and results in Karman's
form of the "universal velocity distribution law"; reference is made to
Schlichting (1960, page 488). The corresponding integration of (19a)
requires an independent mathematical formulation of F(9). In turn, it
must be concluded that (19b), too, involves implicitly, but uniquely, a
certain function F(v). In fact, the variety of attempts at deriving a
"universal velocity distribution law" reported In the literature can readily
be discussed In explicit terms of specific F-functions, regardless of
whether the Individual authors spocified them, or used them implicitly.
A detailed discussion along these lines wd ,  . by Lettau (1961),
and a few of previously employed mathemLtN-It, M'de lk ate summarized
below.
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Year Authority Model assumption: k-IF() ecual to:

1925 Prandtl
Original:
Modified: I --,"

1930 Von Karman: 2 (1-'l-.,)% -,

1932 Nikuradse: (9-.pZ/2)[l - 0. 6 (-.Z/ 2 )]

1959 Lettau '+1''
General: 9/Il + mqm I/

m
n]

Duct Flow(m=2): /( + 2q 
3/Z

Prandtl's classical form of the "universal velocity distribution law"
is strictly logarithmic in 9; it is produced by integration, with the aid
of the original Prandtl model, F = k9, only for Couette-flow conditions,
that is, for (uw')z = 0. For duct-flow conditions as determined by (15b)
it requires consideration of what is listed above as the modified form of
Prandtl's F(f). For a discussion of the Nikuradse model, reference can
also be made to Schlichting (1960, pages 510 to 512). Lettau 196Z) has
shown that his generalized form of F(9) applies also to atmospheric
boundary layer conditions if m = 4; it will be demonstrated in a forth-
coming paper how well the same form of F(9) applies to turbulent Couette
flow if m = 1.

As can readily be seen from the above listing, all F-functions have
the common feature that

lim F = k (ZOa)
I

This permits us to conclude that flow conditions are successfully normal-
zed in the immediate neighborhood of the wall. However, considerable I
liscrepancles exist in the center of the duct. Namely, for 0 =, F= )A

* zero for Karman's, as well as Prandti'r modified law, 0.333 = 1/3 for
,ett u's, 0. 35 for Nikuradse's and 1.0 for Prandtl's original law. The
lifference between the two models by Nikuradse and Lettau is hardly sig-
ificant; both F-funcUons, upun Intearetion of (19a), result In velocity
Istributions that have been shown to be in quite satisfactory agreement
iith empirical data over the entire cross section of the duct; see Lettau
1961). Therefore, it can be expected that there is a counterpart of (ZOa) *

,hich describes conditions with the approach to mid-channel,
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lim F = 0, (20b)

with the additional specification that for pressure-gradient flow
(F/k)mid = 1/3.

The exact determination of the numerical value of Karman's universal
constant depends to a relatively slight though significant degree on the
form of the F-function accepted for the integration of (19a), or, the mathe-
matical form of the resulting velocity distribution law. Employing exactly
the same set of empirical data for which Nikuradse derived the commonly
accepted value of k = 0.40 with the aid of Prandtl's strictly logarithmic
velocity profile, Lettau (1961) has shown that k = 0. 428 if the velocity
profile corresponding to the more realistic function F = k9P(1 + 24,3/ 2 ) is
used. Schlichting (1960, page 512) states that with von Karman's form of
the "universal velocity distribution law" as deduced from (19b), good
agreement with empirical values would require that k = 0. 36. In view
of obvious deficiencies of the laws of Prandtl and von Karman it can be
concluded that k = 0. 428 appears to be the most representative value of
this universal constant.

3. Turbulence Characteristics of One-Dimensional Mean Shear-Flow
Derived from the Generalized Eddy Displacement Structure

For the application of the new mathematical model it is practical to
summarize the properties of one-dimensional mean shear-flow under con-
ditions as detailed in Sect'ion 2, namely,

=; 1 .- ux = 0; Vxj = 1 = juz; vat u .(ZIa)

Let the consideration also include a scalar property of the fluid, which has
a lateral gradient due to uniform flux-density maintained by a continuous
boundary source or sink. Then,

For mean states, -'rified by (21), the complete system of fluctuating
quantities follows from (14) as

ut -Z', - d'u a -z'; - (xx +y'y  ; +', (ZZa)' " x y a
'1 e; a (yxo-ae )-, (22b)

y
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=e x' u - Vu x'u - (X -zt)u, (22c)

s - - zs - d's - 'z - (xI + yy + z')S. (ZZd)

Furthermore, the condition for a zero-value of the divergence of the fluc-
tuating velocity vector (6b)reduces to

x = (x' + X' + Xz )U. (23)

zz xx yy zz
Firstly, let us investigate variances and root-mean-square values. If,
for convenience, u'u' is written insL.ad of u'", and the same is done
with all "primed" quantities, squaring of the individual equations in (22)
produces

u'u' = z'z'u z +2d'z'u u + d'd'u2 , (24a)z z

vv= (y- y, + x'x, - Zy Xy)U, (24b)

w'w' = x'xu z - Zb'x'u u + bQbuz, (24c)

and a relation for s'st which needs not to be written down becausc. it
would be the same as (24a) only with s in place of u.

Application of the bar-operation eliminates those products of fluctua-
tion quantities which are statistically uncorrelated with each other. Further
simplification of the system (24) occurs at the center of the duct. Namely,
at mid-channel, ti = 0 which means that Umid = Umax- If anywhere in
the duct, conditions of isotropy will here exist, which implies that at mid-
channel all variances are equal,

X' x' =xx XX,=xX' = yl .yya = Z'' =z ' ,= (25a)
x X y y zs xx y y xx zz 2

where K1 denotes a positivo number. Simultaneously, by virtue of iso-
tropy, a family of mixed products vanishes, specifically,

.0Y1  aY" 'z' =xx ax'z ' = Y, x, = o. (25b)
x y X a yx ax y Z

With (25) it follows from (24) that at the center of the duct,

(u u') mid  = 3Ka (imid* (6a)

(v v )mid :(wr'7 )mi d - wx( ")ml d .-b
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One verifies readily that (26) agrees satisfactorily with Laufer's empirical
result (16b) which was discussed in Section 2, while (16a) permits numeri-
cal estimate K " 0. 015. From Reichardt's results also discussed in Sac-
tion Z, a 0. 025 value would follow but, it was pointed out by Laufer, that
the duct employed by Reichardt did not have a satisfactory aspect ratio,
so that fluctuation conditions were possibly not truly representative, Pro-
vided the interpretation by variances such as (Z5a) stands further testings
it is proposed that x be called the "Laufer constant". In view of the de-
fining equation, z = (~x )mid, K represents an interesting counterpart
to the Karman constant, k = Rz'-)wall. It appears desirable that the
possibly universal nature of K and its numerical value be more securely
tested than before.

Let us turn now to the investigation of co-variances which can be
calculated with the aid of the system (22) as follows,

u'v' - c'Z'u u - c'd'1Z, (27a)z

vIWt = c'x'U u - b'cj z , (27b)

u'w' = -xz'U2 + (b'z'-d'x') Uu + b'd'u 2 , (27c)
z 2

s'w' z -x'z's u + b'z's u - d'x'u s + b'd'su. (27d)
z z z z

On the basis of physical reasoning and the one-dimensionality of the
mean velocity vector, it must be required that u = v = 0 at any
level of the considered flow. Thus, it follows from the system (27) that

c'b' = (yx' -y)(x' -z') 0, (z8a)
x y z x

c'd' a (y' -x' )(x' +y' +z') 0, (28b)
x y x y z

c ax' ay'x x' - xx'x = 0, (Z8c)
y

j7z a' _y'z - X, Z, 0. (28d)

Furthermore, the restrictive requirement that the eddy flux of x-momentum

in the z-direction should be of the "gradient-type', is satisfied when in
(27c)

b'd' • (x- -Z)(x' 'y' +4+') 0. (z8e)
z ) xx YY z
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Since the co-variance (28e) appears in both relations, (27c) and (27d)
transform into

U'w' = ex'z' uZ + (bz' - d'x')UzU,  (29a)z

s'w x'z' us + bz' s u-7 u s. (29b)z z z z

The second equation proves thi't gradient-type eddy diffusion for momen-
tum does not automatically imply the same type for the eddy diffusion of
a scalar property of the fluid. More about this farther below.

The cartesian components of the eddy displacement vector appear in
co-variances of the systems (28) and (29) in such numbers and variety that
we may distinguish three basic types. One involves only the magnitudes
themselves, as for example, x'z'; another type shows a combination of
one magnitude with one partial derivative, as for example, c'x', while
the last consists of products of two derivatives, as for example cd', and
its constituents. The first type shall be discussed in some detail at the
end of this section, in connection with the revised form of the classical
Prandtl-Taylor-Karman length-scale of turbulence. Concerning co-variances
of the second type it will immediately be seen that certain terms, like
xx in (28c), can be reformulated as the derivative of a variance like

xx y; the physical nature of the assumed one-dimensional flow will

require that the bar-value of the latter example Is exactly zero. A simi-
lar argumentaton concerring 77 as part of d'x' in (29a), will also re-

x
sult in a zero-value because the average, x7, cannot be a function of
x. Additionally, -nd Independently, it must be expected, in the form of
a general rule for one-dimensional flow, that all co-variances which con-
tain either y' ui, any yrderivative, like x' and z',, will in all likli-
hood average out to zero. This mean3 that non-zeros in (29) will be:

b 'z = 'xz ; and, d'x1 = z'x'. (30)
z z

Other non-vanishing co-variances of the same type as (30) will also be
discuss ,J at the end of this sectlon, in connection with length-scale
concepts.

Any of the three components (x', y, z') of the eddy displacement
vector can appear In the form of a derivative with respect to each of the
three spatial coordinates. Thus, the possible total of Individual factors
in co-variances of the third type amounts to nine. It has been montloned
In connection with (9) .nd (10) that the four abbreviated terms a', b', cl,
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and d' contain exactly these nine factors, and each appears only once.
We may disregard here the squares (or, orthogonal terms) and assume
symmetry in mixed products (for example, x'zZx = Z4Xz), which leaves
us with a total of 36 co-variances. According to (28a) and (28b), 10 of
these cross-products do vanish on the average when it is assumed that
after expansion of the products of sums in the above three expressions,
each individual co-variance is zero. Moreover, it is safe to say that
mixed products which involve the longitudinal vorticity component a',
as defined in (10), will vanish; even though, due to the one-dimension-
ality of the investigated mean flow, none of the terms in the system (22)
contains a' as a factor. However, condition (28e) is of a spec.ial nature,
and will be satisfied with only four of the six co-variances individually
equalling zero; the remaining two will be equal to cach other, that is
XxZ'x = --XZz  * 0, which does not restrict the validity of (28e). Therefore,
at least two cross-products of the third type will be significant. It shall
be demonstrated that these are indeed extremely important in that they
will be identified with the Karman constant.

In summary, a picture developes of a very special anisotropy, or
only slightly restricted form of isotropy of turbulent displacement struc-
ture, for the considered case of one-dimensional mean shear flow. A
closer discussion, though, shall be postponed since we prefer to empha-
size, in the present introductory appraisal, the direct comparison of model
predictions with the best of empirical data available in the literature.
Naturally, no direct measurements of eddy displacements exist and can-
not exist, not to mention measurements of their spatial derivatives. There-
fore, we now turn our attention to eddy diffusiP. s.

The defining equations (17) yield in combination with (29) and (30),
K = T7 + ( 7 -z-r')u (3la)

mom z z z

K + (31b)
sca z Z z z 2

Obviously, eddy diffusivities must depend markedly on the structure of
mean states of flow. The appearance of both, mean velocity u and shear
a , In (31a) cerves to explain why attempts towards normalization were not
successful, except for the region near the wall, where 0. is large and G
small. Furthermore, the system (31) shows clearly that Kmom will equal
Ksca only when O/Oz equals I/iz, 1.e., when strict similarity prevails.
If there Is dissimilarity, for instance, if It would have a non-zero value
at the center of the duct, where G. a 0, the eddy diffusivity ratio can be
normalized, and we obtain a highly interesting relation,
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(K scamom)m d = 'z'/(b'z' - d'x'). (32)

It is certainly possible to think of duct flow under such boundary condi-
tions that at mid-channel the derivative iz is finite; a good example is
given by the experiments of Corcoran et al. mentioned in Section 2.

Together with the other extreme case of full similarity between s and
u, for which the ratio of the eddy diffusiviti'.s equals unity, relations (31)
show that the ratio of the K's must vary over the cross section of the duct,
and can be normalized only at the center of the duct. In this connec-
tion, Ludwieg's empirical result, with heat as the scalar property, is inter-
esting insofar as it inaicates that the ratio of KheatAmom at mid-ch&nnel
is independent of the flow structure and equal to about 3/2. This conforms
with (32) provided that

(by)mid - 3(d'x')mid' Or' (xzZ )mid = 3(zx')ml d - (33)

The alternate form of (33) is explained by (30). Physical-statistical justi-
fication for the validity of (33) can be based on independent reasoning, as
will be discussed at the end of this section.

It is indeed reasonable to expect a characteristic degree of dissimilarity
between heat and momentum distributions for the conditions of Ludwieg's
experiment; namely, temperature increased down-stream with unchanging
mean flow, due to heat insulated walls, and significant rates of internal
production of heat. A closer investigation of these particular conditions,
together, possiblywith the necessary modificaton of the system (22) for the
case of circular symmetry of flow, will be postponed; also delayed will be
a closer sxudy of the discrepancy between the experimental results of Lud-
wieg (1956), and Page et al. (1952). Concerning the latter, it may suffice
here to mention the possibility that a gradual approach to fuller similarity
bctween heat and momentum distributions may have taken place. In other
words, it appears possible that the ratio of Kheat/tMo M in the experiments
by Corcoran ELAL, decreased from a low-Reynol'.I number value of nearly
3/2, towards unity with increasing Reynolds number in accordance with a
change from quite dissimilar to more similar conditions of heat and momen-
tum distribution (reference is made 0 the summary in Section 2). This nould
have been brought about by the selected procedure of keeping the tempera-
ture differential from one wall to the other approximately con3tant, while
the mean flow-rate was systematically increased to produce the desired
change in Reynolds number. However, these are tentative suggestions,
and revisions are possiblo upon closer investigation of the empirical data
and flow conditions in the experiment by Page ".jj. The important feature
Is that we have now available a complete yet conelie scheme for the
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calculation of turbulent transfer characteristics, in a more consistent and
rational mannei than before.

The same scheme, when previously applici with reasonable success to
transfer processes in free turbulence yielded a ratio of 4/3 for KheatAmom
in the center region of a two-dimensional submerged jet, where there is
little or no shear. Again, only the ratio, not the diffusivities themselves,
could be normalized. Interestingly, the transfer characteristics in the case
of free turbulence can be rather corpletely described by onc variance only,
namely that of the down-stream component of the eddy displacement vector.
This was mentioned at the beginning of Section 1. Concerning more detail
about the concept of the "longitudinal length-scale", and its relationship to
the "momentum transfer length" introduced by Reichardt, the reader is referred
to Lettau (1965). it appears as if the co-variances of components of the eddy
displacement vector play a significant role only in wall turbulence, when the
mean flow is strictly ducted and the fluid bounded by at least one solid wall.

It must be emphasized here that there is, of course, no absolute justi-
fication for th,' assumption that "gradient-type" eddy diffusion prevails under
all flow conditions. Especially when heat is the fluilw propcty conside.J,
the importance of gradient-diffusion will be diminished as conditions of
turbulent free convection are approached. It should be remembered that
the expiebsions for eddy transfer (Z9), and subsequently derived eddy
diffusivities (31), are valid only when (ZSe) is satisfied. The possible ef-
fect cf non-vanishing terms in 9W, in connection with the original forms
(Z7c and d), must and can be investigated if convection is involved, but in
other general cases, too, as shall be demonstrated next.

Now, let us Investigate the lateral length-scale -Z turbulence. Empboy-
monL of the defining equations (18), in connection with (Z7c), yields

= - (x'z zx') /U - Fd1(U,/Uz)1, (34)
z z Z z

where the simpification (30) is considored, but eddy diffusion is not
restricted to be of the griient-type. Differentiation of (J4) once with
cespect to z yields, exactly,

21 1 5: 2Zz( r7

+ j~('i - iT-) - u(S~ + dE'J" / - 6b70(').ii:Z a 9 r Z I

At this point let us restrict further development . to the case of gradient-
type eddy diffusion of x-momentuwti t at means that Grd 0, which elim-
inates *he lat term in both relations (34) and (0S). Note that this stet,

-- . - m ill mm iNI nnmnmnm immnml ai m• nm lm nn umm n•mum •l ml - . ....
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taken at this point, preserves the terms witn bd' and dzb' in (35),

which will prove significant.

In tbc' zone of strongest mean shear, near the wall,the third term in
(35) will be relatively small. Thus it can be concluded that a necessary
and sufficient condition for both, I and 1z being independent of the flow
structure, must be

x'z =z'xx ; subsequently, x' = z' x' . (36)
z z Z zz

The second relation in (36) follows directly and exactly from the first,
upon differentiation. Thus, for the immediate vicinity of the wall, (34)
and (35) reduce to the completely normalized forms,

I' =x'Y; and, 1I=z'x' x' z' (37)z z z

Obviously (37) represents no more - ss than a reformulation, and ra-

tionalization, uf the classical Prandti-von Karman hypothesis (18). A
necessary and sufficient prerequisite of (37) is that both derivatives of
the eddy displacement vector, divergence as well as lateral vorticity, go
to zero in the vicinity of the boundary. amely, with Uz significantly
different from zero, (ZZb) yields, for b' = 0,

xT = w'/z; subsequently, x' = W' /U - W'U/Uiz (38a)

which, when combined with (22a), for d' = 0, results in

zx' = w' ul/u - U'W' u / ; with: -z' = u'/u z . (38b)
I z z z

Now, for V* v' Owe have that w, =- ux - v'; in view of flow condi-
tions requiring u'u to be independent of x, this means that
w'U'= - v' u', and according to the previously accepted rule, the latter co-

z y
variance must vanish. Consequently (38b) results in

-X z - .7 / (39)
z 55 z

In combination with the first form In (34) and the second form in (37),
relation (39) permits the elimination of 1, whereupon,

(j)Z = " -'w u4  - ' '  (40)

which agrees exactly with the expression for the square of the Karman

"
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constant (19b), since the ratio involving the two derivatives of u is
independent of non-dimiensionalization of lateral distance.

The co-variance expression for the Karman constant can be derived
in several different ways. A relatively simple manner is to obtain zz,
using (22a) with d' 0, in a procedure corresponding to the calculation
of x" in (38a). Then we form the product, and derive the following se-
quence of developments,

x'z' W UUWz/U + (w'u'u'w')u /u' - u'w'u Z/4

22 2 2 Z ZZ 2 22 2

-- - u'w' / + (WU') u U - u'w' u /U4
Z Z Z 2 Z

- - U'zw' u + (wu )/uz Uzz . (41)

It is theoretically legitimate, and practical for the analysis of empirical
data, to single out the lowest stratum (called the "surface layer") of the
shear zone in fully developed wall-turbulence. The thickness of the sur-
face layer is determined by the requirement that height-integration of the
stress derivative - which is prescribed by the equation of motion, that is,
(15b) in the case considered here - contributes a total stress variation
between top and bottom of *he layer, which is small in comparison with the
value of wall-stress, or boundary drag. Employing the dimensionless
height p = z/h as previously introduced for the system (19), the surface
layer is defined by 0 < < E <- 1, so that p(-wt) /(u- ww)wall < E, where

is a small positive number of less than the order of the relative probable
error of stress measurement; for example, c P 0. 01 to 0. 1 in practical
experiments. Thus, restriction of the discussion of (41) to the surface
layer means that

(uW7)z Uz /Uzz << (u-wl)wall' (42a)

A similar argumentation as used above, in connection with the zero-value

for wl u', supports the conclusion that wu' will vanish, at least in thez

surface layer. Thus, applying the bar-operation to (41) will yield, for the
surface layer,

Xzz  
- uw)wall U z/-4 = kZ, (42b)

z z all zz2 z

which is the co-vurlance form of Karman's law quoted in (19b), and thus
explains the physical nature of the Karman constant k. The restricted

'K1
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validity (to the surface layer only) of (37), (40) and (42b) will explain
why the direct integration of (19b) between the full limits from 4 = 0 to
4 = 1, and the resulting Karman-form of the "universal velocity distribution
law" does not compare favorably with empirical data for the inner region of
duct flow. On the other hand, the length-scale expression in (34), when
restricted to surface layer conditions, is successfully and completely
normalized. This will explain why the Karman similarity concept, as well
as the numerical value of the Karman constant apply universally to mean
flow of different types provided that the fluid moves tangential to a solid
boundary. The list of such types includes Couette flow, pressure gradient
flow in ducts, open channel flow, turbulent boundary layer flow, atmo-
spheric boundary and surface layer flow, etc.

Finally, a brief and tentative discussion of the conditions in mid-
channel can be added. With the restriction to gradient-type eddy diffu-
sion, infinities for uz = 0 will not occur in (35), if in the zero-shear
zone we have that

(x P - °-,Y) u(bzd' + d'b'). (43)

The co-variances on the right-hand side of (43) are of a new type, in that
second-order derivatives of the eddy displacement vector appear as fac-
tors. Let us suppose that the isotropy conditions in mid-channel are of
such a nature that b d' equals to a sufficient degree of approximation~z
dby. This will mean the existence of statistical correlations exclusively
between second-order and first-order z-derivatives of x' and z', namely,
upon expansion,

b'd' (x -zI )(xI + y + Z') M X3 Z, (44a)z zZ xz x y Z zzz
d' b' W + ' - x) zt X nz, (44b)

z xz yz zz z x zzz zzz

With the aid of (44), the relation (43), at mid-channel, reducesto

zz z z zz z (45)

Now, let us recall the characteristic relation (6b) in the special form of
(23), which expresses the plausible fact that the fluctuating velocity vec-
tor is non-divergent. Upon multiplication of (23) by zz and averaging,

z'x' +U x, +x ) X' (46)
Z z z xx yy zz zzz,

4
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when the a ve described special isotropy condition is considered. Com-
bination of with (45) yields, at mid-channel,

u(x'z'- I) Z z'x; thus, X Z 3 zx', (47)
zz zZ z z

hich agrees with ( . Thus the interrelationship between co-variances,
ich explains the va e of 3/2 for the ratio Ksca/mom at mid-channel,

co atible with empiric findings, is herewith deduced.

4. Con udin Remarks

It must e emphasized again at the preceding discussion is part of
a continuing Iestigation. The c nclusions are tentative, because cer-
tain lines of de lopment have not y been fully followed through. How-
ever, the propos scheme which pres6Kibcs individually and exhaustively
the complete syste of turbulent quantitgs (s', u', v', and w') was shown
to proride a versatil and useful tool for the prediction of a host of empiri-
cal fa,-ts concerning t ulence characterisiics of one-dimensional mean
flow, especially for the ro-shear zone in the center of pressure-gradient
flow between parallel bou aries. This is in addition to previous results
concerning the structure of ee turbulence and of eddy transfer processes
in a two-dimensional submer d jet. The explantton of well-documented
experimental results establish another point in a% nr of the new hypothe-
is, although it is presented sti in the form of a conjecture. Further ex-

ration of its potential shall be a aim of future studies.
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ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY-LAYER DYNAMICS
OVER THE FORESTS OF NORTHEASTERN WISCONSIN*

Warren B. Johnson, Jr.
Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin

Abstract: There is a serious need for detailed observations
of boundary-layer structure, particularly over surfaces with
tall vegetation. Accordingly, an experimental program con-
sisting of seven observational periods spanning about a year's
time was carried out over the extensive deciduous forests of
northeastern Wisconsin. A total of 209 usable, detailed wind
profiles for the lowest 2 k: of the atmosphere were obtained
by tracking pilot balloons with two theodolites. Supplementary
surface-layer measurements of net radiation, wind and tempera-
ture furnished sufficient infonnation to estimate the surface
heat-budget parameters, as well as atmospheric stability and
aerodynamic surface roughness length, which aided in the inter-
pretation of the results of the wind-profile analysis. Addition-
ally, use was made of boundary-layer temperature profiles
obtained by means of an instrumented aircraft during some of
the observational periods; for the other periods, USWB radio-
sonde data were employed.

The observations are illustrated in conjunction with profiles
ot geostrophic wind computed directly from surface und upper-
air pressure and temperature measurements, which, although
apparently rather inaccurate, were of some use in the analysis
of the wind profiles. The analysis for thL most part was per-
formed using a modification of Lettau's "antitriptic" method.
The basic method permits the indirect determination of geo-
strophic wind profiles through the assumption of constant thermal

This work is part of a thesis submitted to the University of Wisconsin
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. Degree, written
under the supervision of Professor H. Lettau, Department of Meteorology.
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wind; the modification essentially involves the treatment of
baroclinic wind profiles as barotropic profiles upon which
thermal winds are simply superimposed. The modified method
gives acceptable results for all advection regimes, while the
original method fails for cases of strong cold-air advection.

Estimates were obtained for several basic boundary-layer
parameters, and these are compared with results from previous
investigations and with theory. Fairly good agreement with
theory for neutral conditions is indicated in most instances. A
pronounced diurnal variation of stress, geostrophic drag coef-
ficient, and total rate of energy dissipation is indicated, con-
firming previous observations and theory. Seasonal changes in
the character of the vegetation due to the phenological cycle
are shown to have significant effects upon low-level wind
structure.

Several noteworthy features of the boundary-layer observa-
tions are discussed, such as nocturnal low-level wind maxima
and diurnal variations in the height of the upper-level tempera-
ture inversion under convective conditions. In addition, results
are reported of an experimental evaluation of the behavior of
smooth and artificially roughened pilot. balloons. Evidence is
presented which indicates that the smooth pilot balloons, while
serving satisfactorily as horizontal wind sensors in this investi-
gatior, had height-varying ascent rates which were more closely
ussociated with atmospheric turbulence structure than with
vertical air motions.

1. Irltrduction

The term "planetary boundary layer" was introduced by Lettau (1939)

to describe the lower portion of the troposphere within which the effects
of frictional interaction with the earth's surface are manifest and sig-
nificant. In recent years the research effort in boundary-layer structure
has been intensified in association with the increased demand for a
better understanding of atmospheric diffusion, of the general circulation,
and of the development of large-scale weather systems.

There is considerable interest at present in the mechanisms of
energy transfer in the atmosphere. Following White end Saltzman (1956),
the atmospheric energy balance may be concisely stated by the equation

f [dQ/dt - a(k+ P 1)/at - D]dm 0,
M

& _¢
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where Q is the non-adiabatic heating per unit mass; K, P, and I are
kinetic, potential and internal energy per unit mass, respectively; D
is the rate of frictional energy dissipation, t is time and the integra-
tion is over the whole mass M of the atmosphere. In most of the work
done to date, this equation has been simplified by disregarding the
heating (source) and dissipation (sink) terms. Clearly, future progress
in the ir',estigation of this fundamental energy cycle is dependent upon
the gaining of additional knowledge concerning the nature and magnitude
of these two important terms. In a case study of the total rate of dissi-
pation of kinetic energy in the winter troposphere over the British Isles,
holopainen (1963) found that almost half of the total occurred within the
atmospheric boundary layer (below 900 mb), which illustrates the import-
ance of this region in the energy cycle.

C 3nsiderations of basic energy-transfer mechanisms in the general
circulation are intimately related to the development of numerical weather
forecasting. Lettau (1959a) has shown by his estimates of the mean
resorvoir of tmospheric mechanical energy and of the global mean of
energy dissipation that a renewal period for kinetic energy of about three
days is indicated. A similar value was found by Holopainen, who points
out: "This implies that a nuerical prediction of the tropospheric motion
field for more than one or two days cannot be very successful unless a
proper mechanism for frictional dissipation is incorporated in the model."
The general problem here is one of including the surface fluxes in the
large-scale system by relating them to the external parameters control-
ling the flow.

In this regard, Lettau's work in relating empirically (1959a) and
theoretically (1962) his concepts of geostrophic drag coefficient C and
surface Rossby number _.Ra is useful. (The surface Rossby number
Is defined as Ro0 = Vg 0 /zof, where Vg,, is the surface geostrophic
wind speed, zo the zerodynamic surface roughness length, and f the
Coriolis parameter. ) Applying Lettaul s theoretical relations, Kung
(1963) was able to estimate the climatoloqical pattern of mechanical
energy dissipation In the lower atmosphere over the Northern Hemisphere,
based on his assessments of area-means of aerodynamic surface rough-
ness. In addition to the wind-spiral solution proposed by Lettau (1962),
numerous other theories of varying degrees of generality have been of-
fered: Blackadar (1962, 1963), Appleby and Ohmstede (1964), Estoque
(1963), Ching (1964) and others. A nun"r',- of these theories appear to
give fairly good comparisons with the available observations, but the
quantity of these data is extremely limited. Routine aerologlel sound-
ings are not sufficiently detailed for boundary-layer work; special ob-
servations are necessary. In an earlier study (Johnson, 1962), tha wind-
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profile analysis was based upon kite observations obtained over 40 S
years earlier. The recent use of tall instrumented towers has been of
some help in this regard; however, even a 2000-ft. structure is not b
high enough to sample the total vertical extent of the layer of Interest,
except under certain conditions.

The seriousness of the lack of suitable observations in the atmos-
pheric boundary layer may be judged from the statements of the National

Meso-Micrometeorological Facility Survey Group (1964), in connection
with plans of the National Center for Atmospheric Research to establish
a boundary-layer observational facility. The following excerpt from the t
report by the Facility Survey Group is pertinent here: "Perhaps the most

important problem of micrometeorology is to relate surface fluxes of
momentum, heat and moisture to free-air variables and terrain character- I
istics.... Progress in this fiold has been axtremely slow, because ex-

tensive observational programs of surface :onditions have generally not
been accompanied by sufficient informati, a to determine the geostrophic I
wind, the thermal wind and the profiles of wir d and temperature up to
5000 ft." 1

Particularly lacking have been detailed boundary-layer observa-
tions over very rough boundaries. Lettau (1959b) states, "Little is
known about the effective aerodynamical drag of relatively extreme sur-
face roughness types such as the ensemble of trees in wooded areas or,

the net effect of the buildings of extended hou&ing developments, and
the mean wind profile and turbulence structure above them." The paucity
of such observations has prevented the verification, for extreme surface
roughnass, of any of the theories referred to previously.

The study reported in this thesis is an attempt to fill partaily the
void described in the preceding paragraphs. An experimental program
was undertaken to provide detailed boundary-layer wind profiles up to
2 km and supplementary low-level data over the forested region of
northeastern Wisconsin. The seven observational period- were spaced
over about a year's time in order that the dependence of the wind-
profile structure upon seasonal vegetation changes could be Investi-
gated; the duration of th periods wes such that diurnal variations in
the bouda ry-layer dynamics could also be examined. Concurrently
with the surface-based observations during three of the periods,
detaJled temperature profiles were obtained through the use of an
Instrumented aircraft by Donald H. Lonschow of the Department of

eteoro'bgy, University of Wisconsin; reference can be made to
per N,. 4 of this volume. Estimated profiles of geostrophic wind

were found by an analysis of synoptic-scale radiosonde observations
:.id surface-pressure data, supplemented during the last two periods

wfth a special barograph network. These profiles, while less accurate

than desired, were of some use.
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The analysis of the observed wind profiles was accomplished
through the use of a modified form of the basic geostrophic-departure
method used previously by several investigators, and will be described
in Section 2. The computational procedure yielded estimates of several
characteristic parameters of the atmospheric boundary layer, including
the total and local rates of energy dissipation.

2. Analysis of Boundary-Layer Wind Profiles by the GeosjtoohIc

Departure Method

2. 1 Basic Mathematical Relationships

The problem of estimating the vertical transport of momentum in
the atmospheric boundary layer has been attacked in many different ways.
One method has seen considerable use in the past, and consists oz the
determination of the deviations of the observed mean wind in the friction
layer from the wind that would occur if strict geostrophic balence were
to exist. The momentum flux, as given by the shearing stress, is ob-
tained through the height integration of these deviations. This "geo-
strophic departure method," as It is termed, has several advantages
over other procedures: (1) the height variation of stress, as well as its
surface value, may be found; (2) only relatively simple observational
equipoent is required to obtain the necessary mean wind profiles; and
(3) the method gives estimates of stress for a terin. rather than for a
I" as Priestley (1959) points out. However, there are also disad-
vantages: (1) some of the assumptions necessary for the analysis can
become stringent on occasion, and (Z) knowledge is required of the geo-
strophic wind profile, which is difficult to obtain through direct measure-
ments. Concerning the latter point, an extension by Lettau of his earlier
work (1950, 1957b) has permitted the indirect estimation of geostrophic
wind profiles (Johnson, 1962; Lettau and Hoeber, 1964), which will be dis-
cussed subsequently.

Assuming a broad-scale, horizontally-Independent flow over a uni-
formly rough surface, and neglecting mean vertical motion, normal
stresses, end te height variation of density p in the boundary layer,
the horzlonl ckmponent equations of h.otion become

p Su/t - p f(v - ) + T 1 (2.1)

Pelv/st a pflu-u)4'I. (2.2)
y
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Here f is the Coriolis parameter; ix, U and y, V are shearing
stress and geostrophic wind components in the directions of the hori-
zontal mean wind components u and v, respectively, whre u is
directed 90 degrees to the right of v; and the primes () rafer to par-
tial differentiation with respect to height. For the case of a coordinate
system which may rotate about its vertical unit vector with respect to
the earth, i.e., when the horizontal direction 0 of v may change,
Eqs. (Z. 1) and (2.2) must be expanded to

p(au/at+vaO/8t) = pf(v-V)+Tx, (2.3)

p(av/at-u88/at) = pf(U-v)+r'. (2.4)
y

Defining
vc = v - (l/f)(au/at+vaO/at), (2.5)

uc = u + (l/f)av/at - ue0/at), (2.6)

and substituting into Eqs. (2. 3) and (2.4), we obtain

T pf(uc - U), (2.7)Y

x P f(V - v). (2.8)

The terms uc and vc may be regarded as wr-d components "cor-
rectzd" for local change, and for re-orientation of the coordinate sys-
tem. If the wind flow is in steady states, and th ,' component
dieetions are kept const.nt as in a geographic coordinate system,

u=U and vc v.

If the height H is taken !o bw the level at the "top" of the bound-
ary layer where the frictionmil effects, hence the stress components,
become negligibly small, Eqs. (Z. 7) and ( . S) moy be integrated over
entire vertical extent of the layer to pv, the surface stress components,

H

Tx0 p (vC -V)dX, (.'. 9)
0
H

y1) (U-u)dZ. (, .0)

The stress cotponcnto at iny ,vdtl it may thin Lu- obtaimd fromn

f x -t J Pf(V-v C)Ct, (Z. I
X X, (I t C

JI
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Tyy, pf J (u-cU)dz. (2. 12)

Con sidurable simplification mady be achieved if v is always oriented
in the directiai of the surface wind, for in this case TX, o 0 and
Ty, 0 Tn. In this so-called antitriptv1;' coordinate system, the equa-
tions become

H
0 =pf j (V-V C)dzi (2.13)

0
H

To 0=Pf f (U -u c)dz; (2. 14)
0

z
Tx =Pf J'(V -v c)dz; (2.15)

0

T =Pf f j(U-u c)dz. (2.16)
z

Ncw if the cocificient of eddy viscosity Km is assumed to be a scalar,
we have

Tx pK M ' (2. 17)

1,, pK ftv'. (11.1t4)

Equations ; ) to (Q. 1t) have been ised in various rombinattoni;
ItW. fvrins tor vinu- piofilt analysis by a numbAer of investigatot s, imunq

th. tjr;r ot wh,.i wo Taylut 119~16), Richardl~ion (11120) and Sutclitf,:
S!0(Iftji * t) h*iroA( ~2 ttcrnp]-tOL to ipply the folatlotos to ob-

rhi.. tcot:, uii.&i1b11y twfinoti by ).-ftreys (0),hsbt-ii usted
by~ 1, tt-uu %%ith a nkoihtly rd 'it cornnoitation. In JIgrey5'
utitii..ib cis fiisi tit wiis, "ontittruptie CIenute the a.
wr, th it Ii ctt :iol fou cc vxactly .~uuo ~imanc.s the' pv s-iurv-

')1 1tii"o l ,o (k' C t ~ ilo ~ ~ o) ttaki has, -P~plit-1
tit, .o I" .' rdf l t :.ystot!r xhich i: tni iited1 ivc rtii to
,!ior i t '.1o th, $titO'rr bork> it tho oh'z surfrcc. Tho

ti, ofwlzt- h'ot is %-1-1 t, tt~- Aneosi 110 b . !

or i oi. .It orO :0 d h~it LJ';'rt J -wo "iht b.-)V 1 d
it -1a b i.. y.~. . thi-c fv.ic.- t-t 0.ccv "tOcottititi',
whit-h comu'r Oh.:irbslo h oivlw'itr it oh f th.- -. tth',
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servations over the northeast Atlantic while Sheppard and Omar (1952)
and Charnock et al. (1956) analyzed wind structure in the Trades on
this basis. In all of the studies to date, the inertia terms in the equa-
tions of motion have been neglected. In some cases, the acceleration
terms have been examined and found to be small; some of the observa-
tions were taken in regions (i. e., the Trades) where approximately
locally stationary, horizontally uniform f!ow normally prevails. To re-
duce the seriousness of the assumption of unaccelerated mean wind,
averages of large nurbers of individual profiles have sometimes been
used. For example, Oharnock et al. analyzed the average wind profile
obtained from 387 i=idividual balloon ascents over a 27-day period.
Other investigations (Lettau, 1950, 1957b) have been restricted to the
examination of profiles obtained under special conditions when the
assumption is approximately valid. In the present study, the wind-
profile analysis takes into consideration estimated local-change ef-
fects, obtained as described in Section 5 from the time rate of change
of the mean wind components.

2. 2 Lettau' s Antitriptic Method

The graphical-numerical procedure outlined here is an extension
by Lettau of his earlier work (1950, 1957b) with the Leipzig and Scilly-
Island wind profiles. In those papers he showed that estimates of
geostrophic wind-component profiles could be obtained from the profiles
of observed wind by a trial-and-error orientation of the coordinate sys-

tem in the assumed direction of the surface geostrophic wind. The cor-
rect orientation is found when certain deviations are minimized. The
method d( scribed in the nsxt paragraphs is simpler and can be used
when sufficiently detailed wind-profile data extending up to and beyond
the "top" of the boundary layer are available. When the integration is
taken from the surface to a level z*, Eqs. (Z. 15) and (2. 16) become

3*
= f f (V-v )dz, (2.19)

0
H

a n pff (U-u)dz, (2.20)
a*

where r* and -v represent the stress components at a level wN
within the boundary layer. From Eqs. (2. 17) and (2. 16) we obtain

x=T. X = ,x (VO/,'), (2.21l)

which may also be written as
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=* T *(V')*/(u')*, (2.22)

at the height z* where the height derivatives (v')* and (ul)* apply.

Eqs. (2.13), (2.14), (2.19), (2.20) and (2.22) are sufficient to
permit the determination of profiles of geostrophic wind and shearing
stress components if (1) a height-independent thermal wind, i.e.. a
linear geostrophic wind profile, is assumed, and (2) the observed wind
at some high level H is assumed to be geostrophic. The graphical-
numerical procedure is schematically depicted in Fig. 1, which was
drawn for the case when uc = u and vc = v. (It will be noted that
Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) in the illustration correspond respective-
ly to Eqs. (2.13), (2. 19), (2.22), (2.20) and (2.14) in the text; the
discussion below will use the equation numbers in the illustration to
avoid confusion.)

With the aid of the two assumptions, a straight line representing
the V-profile may be positioned so that Eq. (1) is satisfied, i.e., such
that area A equals area B. The surface geostrophic wind component
V0 is thus determined. Thelowest point of intersection of the profiles
of v and V is taken as the level z*. The integral in Eq. (2) is deter-
mined from area B, hence Trx may be computed. With the aid of the
slopes of tangents to the profiles of u and v at the level z*, T*

can be calculated from Eq. (3). With T; known, the integral which is
equivalent to area C is fund ising Eq. (4). The straight line repre-
senting the U-profile is orawn -ich that area C has its calculated
value, which determines U,. Finally, the surface stress -re Is com-
puted from Eq. (5) utilizing the area (C+ D). Eqs. (2.15) and (2. 16)
may be applied to yield stress component profiles.

This procedure was first used with some success to derive boundary-
layer parameters from climatological wind profiles In the central U. S.
(Johnson, 1962). It was also applied by Lettau and Hoeber (1964) in
their analysis of wind structure in the boundary layer over the small
island of Helgoland in the North Sea. The most important assumptions
inherent in the method appear to be that of constant thermal wind,
which is considered briefly in Section 8, and that given by Eqs. (Z. 1?)
and (2. 18), which will be discussed next.

L. 3 Analysis of the Lakewood Wind Profiles

The concept of proportionality of stress and vertical wind sheer
(i.e., of a scalar Km) Is still quite controversial. Taylor (196S) used
Eqs. (Z. 17) and (2. 18) in an analysis of wind data obtained from the
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Assume: (1) Thermal wind constant with height
(2) Wind at level H is geostrophic

Use these equations: 1
H z*

(1) pf f (V-v)dz = 0 (2) T* pf f (V-v)dz
0 0

H
(3) T* (v')*/(u')* (4) T ** ff (U-u)dz

y x Hy Z
H

(5) To = p ff (U-u)dz
0

SCHEMATIC OF METHOD:
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instrumented tower at Cedar Hill, Texas. He concluded from his re-
suits and from some theoretical arguments that Km may not always
be a scalar. Angell (1964) found negative values for Km from the
analysis of some of his tetroon data, and made the following comments:

The coefficient of kinematic eddy viscosity may be considered
an exchange coefficient and as such implies a transfer of mo-
mentum in the direction of the gradient of momentum. If the
air motions are unorganized, that is, turbulent, in the usual
sense, the coefficients of eddy viscosity must always be
positive. This is undoubtedly true near the ground, but aloft
there is no reason why organized air motions could not exist
which would transport momentum against the momentum gradient
(the northward eddy transport of angular momentum on the south
side of the subtropical jet stream is an example of this).

Similar questions have been raised regarding the validity of the equa-
tion for vertical heat flux. Priestley and Swinbank (1947) found that
the gradient of potential temperature does not necessarily determine
the direction of the heat flux in the atmospheric boundary layer; refer-
ence may also be made to Bunker (1956) and Priestley (1959). It is
appropriat, here to quote from Schlichting (1955) regarding the de-
velopment of the Navier-Stokes equations:

Their (St. Venant and Stokes) derivations were based on the
same assumption a. made here, namely that the normal and
shearing stresses are linear functions of the rate of deforma-
tion, in conformity with the older law of friction, due to
Newton. Since Stokes' hypothesis is evidently completely
arbitrary, it is not a criori certain that the Navier-Stokes
equations give a true description of the motion of a fluid.
It is therefore, necessary to verify them, and that can only
be achieved by experiment.

While the assumption of gradient-type transport of momentum has
been found in most cases to give useful results regarding duct flow,
atmospheric surface-layer flow, and other types of motion in the
immediate vicinity of a solid boundary, its relevance to the more un-
constrained flow at higher levels In the atmospheric boundary layer
has not been demonstrated for all conditions.

One situation which clearly shows e eakness In this concept
occurs when strong cold-air advection in the boundary layer causes
backing of the wind with height sufficient to offset the normal veering

___________________ ____________________________ ____________
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due to friction. In this case, u' can become equal to or less than
zero at a low level, and application, of Eq. (2. 21) yields infinite or
negative values for -ry. Several instances of this type occurred in
the analysis of the Drexel wind profiles (Johnson, 1962); here Lettau's
antitriptic method fails to give results when it is used strictly as
previously described. The effects of cold-air advection also appear
frequently in the Lakewood wind profiles obtained in this investigation,
and for many of these cases, attempts at analysis by previously used
methods were fruitless.

After a careful examination of the possible consequences, a modi-
fication of Lettau's antitriptic method suggested itself and was tested
in the analysis of the Lakewood profiles. The change consists of re-
placing Eqs. (2. 17) and (2. 18) by the assumed formulations

Tx = pKm(u-U)'" (2.23)

Ty = PKm (v-V). (2.24)

The analysis procedure is similar to that previously described, except
that Eq. (2. 22) Is replaced by

* = r* v-V)'/(u-U)', (2.25)
y x

and the slopes V' and U' must now also be determined. It must be
admitted that no firm theoretical basis for this hypothesis has been
found, although possibilities are still being explored. The assumption
that the stress Is proportional to the height derivative of the geostrophic
departure is tantamount to a rectification of the baroclinic system to a
barotropic one; I. e., the distorting effects of a therma! wind, when
superimposed on the basic wind spiral, are subtracted.

This assumption Is probably not valid for the surface laver flow,
upon which the lower boundary exerts more control; Bernstein (1959)
found significant effects in certain surface-layer parameters due to a
horizontal temperature gradient. However, the results obtained from
the analysis of the Lakewood boundary-layer profiles appear realistic.
In addition, the method was applied to a reanalysis of some of the I
Drexel wind profiles, and the results seem to be more reasonable than

those obtained previously. A comparison of these values will be given
in Section 10.

L__
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2. 4 Determination of Other Boundary-Layer Parameters, Including
Mechanical Eddy Energy Production

It has been shown above how estimates of the surface geostrophic
wind components, U0 and V0, and the surface stress, ro, may be
obtained. The angle ao between the surface wind direction and the
isobars is given by

ao tan (U,/V,). (2.26)

The magnitude Go of the surface geostrophic wind is found from

Go (~ VZ)/ (2. 2?)

and the geostrophic drag coefficient may be computed from its defining

equation,

C a(ro0/P) 1/2/G,. (2.28)

When the turbulent energy of the atmospheric boundary layer Is in
steady states and the turbulence is horizontally homogeneous, a balance
is achieved between mechanical eddy energy production plus convective
eddy energy production on one side, and divergencr lux and rate of dis-
sipation ( of eddy energy on the other. The cony :tIve eddy energy
production term Is proportional to

gH/c P p T, (Z. 29)

where 9 is the acceleration of gravity, H the vertical heat flux, c p
the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, and T the absolute
temperature. The mechanical production term may be written as

(T xU' +~ TyVIV. (2.30)

It Is often assumed that the convective eddy unergy production and dim
vergvP'7-e flux of eddy energy are negilvibly sm;,all, or that the tw cancel
each other, In which case the local rae of enrrgy dissipation may be
found from the mechanical production term. Using Eq. (2. 30), the me-
chanical production, and hence the local rate of energy dissipation, can
be computed at any level where the stress and wind sheer are known.

lbe total rate of energy dissipation C in the boundary layer may be
found from an integration of pt over the entire vertical extent of the
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layer. Under the assumptions mentioned above, when the work neces-
sary to overcome the frictional force is considered, we have (following
Lettau, 1962),

H H H
-f (ur'+vT' )dz f (TU'+T v')dz f pcdz = E. (2.31)

0 0 0

Thus E may also be obtained from the term on the left.

3. Descripton of the Observing Site

3.1 Coverage and Type of Forest

The selection of a suitable site for performing the observational
portion of this study involved a number of considerations. The most
important of these was location within a relatively extended, reason-
ably flat arpa of horizontally uniform forest, In addition, it was de-
sired that thi site be as close as possible to a U. S. Weather Bureau
radiosonde station from which supplementary aerological data, especially
temperature profiles, could be obtained. There were also practical con-
siderations which dictated location within a distance of about 300 miles
from the campus of the University of Wisconsin at Madison.

By a thorough inspection of maps of northern Wisconsin, and aerial
reconnaissance of this region using the Cessna 310 aircraft of the De-
partment of Meteorology, a suitable sits was selected, located at
45*16tN, 88*35'W, In the southern portion of the Nicolet National For-
et in northeastern Wisconsin. It Is 6 km SW of the village of Lake-
wood, 95 km NNW of the city of Green Bay (which has a USWB radio-
sonde statlon), and 85 km ENE of Wausau. Occasionally this site will
be referred to as the "Lakewood site. " North of a west-east line through
the site, the forest extends virtually unbroken, except for small cleared
area. and numerous smell lakes, for approximately 200 km (W), Z50 kmI
(N), and 80 kn (E). The eastern limit of the forest Is the water of Green

Bay, a portion of Lake Michigan. However, south of a west-east line
through the site the forest coverage is not so extensive: 30 km (WSW),
45 km (SW-SSE), and 30 km (SE).

Dyer (1963) treated theoretically the problem of the rate of adjust-
ment of water-vapor profiles as a functlon of fetch end height for air
passing from a dry surface to a wet surface, and found that an over-
water fetch of 3. 1 and 26. S km Is required for 90% of the total adjust-
ment to be completed at heights of 10 and 50 m, respectively. However,
Dyer' results are strictly applicable only in the atmospheric swface

t
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layer. Lettau (1959b) suggests that measurements "should not exceed
approximately 1/50 of the upwind distance from significant discontinui-
ties in surface structure. " In the present study observations of wind
velocity were made at heights up to 2 km above the surface. Applying
Lettau' s empirical criterion, a fetch of about 100 km over a uniform
forest would be required for a wind profile to reach equilibrium all the way
to 2 km. However, since the bulk of the frictional effects should I), mani-
fest in the lower 1000 m of the wind profile, the criterion would indicate
that the wind profiles obtained in this study could be considered to be ap-
proximately near equilibrium, except perhaps for winds from the WSW or
SE.

According to reports and maps issued by the Wisconsin Conservation
Department (1957) and the U. S. Forest Service (1951), the forested area
within a 1 0-km radius of the observing site is principally composed of
deciduous-type trees, with aspen predominating. There are isolated
conifers, and some northern hardwoods, both types becoming somewhat
more abundant further to the north. The aspen trees near the obseiving
site are generally on the order of 8 to 12 m in height. In the octant be-
tween south and southwest of the site, at a distance of 20 to 45 km, is
a large area of conifers in Menominee County. These trees stand about
IS to 20 m high. As a coitsequence of the deciduous nature of the forest
around the observing site, It was expected that a seasonal change in the
aerodynamic roughness of the forest following the phonological cycle
would be significant, and detectable in the wind-profile structure. Re-
sults In this regard are presented In Section 7.

3. 2 Trra. n R j ef and Slope

rigs. 2 and I give an Idea of the nature of the terrain around the
observing site, as well as showing the striking changf, in appearance
of the forest after the trees shed their leaves in the fall. Generally,
the terrin within a 1O-km radius of the site may be described as cow.-
posed of undulations on the order of 2S to 50 m In amplitude and 100
to 200 im In wave length, with the exception at a small range of low
hills about 100 to ISO m In height extending NW through NE of thi% site
at a distance of about IS km. It Is felt that the terrain, although cer-
tainly not Ideal, Is sufficiently flat for the purposes of this study.

In ort, u determine the large-scale slope of the terrain in this
are, a plane surface was fitted, using the method of least squares, to
terrain elevations. Exteme elevations were excluded. 280 points of
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roughly uniform distribution were used in the fitting program. The re-
sults showed a definite slope of 3.37 mlim downward to the ESE, or at
an azimuth angle of 127.6' from north. Thus, the contour lines are
oriented generally from NNE (038') to SSW (2181. Lettau (1964) has
shown that large-scale terrain slope can be an important factor in the
formation of low-level jets. Some observations concerning this point
will be discussed in Section 9.

3.3 Location of Theodolite Stations

For obtaining the boundary-layer wind profiles used in this study,
the method of tracking small pilot balloons with two theodolites was
used. In this method, it Is important to establish visual contact be-
tween the two theodolite stations so that proper adjustments can be
made to the instruments to facilitate accurate trackir.j. For a forested
site, this requirement imposes difficulties, but It was met by locating
one of the theodolites on a fire lookout tower (see Fig. 2) and the other
in a small field south of the tower. Permission to modify and use the
lookout tower for this purpose was kindly granted by the U. S. Forest
Service, as the tower was not needed for fire-spotting work during the
duration of the observational program. The tower is located on top of
a small knoll which is covered fairly uniformly with trees right up to
the base of the tower. It is constructed of steel and is 30. 5 m in
height from the ground to the floor of the cab. To permit unrestricted
horizontal and vertical visibility, it was necessary to remove the roof
of the cab and to install a second floor of heavy boards at window-sill
level to serv- ns the theodolite platform. The stability of the tower
was found to be excellent even with high winds, and vibration was not
a serious problem.

Theodolitt lation two was located In the west-central part of a
rectangular cleiod area of approximate dimensions 200 m (N-S) and
600 m (W-E). The baseline horizontal distance and the elevation d,-
ference between the two theodolites were found by triangulation to be
2046 m and 96 m. respectively, with theodolite station two being the
lower. The elevation of the base of the tower was compared with that
of a bench-mark S km away using precision altimeters and was deter-
mined to be 437 m MSL Im

The orientation of the baseline with respoct to true north was
determined by observing from the tower theodolite the azimuth angle
between inother lookout tower on the horizon and theodolite station
two, and using a map to obtain the relative orientation of the two
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FIG. 2. Aerial view of forust su, r unding observing site in surnmer
whon troes are in full leaf. Tower used as platform for
h .looin launcjhing and tracking is ot lower h~ft. View is
toward SWN.

ric. 3. Arial vie'w of forost surrunding obscrviem titvinwho
when docduous travs ate bmvr. Towei ia m-t visikiilv but
is loented on gu All knoli at low-t right. Notte iwol-te
confers. Vie~w is towaid WSW.
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towers with respect to true north. It was found in this way that the
tower theodolite was 5. 3 west of true north from theodolite station
two. This was ldter verified within tolerable error limits by sightings
of Polaris at culmination, which gave a value of 5. 45* for this azimuth
angle.

4. Description of the Experimental Program

4. 1 Balloon Measurements

The experimental program was designed to furnish information
about the composition of the atmospheric boundary layer over tall
vegetation. The data were to be sufficient to permit an investigation
of the dependence of the wind structure upon time of day and upon
possible seasonal variations in surface roughness due to the vegeta-
tive phenological cycle. To this end, meteorological measurements
were made of conditions in the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere over
the deciduous forest at the Lakewood site during sevena observational
period. spaced over about a year's time. Each period was about 12 to
24 hours in duration. The planned length of each period was 24 hours,
but due to adverse weather conditions and on occasion, equipment prob-
lems, several of the periods were delayed, cut short, or interrupted.

To obtain boundary-layer wind profiles, 30-g pilot balloons were
released from the top of the tower and tracked for 12 min (if possible) by
two theodolites. The tower also served as a platform for one of the
theodolites, as previously described. Since the balloons were filled
with helium such that they would ascend at approximately 3 m/sec,
each balloon was normally at a height of about 2200 m at the end of
the 12-min tracking time. The balloon ascents were grouped into
series spaced about 3 hours apart during every observational period
except the first, when the series were started at about Z-hr intervals.
Within each series, up to six serial balloon releases at about. 15-min
intervals were made.

Angular readings from the Warren-Knight theodolAtes (U. S. Army
Signal Corps Model ML-474) were made to 0. 01 degree during the last
six observational periods. Angles were read to 0. 1 degree during the
first period. Prior to each balloon series, each theodolite was re-
leveled and "lined-in" on tbe other; any deviations in the clevation-
angle readings from the correct value were noted so that later cor-
rections could be made to the data. These corrections always turned
out to be very small.

A ___
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It was desired that the wind profiles be as detailed as possible.
Accordingly, an interval of 20 sec between theodolite readings was
rather arbitrarily chosen as the shortest interval for which accurate
tracking could practically be achieved. Recent work by Barnett and
Clarkson (1965) has shown that this probably was a good choice. Us-
ing a large number of triple-theodolite observations for intervals of
5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, and 60 sec, they analyzed the three sets of
double-theodolite observations which could be obtained and found that
the 20-sec interval between readings gavu the most accurate wind
data. The accuracy decreased rapidly with shorter time intervals, but
was only slightly less for longer intervals.

For communicatiun between the observers at the two theodolite
sites, small radio transceivers were used. These units also served
to relay timing signals from one site to the other to insure simultaneity
of readings. The signals were generated by a special timing device em-
ploying a very accurate, chronometrically-controlled timing motor. To
minimize the possibility of errors, theodolite angles were read verbally
by each observer into the microphoac of a small tape recorder. This
procedure also served to reduce the number of personnel required. The
accuracy of the Lakewood balloon observations will be considered further
in Sections 5 and 6.

There are two principal disadvantages to the method of obtaining
wind profiles by tracking pilot balloons with theodolites. First, the
presence of low clouds at a certain level will preclude observations
above that level. This situation occurred frequently during this ob-
servational program. Second, any existing spatial or temporal changes
in the wind will show up in the wind profile at different levels. Alter-
natives are numerous: instrumented tall towers, instrumented kites or
captive balloons, radar tracking of balloons, and photographed smoke
puffs or rocket trails, to mention a few. All of these tochniques, how-
ever, have one or mnre disadvantages (cost, complexity, low maximum
height of observations, no nocturnal capability, etc. ) which outweigh
tnose of the theodolite-balluon system for the purposes of this study.

Table I gives omo basic information relative to the wind-profile
data obtained during the seven observational periods. The time shown
for each series of runs (balloon ascents) was obtained by averaging the
release times of the individual balloons In that series, ,and applies to
the series mean of wind profile structure. The heights shown are the
maximum heights to which wind data wore obtained, disregarding data
above 2 km. The low-level wind speed shown was obtained from the
onomomoter mounted on the tower, at a height of 25 m above the ground
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TABLE 1

BASIC OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR LAKEWOOD WIND PROFILES.
METEOROLOGICAL SYMBOLS CONFORM TO STANDARD USAGE.

Obs. Low-level Wind
Per. Time Ser. No. Ht. Dir. Speed Included
No. CST Date No. Runs (km) (deg) (m/sec) Weather in Group

1122 27 Aug63 1 5 2.0 183.0 3.11 100E6H I
1329 27Aug63 2 5 2.0 188.7 3.66 100E6H I
1517 27 Aug63 3 5 2.0 192.5 3.97 100(6H 1
1726 27Aug63 4 5 2.0 150.8 2.56 100 6D 6H
1928 27 Aug 63 5 5 2.0 199.6 ! . I C*,1 07 7H 2
2122 27 Aug 63 6 4 2.0 218.5 3.90 1000/07H 2
2325 27 Aug63 7 5 2.0 229.2 4.63 1000/07H 2
0130 28 Aug 63 8 4 2.0 225.0 2.62 1000/O7H 2

2 1034 10Sep63 1 5 2.0 229.9 4.14 /-015 3
1344 10Sep63 2 5 2.0 210.0 4.61 /-015 3
1634 10 Sep 63 3 5 2.0 238.8 3.72 015 3
2022 10 Sep 63 4 5 2.0 217.5 5.30 015 4
2236 10Sep63 5 5 2.0 217.6 4.57 O15 4
0124 11 Sep63 6 3 2.0 228.3 5.31 015 4
0447 11 Sep63 7 5 2.0 215.8 4.72 /-(7H 5
0809 11 Sep63 8 2 1.9 223.8 3.34 50 4R--H 5

3 1847 19 Oct 6 3 1 5 2.0 206.3 2.29 015 4
2228 19 Oct 63 2 4 2.0 268.9 3.22 015 6
0040 20Oct63 3 5 2.0 318.7 5.05 015 6
0359 20 Oct 63 4 4 1.4 016.9 5.96 015 7
0702 20Oct 63 5 5 1.9 023.6 5.89 /066H 7

4 1447 30Nov63 1 3 2.0 318.8 8.49 40010 8
2147 30Nov632 5 2.0 296.8 3.91 /-0 15 9
0052 1 Dec 63 3 4 2.0 287.6 4.05 015 -.9.
1224 1 Dec 63 4 3 2.0 327.6 3.02 /-O 15 10
1458 1 Doc63 5 5 2.0 330.1 2.80 /-015 10

5 1304 31 Mar 64 1 4 2.0 019.8 3.72 45015 11
1728 31 Mar 642 6 2.0 349.3 2.89 600/015 11
2203 31 Mar 64 3 5 1.9 116.3 3.41 015 12
0138 1 Apr64 4 4 2.0 123.4 2.83 /-0 15 -
1510 I Awr64 5 6 2.0 162.1 6.33 50,1 6H 13

6 0947 8 Jun64 1 6 2.0 139.8 5.55 /-07H 14
1247 8Jun64 2 6 2.0 146.9 6.78 /-08 14
1620 8 Jun64 3 4 1.0 148.2 7.20 3004H
1916 8Jun64 4 5 1.5 140.6 5.36 100t! SH IS
2152 8Jun64 5 6 1.3 148.4 4.72 0SH 15

A : ;. .. .
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TABLE 1 (continued)

0042 9 Jun64 6 5 1.1 193.4 4.61 O 51
7 0856 10Jun64 1 5 2.0 351.1 5.17 015 16

1150 10Jun64 2 4 2.0 001.6 4.39 015 16
1442 10Jun64 3 4 2.0 002.6 2.81 015 16
1742 10Jun64 4 4 2.0 058.8 2.08 015
2118 10Jun64 5 4 2.0 124.6 4.02 0 15 17
2326 10Jun64 6 1 2.0 111.9 3.79 015 17
0212 11 Jun64 7 4 2.0 137.5 3.25 1000 15 17
G603 11 Jun64 8 6 2.0 146.4 2.31 700 15 17
0851 11J un64 9 4 2.0 174.1 3.53 70 8R--

and about 15 m above the tops of the trees, while the direction repre-
sents an average of the first azimuth readings (from the tower theodolite)
for the balloons In the series. Since each balloon is normally at a
height of about 60 m above the release point at the time of the first
theodolite reading, and the release point (top of tower) is 33 m above
the surface, the low-level wind direction indicated is actually an aver-
age applying at about 50 m above the surface. As will be pointed out
later In the discussion of the boundary-layer wind profiles, recording of
direction with the aid of a wind vane installed on the tower would have
been better. The decision not to do this was prompted by two factors:
(1) the necessity for keeping equipment and instruments at a minimum,
and (2) the difficulty in locating a vane on the tower where it would
neither interfere with the release and tracking of the balloons nor be
substdntially affected by the influence of the tower upon the wind flow.

The weather conditions listed are visual estimates made at the time
of each series, except for ceilings below 6000 ft which were given by
the heights at which balloons disappeared Into the clouds. The last
column in the table illustrates the manner in which the series-mean wind
profiles were grouped, a matter which wlh be discussed In Section 5
along with the method used to convert the balloon da'a to wind profiles.

The table shows that 209 out of Z57 balloons released and tracked
during the course of the experimental program were usable. The remain-
Ing 48 were discarded due to one of the following reasons: low clouds,
poor visibility, equipment malfunction, or loss of balloon by one of the
theodolite rbservers.
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4.2 Low-Level Wind Profiles

In order to obtain supporting information on low-. al wind structure,
for use in estimating atmospheric stability and surface roughness, four
Thornthwate cup-anemometers on 2.2-m booms were mounted at four
levels near the ladder on the southwest corner of the tower. To keep
the mounts simple, it was necessary to locate the anemometer booms
at levels where there were horizontal tower supports. For the first
four observational periods, the levels used were 6.3, 12.5, 18.5, and
25.0 m above the ground at the foot of the tower, while during the last
three periods the second anemometer was mounted at 10. 4 m instead of
12.5 m. The highest tree tops around the base of the tower were at
about 11 m. A battery-powered set of electro-mechanical counters
gave the revolutions of each anemometer for a I 0-min period during each
balloon ascent. The average wind speed was obtained from the manufac-
turer s calibration. Mean low-level wind profiles for each balloon series
were obtained by averaging the wind speeds for the several balloon runs.

The anemometers used belong to a set which Is regularly employed
in other micrometeorological work at the University of Wisconsin. These
instruments are subjected to frequent comparison tests, which almost
always show agreement among anemometers to within 2 percent. of the
set-mean. This value is quite acceptable for the large anemometer
spacings used here. A more important source of error Is the Influence
of the tower on the wind flow.

Observations by Dabberdt (1965) show that detectable differences
in horizontal wind speed can occur up to 5 diameters upstream and up
to 12 diameters downstream of a cylindrical tower made of 55-gal drwns.
Moses and Daubek (1961) compared wind velocity measurements from an
Aerovane anemometer mounted at 18.75 ft on a fire-lookout tower (relo-
cated In an open field) with those from a similar instrument at the same
level located about 50 m away on top of a slender pole. The tower which
they used is somewhat bulkier than the tower at the Lakewood site.
The ladder on their tower consists of short sections separated by plat-
forms end goes up the middle of the tower. The Lakewood tower has a
straight (merciless) ladder going up its southwest corner. Anemometer
exposure on the two towers was approximately similar. For a wind
blowing directly through the tower before reaching the anemometer,
Moses and Daubek found that the ratio of wind speed measured by the
tower anemometer to that meanured by the pole-mounted anemometer was
0. 5S for tower wind speeds of 0 to 4 mlAur, 0. 67 for speeds of 5 to 9
mthr and 0.74 for speeds of 10 to 14 mi/hr. For wind directions
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opposite to this, little effect due to the tower was shown. Interestingly,
however, they found for winds blowing along the sides of the tower be-
fore reaching the anemometer, an average increase of up to 20 percent
in the measured wind speed of the tower anemometer as compared with
that of the pole anemometer. In addition, discrepancies in measured
wind direction of up to I I deg were noted.

While probably not fully applicable to the wind-speed measurements
on the less-massive Lakewood tower, the ahov.-esults suggest that

substantial errors due to the tower effect can occur. Accordingly, the
low-level wind profiles obtained in this experimental program must be
cousidered only roughly represantative of the true profiles, and it will
be necessary to view results derived from them with some caution.
Some consolation, however, may be taken from Table 1 which shows
that the low-level winds were seldom from the northeast quadrant, for
which the tower disturbance should be largest.

4. 3 Low-Level Temperature Profiles

7he system for measurement of air temperatures at the anemometer
levels was kept as simple as possible due to the necessity for trans-
porting all equipment and instruments to and from the site for each ob-
servational period and the requirement that they be installed in a mini-
mum of time; permanent installations were not feasible. In addition,
comm~ercial AC power was not available at this remote site. A device
employing an aspirated, shielded thermistor was fabricated and put Into
use during the third observational period. Before it was available, tem-
perature measurements were not made during the first period, and a
stop-gap technique was employed during the second period. For this
period only, air temperatures were measured at the anemometer levels
on the tower by using a shielded, hand-ventilated, precision mercury
thermometer which was read to 0. 05' C.

The thermistor apparatus was suspended by a cable and could be
reeled up and down the length of the tower by a windlass, so that read-
Ings could be obtained at any level. The device gave satisfactory
temperature measurements lefcre and after each balloon series during
the-third period. Under s,mewhat different conditions during the fourth
observational period, serious technical problems prevented successful
measurements. It was necessary to build several new instruments, us-
Ing separate sensors at each of the four levels, which were successfully
in operation during the last three observational periods.

_ _ I
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The sensors for the final system are precision mercury thermometers.
To slow down their response to turbfilent fluctuations, the thermometer
bulbs were inserted through holes in rubber corks into small cylindrical
vials containing a half-and-half mixture of water and ethylene glycol.
The plastic vials are approximately 2.2 cm in diameter and 5 cm high.
The response time of one of these modified thermometers was obtained
under still-air conditions for a sudden change in ambient air tempera-
ture. The time required for 63. 3 percent of the change to be registered
was 16 min. With moderate ventilation the time constant should be on
the order of half this value.

Before, midway through, and after each balloon series the thermo-
meters were read successively at the four different levels. The readings
were averaged at each level to obtain a mean low-level temperature
profile for each series. Errors due to time changes in temperature should
not be important because of the long time constant of the modified ther-
mometers in comparison with the time required to read all of them. The
thermometers were periodically compared in a stirred ice-bath, and the
small corrections obtained were applied to the temperature-profile
measurements. An illuminated, parallax-free magnifying device was
built and used during the last two periods to facilitate accurate reading
of the thermometers. Repeatable readings to 0. 01 *C were obtained with
the aid of this instrument.

4.4 Estimates of Net Radiation

During all observational periods except the first, a Suomi-Kuhn net
radiometer of the shlelded, unventilated type was mounted on a 2-m boom
near the top of the tower. It was installed at this height so that the
bottom plate would be exposed to upward radi, ion flux from a larger,
more representative forest area. Since the instrument was positioned
on the south side of the tower, it was never shaded by the cab from
direct sunlight. However, substantial errors must be expected due to
radiation amitted, reflected and blocked by various portions of the tower
structure. The measurements thus must le considered to be only roughly
approximate, even though this type of Instrument has been shown to
possess quite acceptable accuracy except at low sun angles (Suomi
and Kuhn, 1958).

A simple electrical circuit was used which measured the current
flowing through each of the two thermistors on the top and bottom absorber
plates of the radiometer. This current is proportional to the thermistor

.- •. . . . . .
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resistance, which in turn is a function 'of the thermistor temperature.
A precision reference resistor was employed with a switching arrange-
ment so that frequent checks could be made to insure that tne battery
voltage stayed within proper limits. Using the manufacturer' s calibra-
tion curve, the measured currents were converted to thermistor tempera-
tures. The net radiation in units of ly/min was then calculated by
utilizing the following empirical equation furnished by the manufacturer:

R = 0.020 cr(T 4 - T4 ) + 0. oZ9(T ) + 0. 011,
nt b Tt -b 001

where the numerical values are calibration constants, a = 0. 817 x 1l 10

cal/(cmZ min K4 )(Stefan-Boltzmann constant), and Tt and Tb are the
absolute temperatures (*K) of the top and bottom absorber plates. Radio-
meter readings were taken before and after each balloon run. An estimate
of mean net radiation for each balloon series was obtained by averaging
the net radiation values derived from each of these readings within the
series.

4. 5 Boundary-Layer Temperature Profiles; Airborne Measurements

Temperature above a height of Z5 m was not measured during the
first four observational periods. However, during the last three periods,
airborne measurements of air temperature and vertical and horizontal
wind-velocity fluctuations were carried out by Donald H. Lenschow of
the Department of Meteorology, University of Wisconsin. These data
were simultaneous with the surface-based observations at the Lekewood
site f most of the daytime balloon series withIn these periods. Air-
temp+. dture was measured by means of a fast-response thermocouple
fixed on a nose-mounted boom on the Cessna 310 aircraft; for details
concerning this and the system for measuring turbulence, reference
may be made to Dutton and Lenschow (1962), and Lenschow (1965).

Air temoeratures and pressure altitude were continuously recorded
as the aircraft made a spiral climb from about 100 m above the ground
to a height of about 1700 m. Temperature profiles were obtained by
taking values at 30-m height intervals from this record and correcting
them for dynamic heating of the thermocouple due to the airspeed of the
plane. Adjustments for non-standard lapse rates were also made to the
pressure altitude to yield true height above the ground. Profiles of
mean air temperature were found by progressivn heioht-averaging o! sets
of successive temperature measurements at titoe levels.

4J
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For those balloon observations without concurrent airborne mea-
surements at the site, temperature profiles were obtained from the
original records of routine radiosonde flights at Green Bay, 95 km SSE
of the Lakewood site. These profiles are not as detailed as those from
the aircraft measurements; temperature values for height intervals of
less than about 120 m were not available. The coded teletype reports,
of course, would give even less detail, hence a re-evaluation was
made of the original radiosonde records. The spatial separation of
Green Bay and the site is a major disadvantage of this method. How-
ever, except for situations when there is a front between the two loca-
tions, or when the low-level wind at Green Bay has a long over-water
trajectory, the Green Bay profiles should be fairly representative of the
vertical temperature structure at the Lakewood site. In Section 9, this
statement will be substantiated, end the Green Bay temperature profiles
and those obtained by the aircraft will be illustrated In conjunction with
the balloon wind profiles.

Wind-velocity and temperature fluctuations were measured by the
Instrumented aircraft in 2-min (8-km) runs approximately parallel to the
low-level wind direction (as Indicated by a balloon tethered at the tower)
at heights of 170, 470, and 1100 m above the surface. These data have
been analyzed by Mr. Lenachow to determine values for Reynolds stress
and viscous energy dissipation which will be compared in a later section
with estimates derived from the balloon wind profiles.

4.6 Synoptic Meteorological Conditions

Essentially the only variable which practically can be controlled in
a mesoscale observational program at a given location is the time when
measurements are taken. Ideally, the measurements should be attempted
only during periods when synoptic conditions are expected to be such
that (1) there will be no meteorological impediments to data collection,
and (2) the deviations from the assumptions necessary for the analysis
will be minimized. An attempt was made to apply this concept In the
timing of the observational periods, although the availability of personnel
was also a major factor.

For this program, in which balloons were tracked and the resulting
wind profiles analyzed by the geostrophic-departure method previously
described, point (1) above essentially refers to fair weather. The
second point Implies an extensive, substantial, approximately horl-
sontally-unfom and (preferably) Ume-independent horizonta! --essure
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gradient in the atmospheric boundary layer. Fair weather, or at least
the absence of a low cloud layer, was a necessity; a suitable hcrizon.al
ressure field had to be considered as a bonus when it occurred. Further-

more, at continental mid-latitudes, particularly in the Great Lakes area,
the two conditions are often mutually exclusive due to the common asso-
ciation of fair weather with the centers of high-pressure areas.

Figs. 4 through 10 Illustrate the surface pressure patterns prevail-

Ing near the beginning and end of each of the seven observational periods.
In accordance with common practice, the isobars are labelled with only
the last two digits of the pressure In whole millibars. It may be seen
that synoptic conditions seldom approximated the ideal state. The most
suitable situations occurred during the first and second periods, with
shorter intervals at the beginning of period 4 and the ends of periods 5
and 6. The wind profiles obtained during period 3 and the middle of
period 5 could not be analyzed because of the existing weak pressure
gradients and resulting light winds.

0900 UT, 27 Augut 1963 0200 CI?, 8 Augus 1963

FIG. 4. Nat0iol Meteorologloal Center surface (sea level) analyse.
for tisaes near the beginning end end of obeervatloal peio I.
The flow nea the, srface at the site was hor the aeuiki t

tlwougbout the pe~d. u

12q

2 14/
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090 S, 0Set~r1* 90 S? 1 ep~r *

0800 CST, 10 Seteber 193 09000 0 C1Sepeber 193 * h.

FIG.S. National Meteorologial Center surface (sea leel) analyses o
frtimes ner the beginning ad and of observaonal period .A
Tanhe eenod whs rhorotal esbyesradce flw ry thea ondh
weorn defindrn t aogt the erioin tevcniyo h site.
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1200 COT. 30 %2vaut 1963 1500 CO!, 1 Decbe 1963
FIG. 7. National Meteorological Center surfiace (sea level) -analyjses

for times near the begInnjn4 and end of observational period 4.
Strong nbrthwesterly flow following a cold-front passage pro-
vailed at the be gino of the periodl.

unoto 3 Ytbgw t 000 at, I$ *si A wo l a"t1

ma uw-cld. Tq * *wuwqui tohts TI&'. ItAolt fa th 016

ofX tlj &o(t j5~ e~s s~s I i~~
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0900 CST. 8 June 1,.4 0000 CST, 9 June 1964

FIG. 9. National Meteorological Center surface (sea level) analyses
for times near the beginning and end of observational period 6.
Southeasterly flow at the surface prevailed both before and aftei
the passage of the warm front at the site.

6

0900 CST, 10 June 1964 0900 CST, 11 June 1964

FIG.I0. National Meteorological Center surfade (sea level) analyses for
times near the beginring and end of observational period 7. The
surface flow shifted from northerly to southeasterly as the high
moved eastward during the period.
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5. Treatmeat of Balloon Data

5. 1 Computation of Balloon Positions

The basic data obtained by tracking a balloon with two theodolites
consist of serial sets of four angles: the azimuth and elevation angles
at each theodolit , for each time of observation. Any three of these
angles can be used to compute the position of a balloon at a given
moment. The double-theodolite method thus yields enough information
to calculate four such balloon positions from a single four-angle set.
The positions computed in such a manner are often significantly differ-
ent due to the many kinds of errors which may be present in the system.
Until recently, virtually all double-theodolite balloon observations were
converted to positional data using only three of the angles, although in
some instances average balloon positions were obtained from those com-
puted from various three-angle sets. In this investigation, a more ac-
curate and reliable method developed by Thyer (1962) was used to cal-
culate Lalloon positions. A computational scheme reported recently by
De Jong (1964), which also represents an improvement over previous
conventional methods, is now available. Some details of Thyers
method and of the manner in which wind profiles were computed will be
discussed in this section. All of the calcu3 aons that are described
were performed either on the IBM 1620 computer at the Meteorology-
Space Astronomy Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin, or on the
CDC 1604 at the University of Wisconsin Computing Center.

Thyer's (196Z) method makes use :if all four theodolite angles to
estimate the "most probable" location for the balloon. The two angles
at each theodolite define a ray from the theodolite to the balloon. If
there are absolutely no errors involved in the measurement, the two
rays will intersect at the balloon. In practice, of course, this does
not occur; an angular uncertainty Is associated with each ray which
serves to define a cone with vertex at the theodolite. The balloon may
be anywhere within the region of Intersectloa of the two cones whose
axes are defined by the theodolite angles. Briefly, Thyer's method
involves a solution of the vector eiaUons obtained from the geometry
of the balloon-theodolite system. The shortest distance between the
two rays is determined, and the balloon is considered to be located
somewhere on this line. The leneh of this short line may be regarded
as the "closure distance" between the two rays. The position of the
balloon on this line is estimated to be at that point which divides the
line In the ratio of the radial distances to both theodolites. This pro-
cedure Is consistent with the supposition of Identical angular
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uncertainties for the readings from both theodolites, which give similar
cones of possible balloon location that diverge with increasing distance
from each theodolite.

The method does not fail when the balloon is near or over the base-
line, as do conventional computations using only one elevation and two
azimuth angles. In addition, a very useful quantity, the closure dis-
tance D is obtained. Following a suggestion by Thyer, values of D
were listed in the computer output along with values of

Dc = 0. 05(Ri +Rz )/57. 3, (5.1)

where Dc is the magnitude of the closure distance for an assumed
error of 0. 05' in each theodolite angle, and R, and Ra are the dis-
tances from the balloon to each theodolite. Lxcept during the first ob-
servational period, the theodolites were read to the nearest 0. 01o al-
though this involved some estimation since the smallest scale markings
were for increments of 0. 05. Due to the many other factors which may
contribute to the apparent angular error, such as small inaccuracies in
leveling and aligning the instruments, inexact positioning of the cross-
hairs squarely on the balloon, slight uncertainties in the triangulated
horizontal and vertical distances between theodolites, etc., it was felt
that an actual error of 0. 05° for each theodolite reading would be an
acceptable figure. Hence a comparison of the values of D and Dc
gave a direct indication of tracking accuracy, and was extremely help-
ful in discovering and confirming occasional gross, easily-identifiable
errors in the angular readings. These errors were then corrected by
changing the offending readings by 1", 5S. or I 0°.

In cases when one or both readings from one of the theodolites
were missing, the balloon height was interpolated between adjacent
computed heights. The horizontal position of the balloon was then cal-
culated from the two angles from the other theodolite. If readings were
missing for more than three consecutive observations, the data for that
balloon ascent were discarded.

Fig. 11 illustrates the accuracy of balloon tracking during the sec-
ond observational period, and can be considered typical of that achieved
during all of the other periods except the first, when the less-precise
theodolite readings gave slightly less-accurate results, At every level,
the average closure distance 5 for the 33 ascents in the second period
Is seen to be substantially less than the average closure distance com-
puted by assuming a 0. 05" error in each theodolite reading, Bc. The
actual average angular error 0 was estimated to be 0. 013" by applying

/
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.24

Average slant range
- at this level-5855 m --..w

(from theodolite 1)
t /

20 .
/

.16 (from observations) I

o .12/ -" /"

/°/

/ /

8

(for assumed angular error of
'./ 0.05* in each theodolite reading)

0 2 4 6 8 10

AVERAGE CLOSURE DISTANCE (m)

FIG. I. Illustration of accuracy o theodolite observations for I
balloon ascents on 10-11 September 196 (second observa-
tional pei.od). Comparing relative magnitudos of D and Dc
gives an estimateof 0. 01 ' for average angular tracking error.
The kink in the Dc curve at 2000 m is caused by a reduction
in the number of observations at and above that level. Soo
text for further explanation.
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the relation 0 0. 05(D/Dc) at each level and height-averaging the
results. This equation is easily obtained by considering Eq. (5.1) in
conjunction with an analogous one for D. It turns out that the ratio
D, Dc, and hence 0, is nearly constant with height, as it should be.
Approximately the same estimate may be obtained by a direct (though
not quite correct) comparison of the slopes of the two curves, since
it happens in this period that R, + Re varies almost linearly with
height.

Arnold (1948) computed wind vectors obtained by tracking a single
balloon with two separate sets of two theodolites. Angles were read
to the nearest 0.01°. (It is probable that the conventional r-min inter-
vals between observations were used, although no mention was made
of this. ) He found the mean magnitude of the vector difference between
the two wind measurements obtained at each level to be 0.4 mi/hr at
horizontal balloon distances of 0 to 30, 000 ft. Barnett and Clarkson
(1965) performed a somewhat similar study, except that they used three
theodolites to track balloons and then separated the data into three
sets of double-theodolite measurements. Readings were made to the
nearest 0. 1' at various time intervals. For each set of three wind vec-
tors, the magnitude of the smallest was divided by the magnitude of
the largest to obtain the "horizontal wind speed accuracy ratio"; the
maximum difference in direction between any two was called the "hori-
zontil wind direction error". Optimum average values of 95. 2 percent
and 1. 4 were found, As was pointed out in Section 4, these resulted
from an observing interval (20 sec) identical to that used at the Lake-
wood site.

It is not possible to use the average angular tracking error of
0.0130 found in this study to suitably estimate the resulting probable
wind-velocity errors. An important point to keep in mind is that even
if the balloon tracking and p ,sitbning were perfect, the question of
how wall the resulting wind profiles, even when averaged (as done
here), truly represent the "mean" wind profile would still be unresolved.
At any rate, a substantial portion of the angular tracking error is
systematic and will not show up in winua obtained by height-
differencing of horizontal balloon positions. In view f this fact and
the achieved tracking accuracy, together with the rather satisfactory
results showr by other investigators' similar but less-precise systens,
it can be concluded that the accuracy of the wind measurements is sat-
isfactory provided thet the balloons correctly follow the air motions.
This last point is considered in some detail in Section 6. It might be
mentioned in this regard that consecutive balloon ascents gave quite
similar wind profiles, particularly at night when turbulence was light.

I
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5.2 Computation of Wind and Ascent-Rite Profiles

The procedure followed in calculating mean profiles from the posi-

tional data for each balloon series is briefly described below.

(1) The computations described earlier produced balloon positions
in terms of x, y, and z coordinates parallel with and orthogonal to the

horizontal base-line between the two theodolites, with the origin of
the coordinate system at the releas point. Horizontal wind components
parallel with and perpendicular to the base-line were found by dividing
the differences in the x and y components of the balloon position
by 20 sec, the time between successive observations. Similarly, 20-sec
averages of ascent rate, W, were obtained from consecutive balloon

heights. Dividing the last observed balloon height by the time elapsed
since release gave the height-meaned ascent rate Wm for each balloon.

Profiles of (W-Wm), the deviation from the height-moaned ascent rate,
were thus determined. Using the known orientation of the base-line
with respect to north, profiles of west- and south-wind components,
u and v, were computed. The values of u, v, and (W-Wm) were taken
to apply at levels corresponding to the mid-points of the height intervals
ever which they were obtained.

(2) Using linear interpolation between these levels values of

u, v, and (W-Wm) were derived at standard levels spaced 50 m apart.
The low-level wind velocity, obtained from the top anemometer on the

tower and the first azimuth reading from the tower theodolite, was in-

cluded in these computations.

(3) For the balloon runs in each series, averages were taken at each

standard level, yielding series-mean profiles of u, v, and (W-Wn).

It was pointed out in Section 2 that the local-change terms, flu/at and

v/8t, in the horizontal component equations of motion frequently caInnot
be neglected in the andlysis of boundary-layer wind profiles, particularly
those observed at mid-latitudes. In this investigation it was hopd that

reasonable estimates of the local change could be obtained for use with
the mean wind profile for individual series. lowever,thc loml-c,inre,

estimates within one series were often quite large and vari(d irregularly
from level to level. Accordingly, it was necessary to resort to local-

change estimates obtained for rIroupinrs of series-mnean wind profilos.

Table I in Section 4 illustrates the mainner in which th( 4f6 acries-
mean profiles wore combined into 17 nroups. The critoria et,ilIhthed

F
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for this procedure are as follows:

(1) The profiles in each group had to be consecutive, with no un-
duly long time intervals between.

(2) Daytime profiles were grouped separately from nocturnal profiles.

(3) As far as possible, groups were confined to profiles having
reasonably compatible low-level wind directions.

(4) Profiles extending to less thdn 1. 2 km were excluded.

It may be seen from the table that the use of these criteria caused
rejection of five series from the groupings. Note also that groups 8 and
13 each consist only of a single series which is substantially separated
in time from the other series in that period. Although it was not possible
to estimate local-change for use with these two groups, it was felt that
these profiles were obtained under conditions which warranted their in-
clusion In the analysis.

Each of the series-mean wind-component profiles was first smoothed
by progressive height-averaging of successive sets of wind speeds at
three adjacent levels. The smoothed profiles were then transformed into
profiles of wind components in an antitriptic coordinate system oriented
In the direction of the series-mean low-level wind. It was shown in
Section 2 that If u and v are horizontal wind components with respect
to a coordinate system oriented in a direction 0, then the effect of local
change can be conveniently included in the analysis by the defining
equations (2.7) and (2.8) where uc and vc may be considered as wind
components "corrected" for local change. For an antitriptic system, 0
becomes the low-level wind direction.

At each level for each group, the terms 8u/Bt and v/St were
estimated from the slopes of lines fitted by least squares to the series-
mean wind comiponents as a functior. of time. Similarly, Be/St was
obtained from the series-mean low-level wind directions within each
group. These values of Bu/8t, 8v/8t, and Se/St were taken to apply
at the mean times for each group as determined by averaging the series-
mean times. Group-mean profiles of u and v were found by averaging
the smoothed series-mean values at each level, as were group-mean
profiles of (W-Wm), except that the series-mean values in this case
were not vertically smoothed. Sufficient information was obtained in
this manner to compute profiles of uc and vc for all groups except
numbers 8 and 13.
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6. Exnerimental Evaluation of Artificially Roughened Pilot Balloons

6. 1 Historical Background

It has been known for decades that ordinary pilot balloons do not
rise smoothly through the atmosphere. Frequently the balloons show
rapid variations in their horizontal motion, as well as considerable
wobble or rotation. This behavior cannot be attributed to effects of
atmospheric turbulence, because it occurs on flights Into stable air
and also on indoor ascents. It apparently is not caused by deforma-
tions or lack of absolute sphericity of the rubber balloons, since tests
on solid spheres in fluid flow have shown erratic forces of this sort
(Shapiro, 1961). In addition, recent work by other investigators, which
will be discussed later, has demonstrated that quasi-rigid, superpres-
sure balloons of a high degree of sphericity exhibit similar characteris-
tics when ascending.

Dines (1913) states, "In watching a balloon ascend, it is imme-
diately evident that the motion is very unstable, the balloon ascend-
ing in a more or less zigzag course instead of moving steadily upward in
a straight line." Dines timed balloon ascents inside a building with
the main object of perfecting a formula relating ascent rate to lift and
weight. Work by Hesselberg and Birkeland (1917), Cave and Dines
(1919), and Frost (1940) had genrally the same purpose. Such interest
in the ascent rate of pilot balloons was motivated by the fact that in
determining winds by tracking a pilot balloon with a single theodolite,
the height of the balloon is not measured, but is computed by using
an assumed ascent rate.

In discussing the paper by Cave and Dines In 1919, Sir Napier
Shaw had this to say: "The ways of balloons are inexplicable...
One cannot rely on repeating a motion with a spherical shape; a spe-
cial shape is necessary in order to keep the steering satisfactory.
There ought to be some steadying apparatus devised to insure that
the balloon will go up in a straight line through the air." It was not
until recently that, because of requirements of the U. S. aerospace
program, balloons have been developed that would fill the need ex-
pressed by Shaw over four decades ago.
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6.2 Recent Work by J. R. Scoggins

In the course of obtaining detailed wind soundings by balloon for
use in rocket launchings, Scoggins (1964, 1965b) found that precise
radar tracking of the 2-m mylar superpressure spheres gave very erratic
wind-speed profiles. He later obtained somewhat similar results using
1 00-g neoprene balloons with diameters of more than 1.2 m (MacCready,
19A4). In an effort to stabilize the 2-r. superpressure balloons,
Scoggins taped numerous small paper-cups of conical shape in a uni-
form pattern to the outside surface of the balloon. Using photography,
he found that the artificially roughened balloons, when released into
stable air on a clear night, ascended with simpler and steadier trajec-
tories than did the smooth, unmodified balloons. A comparison by
Scoggins of wind-speed profiles obtained from radar tracking of the two
types of balloons shows much less scatter for the modified balloons
than for the unmodified ones. In a recent version of the "Jimsphere" the
conical roughness elements are molded directly into the mylar skin
(Scoggins (1965a)).

6.3 Tracking Evaluation

In light of Scoggins' work, an experimental investigation was per-
formed to determine if his results affected the validity of the wind pro-
files obtained as jpart of this research program, using smaller, 0. 7-m-
diameter, 30-g pilot balloons. The first problem was to find a method
to roughen the surface of the delicate and extensible neoprene balloon.
It was finally established that small conical paper cups could be glued
directly to the surface of an inflated balloon, using a contact cement.
The cups were approximately 9 cm high, and 6 cm In diameter at the
base. On all balloons modified in this manner, the cups .were approxi-
mately uniformly spaced 10 to 15 cm apart, requiring a total of 60 to
70 cups per balloon. Cups and cement contributed an additional 100
to 120 g to the nominal balloon weight of 30 g. A typical artificially
roughened pilot balloon is shown in Fig. 12.

Comparison tests involving the modified balloons were performed
at the Lakewood site during the fifth and sixth observational periods
on 31 March to 1 April 1964, and 8 June 1964. Two series during the
fifth period and one series during the sixth were composed of alternate
ascents of modified and unmodified balloons, three of each kind being
released during each series for a total of 18 flights. In an attempt to
keep the ascent rates of the two types within the same range, the
balloons to be modified were overinflatad and the unmodified ones
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FIG. 12. Artificially-roughened pilot balloon.

underinflated to aa undetermined extent. This procedure was not en-
tirely successful, as will be aeon in Table 2. The balloons In each
series were released at intervals of approximately 15 min end each
was tracked for 12 min when possible. Care was exercised to insure
accurate tracking by the theodolites. The normal read-out interval of
20 sec was used.

The behavior of the modified balloons when observed visually was
very similar to that found by Scoggins for his larger balloons; i.e9,

-~ their movement was obviously and strikingly much smoother and steadier
than that of the unmodified balloons. It was possible to keep the theo-
dolite cross-ha~irs almost continuously centered on the roughened bal-
loons, while this was nearly Impossible with the smooth balloons due
to their rapid, smaill scale movements. However, careful inspection of
the unamoothad wind profiles obtained from tracking the two types of
balloons failed to reveal any significant differences. Calculations of

the standard deviations of u and v. the horizontal components of wind
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velocity, from the wind profiles obtained from both types of balloons
ware performed in the following manner:

(1) Component wind profiles were obtained from the tracking data
for each balloon ascent in the three series.

(2) From these, component wind profiles with values at standard
levels spaced 50 m apart were obtained by linear interpolation, as
described In Section 5.

(3) For each series, the mean and standard deviation of u and v
were derived at each level for the three rough-balloon wind profiles and
for the three smooth-balloon wind profiles. Height-meaned standard
deviations, 7u and iv, were then obtained by averaging over all levels.

TABLE 2

RESULTS OF TRACKING EVALUATION OF SMOOTH AND ROUGH PILOT
BALLOONS. MEAN ASCENT RATE AND HEIGHT-MEANED STANDARD
DEVIATIONS OF THE HORIZONTAL WIND COMPONENTS ARE GIVEN IN

m/sec

Ser. Mean Run Balloon Ascent -

31 Mar 64 Z 1728 1,3,5 rough 2.86 1.02 0.68
2,4,6 smooth 2.95 0.71 1.01

1 Apr64 5 1510 1,3,5 rough 2.71 1.50 1.01
2,4,6 smooth 3.16 1.19 0.87

8 June 64 5 2152 1,3,5 rough 2.38 2.00 1.74
2,4,6 smooth 2.85 1.88 1.11 I

Table 2 shows the results of these computations. In this experi-
ment, there are four main effects which could contribute to the variance
in measured wind velocity at a particular level over the time interval
represented bya balloon series: (1) balloon tracking errorst, (2) turbu-
lent wind fluctuations, (3) changes in the mean wind with time, and
(4) differences due to the manner in which the two types of balloons
follow the wind. Since the tracking procedure was Identical for the
rough end smooth balloons, and since alternate excents of each type
were made he last affet is the only one which might be expected to
cause substantial vu and iF, differences for the two types of balloons.

*i"
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The visual impressions would lead the observer to expect that the
standard-deviation values for the rough balloons would be considerably
smaller than those for the smooth balloons. However, as can be seen
from the table, this is not the case. If anything, the values for the
rough balloons seem to be systematically slightly jgie. Although
this last, rather surprising, rosult Is not sufficiently pronounced to be
considered significant, a possible real effect could be indicated. The
rough balloons might follow the actual turbulent air motions more exactly
than do the smooth baUoons, which, although c ving the impression of
more erratic ascent, could in reality have a damped response to the
existing atmospheric turbulence.

On the other hand, the differences in the standard deviations may
simply be due to the manner in which they were computed from the wind
data. Some smoothing Is unavoidably introduced in obtaining winds at
standard levels was used here. Since the rough balloons rose some-
what more slowly than did the smooth balloons, the differences between
successive oberved heights of the rough balloons generally were
closer to 50 m in magnitude than were those of the smooth ones. Be-
cause of the resulting probability of r corespondence between
standard heights and observed heights for the rough balloons, It is not
impossible that the wind profiles obtained from tracking them were
smoothed to a !esser extent in the computational program then were the
smooth-balloon wind profiles.

An evaluation of the tracking data with regard to balloon ascent
rate was also made. For each ascent in the three series, the mean
rate Wm was determined by dividing the last measured balloon height
by the elapsed time since the balloon was released. Profiles of W1
the ascent rate averaged over 20 sec, were obtained in an analogous
manner as were u and v, the horizontal wind components;. ie., the
height difference in successive balloon positIons was divided by the
time interval between observations. Heme profiles of deviation brom
the height-mean ascent rate, W-Wm, wer found. These profhes
were then converted, by using Linear Interpolation between points,
to profil~b with points at standard levels spaced 50, apert, Froet
these, moan profiles far each sot of rough and smuoth balloons for
each sries were oompwted. The lower portions of these re depicted
In Fig. 13. There to one slight weakness in the computation method
in that the belloons reached somewhat different levels when tracking
was terminated and thus Wj Is not taken ever identical heights for
emi balloon. Howeverthis could not a ouat for the marked differ-
owes shown in the prfiles for the rough and smooth ballkAs.
Above the top level shown in the illusterton, the differenoes wer muoh
less vrouineed.
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In their evaluation of the Anegada balloon data, Charnock at al.
(1956) Interpreted the equivalent of W-Wm to represent vertical air
motions. This involves the assumptions that (1) mean vertical air
velocity over the whole height interval is negligible, and (2) devia-
tions in the vertical motion of the balloon are due to vertical air mo-
tions. Ludlam (1953), after timing indoor ascents of smooth pilot
balloons, had this to say- "Moreover, It seems that variations in the
rate of rise of a single balloon, or of a succession of balloons, may
be ascribed to vertical motions in the air if they considerably exceed
some 5 cm/sec, or about 10 ft/min." The results shown in Fig. 13
are apparently at variance with Ludlam's statement and the second as-
sumption used by Charnock et al. in their work, In that the results
indicate that either the rough balloons or the smooth balloons (or both)
are not accurately following the vertical air motion. This behavior,
together with the observed large magnitudes of W-Wm, implies that
the drag coefficients of the two types of balloons may change in dif-
ferent manners with height-variations of turbulence in the boundary
layer. The Indications are that one must be very careful when as-
cribing deviation in the ascent rate of balloons to vertical air veloci-
ties. This matter will be discussed further in Section 9 In connection
with additional observed W-Wm profiles and temperature profiles.

6.4 Photographic Comparison

For the purpose of determining the magnitude and nature of the
aerodynamically-induced horizontal motions of the smooth pilot bal-
loons, time-exposure photographs werb taken of some nocturnal
balloon ascents, both Indoors ind outdoors. A standard light-weight
pibal lighting unit, tied as closely as possible to the neck of each
balloon, served as a tracer to record the balloon trajectory on the film.
The two photographs on the left in Fig. 14 are typical of several which
were taken shortly before midnight on 22 May 1964 In the University
'of Wisconsin Fleldhouse, which has a ceiling 30 in high. All windows
in the building were closed and the ventilating system shut down to
minimize air movements. It was necessary to attach each balloon to
a very light (4-lb test) nylon line wound on a fisherman's spinning
reel to permit recovery. The trace on the left in the illustration was
made by an unmodified, smooth balloon with an ascent. rate of 1. 82
m/sac, while that in the center was made by a modified balloon rising
at 1. 89 m/sec. The full 29. 5-m ascent of each balloon Is shown in
each photograph. The photograph on the right shows simultaneous
outdoor ascents of the two types of balloons released S m apart under
fairly calm conditions on the night of 25 May 1964. The exposure
time was about IS sec.
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The differences in the trajectories of the smooth and rough balloons
are strikingly apparent in the photographs. Visual observation of the
smooth balloons released indoors demonstrated that the horizontal oscil-
lations shown in the photographs were actually two-dimensional, such
that the trajectories of the balloons were approximately helical in na-
ture. Of interest here is a statement by Dryden et al.(1956) regarding
fluld flow around spheres: "It is certain that the flow is no longer sta-
tionary at Reynolds numbers greater than 1000, although definite period-
icity has not been shown experimentally. It is probable that at times
the vorticity comes off in the form of a spiral rather than as discrete
rings... . Experiments are needed on the flow in this region. A spiral
wake would give rise to a periodic lateral force which should be capable
of detection." It is not clear from the context, however, if this comment
was meant to apply to flow at Reynolds numbers as great as that of this
balloon experiment, which was about 80, 000.

A careful experiment involving indoor ascents of superpressure
balloons, reported recently by Murrow and Henry (19b5), also showed
self-induced smooth-balloon oscillations and smoother trajectories for
rough balloons. However, they stated that the oscillations were not
of a simple sinusoidal nature, and no reference was made to a spiral
trajectory for the smooth balloons. All of their tests involved larger
balloons than used in the present study. It is possible that these
larger balloons could exhibit a somewhat different type of oscillation,
or else the longer wavelengths which are produced by the larger balloons
(as will be seen presently) could be more difficult to identify over a
limited height. In this regard, a close inspection of the outdoor photo-
,graph by Scoggins (1964, 1965b) of the ascent of a smooth 2-m balloon
does show evidence of an approximately spiral trajectory, although he
made no mention of this.

The oscillations of the smooth balloons in Fig. 14 are about 1. 5 m
peak-to-peak in amplitude and 6 m in wavelength. A portion of the
amplitude is probably due to the rocking of the lighting unit as the
balloon turned about its center, although, as previously mentioned,
the lighting unit was tied as close to each balloon as possible to keep
this effect at a minimum. The observed wavelength and amplitude of
oscillation fit in very well with some interesting observations by
McVehil IAL (1965) which led them to suggest that the character-
istics appear dependent upon the Reynolds number. They tracked 1-m
and Z-m superpressure balloons with a Doppler radar system which
yielded a continuous record of the radial velocity of the balloon.
Spectral analysis of the resulting data showed energy peaks at wave-
lengths of about 35 m for the 2-m balloon, 15 m for a 1-m balloon with
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an ascent rate of 5 m/sec, and 8 and 15 m for the same balloon at higher
levels where the ascent rate was 3 m/sec. A peak-to-peak amplitude
of approximately 5. 5 m for the 2-m balloon can be derived from a time
integration of one of the wind-speed oscillations shown In Fig. la of
their paper. Scoggins (1965b) found the spurious oscillations in his
photographs to be about 20 m in wavelength. He also performed a spec-
tral analysis of wind speeds obtained as averages over about 30 m In
height from radar tracking of smooth 2-m balloons, and which had been
filtered to isolate high-frequency variations not present in smoke-trail
profiles observed at about the same time. He found that the major con-
tribution to the total variance was from wavelengths between 100 and
300 m. Such an analysis, of course, would not detect contributions from
short wavelengths approaching the length of the averaging interval.

Fig. 15 shows a logarithmic plot of the predominant short wave-
length of balloon oscillation as a function of the Reynolds number, to-
gether with a summary of the available data. The Reynolds number
was computed from the equation Re = dW/v, where d is the balloon
diameter, W is the ascent rate and v Is the kinematic viscosity of
the air, which was taken to be 0. 15 cmZ/sec. The trend line on the
graph was estimated by eye. There are only a few data points, but a
significant dependency of wavelength upon Reynolds number, in agree-
ment with the suggestion by McVehil et al. is indicated. The peak-to-
peak amplitudes of 1. 5 m for the 0.6-m pilot balloon and 5.5 m for the
2-m superpressure balloon support the view that a similar dependency
may exist for the other parameter of the oscillation. If and when these
relationships are verified and refined, they could be very useful in de-
termining the uncertainties to be expected In wind profiles obtained by
tracking a smooth balloon of given size and ascent rate, using a par-
ticular averaging interval.

6.5 Conclusion

The aerodynamically-induced horizontal oscillations of a smooth,
30-g pilot balloon are evidently minor in magnitude and non-accumulative
in nature so that they do not cause appreciable errors in horizontal wind
velocities obtained as averages over several wavelengths of the balloon
motion. All of the wind profiles obtained In this study were derived from
horizontal balloon movement averaged over a period of 20 sec and corre-
sponding to a height interval of about 50 to 60 m, which is sufficiently
large compared to the wavelength of balloon oscillation of about 6 m
which was found here. This can cause a horizontal wind-speed error of
not more than about 10 cm/sec In these wind profiles, which would
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FIG. 15. Variation of predominant wavelength of balloon oscillation
with Reynolds number. Points a, c and d according to
McVehil A li. (1965), from spectral analysis of Doppler
radar data. Point b according to Scoggins (1965b) and
point e according to present data, both from examination
of time-exposure photographs.

explain why no significant differences were found In the horizontal wind
profiles obtained from tracking the two types of balloons. However, the
results also Indicate that vertical air velocities derived from height changes
In the ascent rate of a balloon may not be conrect.

Scoggins (1964) has concluded that "a smooth spherical balloon
wind sensor is not suitable for measuring detailed wind profiles. " His
conclusion appears to be correct only If "detailed" Is interpreted as
implying horizontal velocity averages over height intervals less than
about two or three wavelengths of a tyrical balloon motion. indications
are that the magnitude of the wavelength will depend upon the Reynolds
number, i.ea., essentially the product of diameter and ascent rate of
the particular balloon used.
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7. Analysis of the Low-Level Measurements

7.1 Stability Estimates

Section 4 described the manner in which series-mean low-level
wind and temperature profiles and net-radiation estimates were ob-
tained. Considered here will be the utilization of these measurements
to ,,ovide supporting information for examining and interpreting the
results of the analysis of the boundary-layer wind profiles.

The Richardson number Ri. which may be interpreted as the ratio
of work done against gravitational stability to energy transferred from
mean to turbulent motion, is defined as

Ri = ge'/6(v')', (7.1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, e is the potential tem-
perature, v is the horizontal wind speed and the primes refer to par-
tial differentiation with respect to height, as used previously. Con-
sidering that

= e(T' T,

where T is the absolute temperature and Yd is the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, Eq. (7.1) becomes

Ri = g(T' + Yd)/T(v'1 3 . (7.2)

When measured values of T and v are available for two levels z,
and zsa the finite-difference form of Eq. (7.2) may be wrltten as

at 2g(zj -zI)[(Tj-TI) +" ,d(zA-z0)] (TI T2)(v&-vI~a] (7.3)

In this experimental program, v and T were measured at four dif-
ferent levels on the tower. Thus three different Richardson numbers,
EI, AL , and & could be computed from Eq. (7.3) which were taken
to apply at ZI, Z2, and Zs the mid-levels of adjacent measurement
heights. Following Letta (1957a), a convenient "bulk" stability
parameter, defined In this case as

(R)' ( + A + )/(Z, +Z8 +Z), (7.4)

was evaluated for each series during which low-level temperature was

AI

...a
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measured. The stability parameter (Ri)' is an approximation to the
height derivative of the Richardson number, or, also, to the value of
Ri at a level of 100 cm, if the Z's are in ri.eters; hence we have

Ri (Ri)'z, (7.5)

(RI)'-100 cm" (7.6)

Averaging (Ri)' over the series in each group gave estimates of mean
stability (Ri) to be used with the grcup-mean wind profiles. The
values obtained ranged from -0. 008 to +0. 010, and will be tabulated
later. This range is fairly small, but this is to be expected when
averages are taken over periods of several hours, since extreme con-
ditions existing only for a short time will be smoothed. However, the
possibility of underestimates due to errors in the measurements cannot
be dismissed.

As was brought out in Section 4, low-level temperature structure
was not measured during observational periods 1 and 4, hence quanti-
tative estimates of (Ri)' could not be calculated. It is felt, however,
that useful qualitative stability estimates can be made, based on the
rather well-known general relationships between stability and the ob-
served meteorological variables. For instance, it has been established
that near-neutral low-level stratification is encouraged by moderate to
strong surface winds accompanied by a reduction in surface heating due
to overcast skies. Table 3 shows the qualitative estimates which have
been made for time periods associated with the grouped boundary-layer
wind profiles, along with some of the observations upon which the esti-
mates are based. Other factors considered were the horizontal visibility
and the shape of the low-I' ,el wind profile. For what It Is worth, the
low-level wind profiles for groups I and 8 show very little deviation
from the logarithmic law, lending some support to the near-neutral sta-
bility assignments for these groups. It is recognized that these esti-
mates are certainly not Indisputable, and that there Is considerable
uncertainty In this procedure; however, care was taken to make the
assessments as objectively and from as detached a viewpoint as
possible.
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TABLE 3

QUALITATIVE STABILITY ESTIMATES FOR PERIODS WHEN NO LOW-LEVEL
TEMPERATURES WERE OBTAINED.

Cloud-type abbreviations conform to standard usage. Mean 25-m wind
speeds are listed in m/sec; mean net-radiation values are in units of
ly/min (positive toward the surface). Net radiation was not measured
during the first observational period.

Group Mean Wind Net Estimated
No. CST Date Speed Clouds Rad. StablitL

1 1323 27 Aug 63 3.58 Overcast Ac, As -- Near neutral
2 2226 27 Aug 63 3.90 Broken Ac, As -- Slight pos.
8 1447 30 Nov 63 8.49 Scattered Cu -0. 013 Near neutral
9 2319 30 Nov 63 3.98 Scattered Ci -0. 193 Moderate pos.

10 1341 1 Dec 63 2.91 Broken Ci 0.097 Moderate neg.

7. 2 Surface Roughness Estin,ates

The logarithmic law for the variation of wind speed v with height z
in an adiabatic surface layer over a boundary with aerodynamic roughness
length z0 is restated by Lettau (1957a) as

v = k-I (o/p) 1/ 2 In [(z+d+zo)/o], (7.7)

where k is the von Karman constant e! 0.4, T0 and p are surface
stress and density, and d is the zero-plane displacement which ex-
tends the applicability of the equation to boundaries of tall vegetation.
It will be noted that the lower boundary condition is for v = 0 when
z =-d. This implies that d is a length which may be loosely considered
to represent the depth of "trapped" air in a vegetative canopy.

The group-mean stability estimates obtained as described in the
earlier paragraphs were used to identify and select those groups of low-
level wind profiles which were obtained under near-neutral conditions.
In view of the rather small range shown by the (UP estimates, a cri-
terion similar to but slightly narrower than that established by Lettau
(1957a) was employed; (W)' values between -0. 003 to 0. 003, or -3
and 3 (1 0 3 /m) were taken to delineate approximately adiabatic condi-
tions. The series-mean low-level wind profiles within each of the
groups thus designated were then used to find values for the zero-plane

Ii
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displacement d. This procedure involved simply the logarithmic ex-
trapolation of the wind profile (as determined by the top three points
only) to the height z where v= 0. The wind speed at 6. 3 m was not
used here due to its measurement within the vegetative (tree) canopy,
where it is known that the logarithmic law does not hold. Averaging
these results gave group-mean estimates of d.

Using these estimates of zero-plane displacement, the group-
mean wind speed at 25 m, and estimates of T 0 from the analysis of
the boundary-layer wind profiles, Eq. (7. 7) was employed to evaluate
the surface roughness length z 0 . The results, grouped according to
tree-foliage condition, or, nearly equivalently, according to summer
and winter seasons, are shown in Table 4. The zero-plane displace-
ment is seen to decrease by a factor of three after the trees shed their
leaves. At the time of the third observational period (19-20 October
1963), about 50 percent of the leaves had fallen, and a mean zero-
plane displacement of -248 cm was found using the same procedures
as described above. This intermediate value fits in fairly well with the
summer and winter averages of -350 and -115 cm. However, the strati-
fication was stable at the time of the observations, casting doubt on the
validity of this autumn estimate.

TABLE 4.

Variation of surface roughness length z0 (cm) and zero-plane displace-
ment d (cm) with tree condition, derived from cases of near-neutral
stability as shown by values of MR1 in units of 10- 3 /m. The asterisks
refer to qualitative stability estimates (see Table 3).

Group Mean Tree
No. CST Date Cond. -d !2 =7

1 1323 27 Aug 63 Leafed 393 223 *
3 1337 10 Sep 63 Leafed 210 213 -2.3
5 0628 11 Sep 63 Leafed 316 112 2.5

15 2034 8 Jun 64 Leafed 480 _n 1.7

Summer average: 350 160

8 1447 30 Nov 63 Bare 56 64 *

13 1510 1 Apr64 Bare J1 147 -2.2

Winter Average: 115 105

'pm

£ __ ____ ____ ____
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The qualitative effect of tree foliation on the low-level wind structure
may be inferred from Fig. 16, which illustrates typical wind profiles
for summer and winter periods. (Only the profiles for odd-numbered
series are included for 27-28 August 1963 to avoid crowding.)

The z0 estimates in the table also are larger for summer, although
the distinction between the two seasons is not so well defined as that
for d. Based on an analysis of available wind-profile data above tall
vegetation, Kung (1961) found the following empirical relation:

logz 0 = -1.24 + 1.19 log h, (7.8)

where z and the plant height h are in cm and the logarithms are to
base 10. As mentioned in Section 3, the aspen trees in the vicinity of
the Lakewood site are estimated to be on the order of 8 to 12 m high.
The use of Eq. (7.8) g 4ves z0 values of 162 and 212 cm for tree heights
of 8 and 10 m. The z0 value for the 8-m height agrees very well with
the mean value of 160 cm found here for the summer case. Using esti-
mates of land use and vegetation height, and considering seasonal
plant differences, Kung and Lettau (1961) obtained maximum summer
and minimum winter values for z0 of 119 and 33 cm for the six-county
northeastern district of Wisconsin, which takes in the Lakewood site.
A sizeable portion of the southern part of this region is non-forested
land, however, so that these estimates must be considered to be some-
what too small to apply strictly to the forested areas.

Since only two near-neutral cases (one of which was qualitatively
estimated) were available for the bare-tree situation, a fairly large
error may be associated with the winter value of so = 105 cm that was
found here. In addition, a substantial uncertainty in the su.nmer esti-
mate of 160 cm Is Indicated by the large variation in the individual
values within the average. The possibility does exist, however, of a
real dependence of so and d upon wind direction at the tower. This
effect would not show up In the wind structure at higher levels, hence
the use of average zo values is appropriate. With these points kept
in mind, the surface roughness lengths estimated here for winter and
summer will be utilized in the examination of the results of the analysis
of the boundary-layer wind profiles in Section 10.

7. 3 The Surface Heat Budget

The condition for beat balance at the earth/air interface Is custom-
argiy described by

Rn * H+S+L+P, (7.9)

4*0
A ___
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where Rn is the net radiation, H is the gain of sensible heat by the
air, S is the downward flux of sensible heat into the soil, L is the
latent heat used in evaporation, and P Is the thermal energy used in
vegetative photosynthesis. The terms Rn and H in this equation can
be roughly assessed on the basis of the data obtained at the Lakewood
site.

Mean net-radiation estimates for the time periods covered by the
group-r(-an wind profiles were obtained simply by averaging the series-
mean values within each group. The vertical heat flux H was estimated
by the use of Eq. (7. 1) which defines the Richardson number. Near the
surfacc.. this equation becomes

Ri = go'/r(v')2. (7.10)

The vertical fluxes of heat and momentum in the surface layer are given
by

H = pCKh 6 (7.11)
and

T pK v (7.12)

where cp i. the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, and Kh
r.d Km represent the coefficients of eddy conductivity and eddy vis-

cosity. Combirdng Eqs. (7.10), (7. 3 1), (7.12), and (7.5) yields

H = - (h/m)(Ri)' (zv')cpT T0 /g. (7.13)

This equation was used to find the mean vertical heat flux H near
the surface, during each of the time periods for which group-mean esti-
mates of To and (Ri)' were available. The term (zv)' is identical to
(ov/8 ln z); it was evaluated by graphically estimating the logarithmic
slopes of each of the series-mean low-level wind profiles as given by
the top three measurements on the tower. Averages of these values over
the series in each group were then taken. The ratio KhAm was here
considered to be unity; however, evidence points toward this ratio being
greater than or less than one for unstable or stable conditions, respective-
ly (see Lumley and Panofsky, 1964). With Rn and H determined, the
balance requirement, Eq. (7. 9), was used to obtain an estimate of the
remainder term, (S + L + P). Table 5 presents the results of this pro-
cedure and draws a comparison with other estimates.

With regard to the day cases, the value of surface stress used for
group 13 is quite large (9.67 dyne/cmi), and is probably an overestimate
hence it is probable that the H found in this instance is too high. When
probable differences in insolation are taken into account, the daytime
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TABLE 5

Estlmated surface heat budget for the aspen forest at the Lakewood site.
The mean values for the stability parameter iTR are given in units of
10-3/m; the estimates for mean net radiation ifi; mean vertical heat
flux (H), and the remainder term (S+L P) are given in ly/min. The
duration of each group-period is indicated. The averaged terms are com-
pared with values obt-ined by Geiger (1965) from the data of Franssila
(1936) and Baumgartner (1956). See text for additional details.

Group Duration
No. Date CST M-_ Rn (S+L+PI

3 10 Sep 63 1000-1,716 -2.3 0.41 0.08 0.33
11 31 Mar 64 1229-1829 -4.6 0.29 0.07 0.22
13 1 Apr64 1421-1615 -2.2 0.21 0.20 0.01
14 8 Jun 64 0910-1342 -3.5 0.83 0.18 0.65
16 10 Jun 64 0814-1515 -8.0 0.84 0.12 0.72

Average, day cases: 0.52 0.13 0.39
Baungartner (spruce): 0.64 0.21 0.43

Franssila (meadow): 0.36 0.06 0.30

4 10 Sep 63 1950-0150 4.2 -0.07 -0.04 -0.03
5 11 Sep63 0414-0826 2.5 -0.01 -0.07 0.06

15 8 Jun 64 1846-2k35 1.7 -0.06 -0.09 0,03
17 11 Jun 64 2055-0658 9.9 -0.01 -0.10 0.09

Average, night cases: -0.04 -0.07 0. 03
Baumgartner: -0. 06 -0. 01 -0.05

Franssila: -0.12 -0.03 -0. 09

averages of the Lakewood heat-budget terms compare reasonably well
with similar averages summarized by Geiger (1965, pp. 235-Z38) from
observations reported by Franssila (1936) end by Baumgartner (1956).
Fransslla's measurements were made over a meadow near Tauriala,
Finland (61. 2N) during three fair August days in 1934, while those of

Baumgartner wc:e taken for a forest of young spruce up to 8. 7 m tall
in the vicinity of Munich, Germany (47.9*N) during a clear, dry period
from 29 June through 7 July 1952.

Because of the likelihood of substantial otrors in the measurements,
and the appoximate nature of the method used to calculate the heat flux,
the small values of the estimated heat-budget terms for !Ae Lakewood
site at night cannot be viewed with much confidence. The results
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indicate in general that for the forest at night, more heat is lost through
evaporation than Is taken from ground storage, which although possible,
seems unlikely. An overestimate of H is probable for the nocturnal
cases as a consequence of the assumption that Kh/( = 1; for stable
conditions, it is quite possible that this ratio could be as small as 0.6.
Conversely, the daytime heat--flux values may be slightly too small on
account of the same assumption. Franssila's radiation values at night
seem to be a little high, as pointed out by Geiger. In Section 10, the
estimates of vertical heat flux which were found here for the surface
layer will be compared with those obtained from the airborne measure-
ments.

8. Direct Determination of Geostror)hic Wind Profiles

8.1 Surface Geostrophic Wind

As mentioned in Section 2, the geostrophic departure method of
wind-profile analysis requires that the geostrophic wind profile be esti-
mated in some manner. It is possible to obtain these estimates indi-
rectly, as was done in this study, by using the modified form of Lettau s
antitriptic method which was previously de-scribed. An attempt was also
made to evaluate the surface geostrophic wind and thermal wind directly,
utilizing surface and upper-air observations of pressure and temperature.
Although less accurate than desired, these independent assessments
were used in the analysis of two of the group-mean wind profiles when
the indirect method failed to give results. In the subsequent paragraphs,
the procedure will be described, and some of the results are compared
with those obtained indirectly from the prufiles of observed mean wind.
The calculations described were performed on the CDC 1604 digital com-
puter at the University of Wisconsin Computing Center.

Recalling that, near the surface, a geostrophic wind speed error of
approximately 5 in/sec results from a horizontal pressure gradient error
of only 0. 5 mh/i 00 krse It is not hard to understand the difficulties
involved in obtaining accurtte estimates of surface geostrphic wind.
The problem has been encountered in numerous past investigations, an d
is particularly acute over sloping terrain. Several methods have been
proposed in this regard, e.g. Bellamy (1945) and Sangster (1960). The
procedure used in this study involved least-squares fitting of pressures
derived from observations at the 17 stations depicted in Fig. 17, and
identified by name in Table 6. The stations fall into two generel cate-
gorles: (1) primary - those having mercurial barometers which are under
U.S. Weather Bureau control, and (2) secondary - those having aircraft-
type altimeters under the control of a commercial airline company. Each

I
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TABLE 6

Basic Information pertaining to stations used in quadratic (Q) and
plane (P) surface-pressure fitting programs..,'The elevations are given
in m MSL and may be compared to that of the Lakewood site, 437 m.
The correction factors are listed in mb; (A) refers to barometer-comparison
data furnished by the U. S. Weather Bureau, and (B) represents average
corrections obtained from smoothed isobaric analyses of period-mean
surface-pressure charts using data from the top 9 stations in the table.

Corr. Factors
Ident. Station Elev. Use A B Total

AUW Wausau, Wis. 365 Q, P -0. 1 -0.4 -0. 5
GRB Green Bay, Wis. 214 Q, P -0.2 -- -0.2
CMX Houghton, Mich. 329 Q, P 40.3 -- +0.3
MQT Marquette, Mich. 434 Q, P -0.1 -0. 1
DLH Duluth, Minn. 432 Q, P -0.2 -- -0.2
EAU Eau Claire, Wis. 273 Q, P -0.1 +0.2 +0.1
MSN Madison, Wis. 264 Q +0.3 -- +0. 3
LSE La Crosse, Wis. 205 Q +0.1 -- +0.1
MKE Milwaukee, Wis. 211 Q -0.2 -- -0.2
CLI Clintonville, Wis. 250 Q, P -- -0.3 -0.3
RHI Rhinelander, Wis. 488 Q, P -- +0.3 +0.3
MNM Menominee, Wis. 184 Q, P -- -1.9 -1.9
IMT Iron Mountain, Mich. 351 Q, P -- -1.2 -1.2
STE Stevens Pt., Wis. 337 Q,P -- -1.2 -1.2

ASX Ashland, Wis. 252 Q, P -- -0.9 -0. 9
IWD Ironwood, Mich. 380 Q, P -- -0.6 -0.6
ESX Escandb, Mich. 183 Q, P -- -1.4 -1.4

of the latter, referred to as SAWR (Supplementary Airway Reporting)
stations, report altimeter settings read from the Kollsman window on
the altimeter after the instrument Is reset manually to indicate field
elevation. The secondary station pressure data were treated as
relative measurements only; correction factors, obtained in a manner
to be discussed, were applied to yield absolute values.

The analysis was based on hourly altimeter settings obtained
from teletype reports. Station pressures were found by using the
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standard formula relating the altimeter setting to station pressure and
station elevation (Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 1963, p. Z69).
These station pressures were then reduced to pressures at the level of
the Lakewood site (437 m), using the hypsometric equation. Employed
here were the surface temperature at each station, along with an as-
sumed, diurnally varying lapse rate as follows: 1000 to 1600 CST,
I°C/100 m (dry adiabatic); 0000 to 0600 CST, -Z°C/100 m; other
periods, linear variation with time between these two values.

Mean reduced pressures were then obtained for each station for
each observational period, using only those hours during which data
from all stations were available. Small correction factors were applied
to the pressure data from the primary stations; these corrections were
obtained from the U. S. Weather Bureau and represented the results of
their latest comparisons of the station barometers with a standard
barometer. The mean reduced pressures for each period, with cor-
rections incorporated for the primary stations, were then plotted on a
chart, and smoothed isobars were drawn to the data from the primary
stations. Deviations of the secondary-station data from the smoothed
mean-pressure field could thus be found. These deviations for all
periods were averaged to obtain a single correction factor for each
secondary station. It was also noted that the corrected mean reduced
pressures for Wausau and Eau Claire exhibited small but consistent
departures from the smoothed pressure field, hence additional correc-
tions were applied to the measurements from these stations. The de-
cision to make these additional corrections was supported by the fol-
lowing facts: (1) the Wausau barometer was found to be faulty (leaking
mercury) and replaced a few months after the observational program was
concluded, although the error was not recorded; and (2) the latest com-
parison data available for the barometer at Eau Claire was obtained in
July 1962. Table 6 summarizes the correction factors added to individual
pressure values before the fitting procedure was employed.

In this manner, corrected reduced pressures were found for each
reporting station for each of the several hours spanning individual group-
periods associated with the wind-profile observations. For each of these
hours, the use of the method of least squares permitted approximation of
the pressure field by mathematical surfaces of the following tome:

Eplane(p) a 0o + 1 x + pay, i

EQuad(P) a 00 + PtX+pay + 4'? + PlxyO

where E(p) is the expected value of pressure p, the Fla are eomputed
coefficients, and x and y are geogaphical ocordinates. The quadratic
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surfaces were fitted using all available data from the 17 stations,
while the southernmost three stations (La Crosse, Madison and Mil-
waukee) were excluded in the plane fit because of their distances
from the Lakewood site. The slopes of each fitted pressure surface
at the site was evaluated, and west and south components of the sur-
face geostrophic wind were computed. Averaging these components
for the hours spanning each group-period, and utili7ing the mean low-
level wind direction for each group of wind profiles, group-mean
antitriptic geostrophic wind components were found. No allowances
were made for the effect of isobaric curvature for the quadratic surfaces.

It may be noted from Fig. 17 that the network of stations from which
data were obtained for this procedure covers a large area, roughly 200
km in radius, which is not centered at the Lakewood site. The network
is thus poorly suited for the fitting of pressure data, particularly in the
case of the plane fit. In addition, the supplementary stations do not
report at night, seriously reducing the number of observations available
for the computational procedure.

For these reasons, four microbarographs (kindly loaned by the
U. S. Weather Bureau) were located in a network symmetric about the
site, and were in operation during the last two observational periods.
The instruments were placed in the airport offices at Rhinelander,
Clintonville, Menominee and Iron Mountain as shown In Fig. 17. The
area enclosed by these stations, plus Wausau and Green Bay (which
were also included in the network), is about 60 km in radius. Using
a portable precision aneroid barometer, the instruments were set relative
to the mercurial barometer at Green Bay just prior to the start of the
sixth observational period.

The pressure data obtaine, from this supplementary network
were used, in much the same way as that previously described, to

estimate group-mean antitriptic surface geostrophic wind components.
The smaller scale of this system is more appropriate for the plane-
fitting procedure than that described before. However, due to the

shorter distances involved, small errors In pressure measurement
give quite large geostrophic wind errors, and it is doubtful if any
improvement in the accuracy of the geostrophic wind estimates was
achieved. Due to pen and bearing friction anz; gear backlash in the
timing mechanisms of the microberographs used, uncertainties of up
to 0. 5 mb in pressure and 30 min in time are possible in these measure-
ments. The timing error may be particularly serious because of the
rapid pressure changes occurring during the last two periods. Of
course, there was also the woblem of obtaining representative pressure
values from the erratic barograph traces.

k
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Table 7 compares the indirect and direct estimates of antitriptic
surface geostrophic wind components obtained for each group-period,
as well as the resulting estimates of the angle a o between the iso-
bars and the observed low-level wind direction; a0 was found by us-
ing Eq. (2.26). It should be remembered that the direct methods B
and C aze interdependent in that essentially the same data was used
in each case; the same is true for method C, but to a lesser extent since
only the Wausau and Green Bay data were used again. It may be seen
that the angle a 0 seems to be consistently overestimated by methods
B and C, possibly due to a local effect on the pressure measurements
at Houghton and Marquette caused by their proximity to Lake Superior.

8.2 Thermal Wind

The data required for computing the height variation of the gee-
strophic wind in the atmospheric boundary layer over the Lakewood site
were obtained from the following seven USWB radiosonde stations:

International Falls, Minnesota (INL),
St. Cloud, Minnesota (STC),
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan (SSM),
Flint, Michigan (FNT),
Peoria, Illinois (PIA),
Green Bay, Wisconsin (GRB), and
Waverly, Iowa (3WY) (available for observational periods

6 and 7 only).

The locations of these stations with respect to the site are illustrated
in Fig. 16.

The coded teletype reports from these stations furnished pressure
end temperature information at the surface, 850 mb, 700 mh and, normal-
ly, several intermediate levels judged significant due to changes in tem-
perature structure. Using these data for each upper-air observation dur-
ing, and immediately before and after, each of the observational periods
at the Lakewood site, thermal wind components for four 50-mb layers
were obtained through the following procedure.

(1) The surface pressure value found for the site by mesns of the
plane-fitting program to the surface pressure data was used as the lowest
pressure level.

(2) Mean temperatures were found for each of four successive 50-
mb layers above each radiosonde station. A Linear change of tempera-
turs with the logarithm of pressure was assumed between reported
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FIG. 18. Network of radiosonde stations used In the direct determina-
tion of thermal wind estimates.
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levels. The computation was performed using the relation

T= J Td(ln p)/T d(In p),

p p

where T is the mean temperature of the layer, and p is the pressure
at the bottom of the layer.

(3) Using these values of t, the thickness of each layer at each
location was determined from the hypsometric equation.

(4) A plane was fitted by the least-squares method to the thickness
values for each layer at the several stations.

(5) The slope of each plane gave an estimate of the thickness grad-
lent for tthat layer, which in turn was used to compute thermal wind com-
ponents In a geographical coordinate systenk. The values found represent
the change in the geostrophic wind within each of the four s,'-enessive
layers. The heights associated with the boundaries of the layers were
obtained by using the fitted thickness values over the Lakewood site.

Since radiosonde observations were available only at 12-hr inter-
vals, linear temporal interpolation was used to derive thermal wind
components applicable to each group-period of wind-profile observations.
These values were then converted to antitriptic components, that is,
components perpendicular to and parallel with the low-level wind at the
Lakewood site. When the thermal wind compononts are added to the
estimated surface geostrophic wind components obtained as described
in Section 8. 1, the complete geostrophic wind profile Is pecifled.

Because of the large distances between radiosonde stations, the
compted thermal winds must be considered only as gkoss approxima-
tions to conditions actually ,exsting at the Lakewood site. The repre-
sentation becomes better, of course, on those rare occasions when the
atmospheric structure is extensively uniform In the horlantal. Some of
the Lakewood wind profiles from the first observational period were
analyzed by using the directly estimated thermal wind components, and
the results are discussed in Section 10.

It was mentioned in Section 2 that ons of the more important as-
sumptions involved in the wind-profils analysis in this study Is that
of a constant thermal wind, Ie., a linear variation of geostrophic
wind with height. T test this assumption, a ln was fitted by the
method of least-squares to each of the thermal wind components obtained

form each set of upper-air observations. The results are shown In Fig. 19.
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RLSULTS OF LIMEAN FIT TO COMPUTED T11EOAL
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FIG. 19. Results of linear fit to estmated thermal wind components
obtained far four SO-mb layers. The em .ple is included
to furnish an idea of the departures from linearity associated
with the values of residual rmean square.
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The values of the residual mean square are measures of the goodness,
of fit of the line, with lower values indicating better fits. The example
is included in order to furnish an idea of the goodness of fit relative to
the size of the residual mean square. If a value of 0. 20 mZ/secZ is
taken to replace an acceptable fit, It may be se n that there are signifi-
cant departures from linearity only on a few occasions. However, the
inherent smoothing caused by the wide separat on of the radiosonde
stations and by the computational procedure should be kept in mind.
The directly derived estimates of geostrophic wind profiles will be il-
lustrated in conjunction with the Lakewood boundary-layer observations
in the next section.

9. Discussion of the Boundary-Layer Observations

9. 1 General Remarks

Presen the end of this section are Figs. 22 and Z3 which
illustrate th, )undary-layer observations for the first and second
group-period at the Lakewood site. * Depicted are profiles of the anti-
triptic components of observed m6an wind (u, v), observed mean wind
corrected for loc ' change (uc, vc), and geostrophic wind (U, V); the
latter were estimdted independently of the wind measurements by the
procedure described in the preceding section. In addition, profiles of
aver.ge deviation from height-meaned balloon ascenL rates (W-Wn)
are shown, as well as temperature soundings from appropriate Green
Bay radiosonde ascents and from the airborne measurements at the site.
The instrumented aircraft was flown during the last three observational
periods only. Surface-based low-level temperature measurements are
included at the bottom of each aircraft sounding; it may be seen that
the two sets of measurements link up fairly well, indicating that the
absolute calibration of the sensing element on the aircraft was satis-
factory in most cases.

The geostrophic wind components for groups 1 through 13 were found
by using the thermal wind computed from the radiosonde data, in con-
junction with estimates of surface geostrophic wind obtz.ned by averaging
the results of the plane- and quadratic-surface fits to the synoptic-scale
pressure measurements, as described in Section 8, For the last four
groups, the surface geostrophic wind components are those obtained by
use of the data from the microbarograph network; also shown are esti-
mates by means of the synoptic-scale data.

Similar graphs have been prepared for each of the seventeen groups.

For lack of space, the remaining fifteen are not included here.
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Before discussing some of the more distinctive features of the ob-
servations, a few additional general remarks are in order. It may be
noted from comparing the u and v profiles with those of uc and vc
that significant local (time) changes in wind-profile structures were
found for most groups. This is generally to be expected in continental
mid-latitudes. Gross inadequacies of the directly determined geostro-
phic wind profiles are apparent in many instances, although there are
at least three other fartors which may possibly contribute to the failure
of the corrected observed wind components (uc, vc ) to become approxi-
mately geostrophic at upper levels: (1) the local change may be incor-
rectly estimated; (2) the inertia terms may not be negligibly small; i. e.,
the flow may not be horizontally homogeneous; and (3) there may be sig-
nifica "t real geostrophic departures due to frictional effects even as
high as 2 kmi.

For the most part, the directly determined geostrophic wind profiles
were not used in the analysis, which employed the modified form of
Lettau' s antitriptic method as described in 'ection Z. The manner in
which the analysis method was applied to the rather complex vertical
structure of the Lakewood wind profiles will be briefly discussed in the
next section. It should be stated here that the results of the analysis
of the nocturnal wind profiles may have been affected to a certain extent
by the method by which the low-level wind direction was determined,
namely by utilizing the horizontal positions of the balloons 20 sec after
release. As mentioned in Section 4, data from a recording wind vane on
the tower would have been better. Since the low-level wind directions
used in this investigation apply at a height of 50 m above the surface, it
is possible that these estimates differ from the true surface wind at night,
when relatively large directional shears may occur in the first few tens
of meters. The apparent decrease from day to night of the antitriptic u-
components for groups 1 and 2 and for groups 3 and 4 may be a manifesta-
tion of this effect.

9. 2 Low-] -vel Wind Maxima

The Lakewood wind profiles exhibit the typical diurnal variation
which has been observed frequently in the past. The daytime profiles
normally show strong shears very near the surface with relatively weak
shears above, while the nocturnal observations for the most part are
characterized by a maximum in wind speed generally within the lower
500 m. A "low-level jet" was particularly well defined during groilp-
periods 2, 4, 5 and to a lesser extent, 15. Various mechanisms have
been proposed to explain such wind structure; perhaps the most widely
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accepted at the present time is that of Blackadar (1957). His model
takes the primary cause of the low-level jet to be the nocturnal decrease
of mixing under inversional conditions, and predicts that the wind vec-
tor at the level of the jet will follow an inertial oscillation having a
period of one-half pendulum day. This period should thus decrease
with latitude; however, Bonner (1965) found that the period of oscilla-
tion of the summer low-level jet at International Falls, Minnesota, is
about the same as t-at at Fort Worth, Texas. In addition, the observa-
tions at O'Neill, Nebraska, during the late summer of 1953 indicated
that the period of the jet oscillation was more on the order of one solar
day, rather than the 18 hours predicted by Blackadar's model at that
latitude (Barad, 1961). Lettau (1964) has proposed that Blackadar's
basic mechanism may be enforced by a diurnal variation of low-level
thermal winds, caused by solar heating cycles on a large-scale terrain
slope. These thermal winds tend to encourage formation of nocturnal
southerly jets on eastwar;!-facing slopes poleward of 30' latitude.
Hoecker's (1963) boundary-layer wind-speed cross-sections for the
central U. S. indicate that nighttime wind maxima tend to occur over
regions of greatest terrain slope, lending support to Lettau's theory.

The large-scale terrain slope for northeastern Wisconsin was
evaluated in Section 3. 2 to be 3. 37 m/km downward to the ESE, with
the contour lines oriented along the azimuth directions 218* and 038%
It may be noted from Fig. 23 that the low-level jets for group period 2,
(likewise for group periods 4 and 5 which were mentioned previously)
have directions (given essentially by the 50-m wind direction) in the
neighborhood of 220. The large-scale terrain slope around the Lake-
wood site would tend to favor the establishment of jets In just this
direction, according to Lettau's mechanism. Although the winds for
group 15 are the strongest of all, the maximum is higher and not as
sharply defined as that of groups 2, 4 and 5. The 50-m wind direction
is about 145*, while that at 600 m is 190 °. The strong horizontal pres-
sure gradient in this instance (see Fig. 9) probably dominated over any
terrain-slope effects. In group 7, an interesting feature of the wind
profile is the maximum at the 50-m level and rapid decrease above.
Such a circumstance could also be explained by Lettau's theory; in
this case the wind direction Is 0200, for which the terrain slope would
cause a nocturnal thermal wind opposing the flow. The low-ievel
maxima observed at Lakewood are generally rather closely associated
with the heights of the temperature inversion, which indicates that
both Blackadar's and Lettau's mechanisms are probably involved.
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9. 3 Temperature Structure

Before discussing some features of the temperature profiles, it is
appropriate to consider the degree to which the Green Bay soundings
may be considered representative of the conditions at the Lakewood
site 95 km distant, since airborne temperature measurements at the
site were made only in conjunction with the daytime balloon series
during the last three observational periods. Fig. 20 compares tem-
perature profiles obtained by the instrumented aircraft at Lakewood
with those measured at about the same time by radiosondes at Green
Bay. There is considerable similarity between the two sets of profiles;
however, as would be expected, the radiosonde fails to show some of
the fine structure of the temperature profile, such as the sharp inversion
during the late afternoon of 10 June.

The wide spread in the profiles for 8 June is probably not entirely
real. There is a 2-hr time difference between the measurements at the
two locations, but it is not likely that the air at the upper levels above
Lakewood would cool by the amount indicated. An error in the absolute
calibration of the aircraft or radiosonde sensing elements is possible.
At any rate, the shapes of the two profiles are similar. The inversion
is apparently due to the warm front depicted in Fig. 9. It should be kept
In mind that, due to the diff 'erce in elavation between Lakewood and
Green Bay, the heights of invtersions above the surface at the two sites
(as illustrated) may be different even though the inversions are actually
at the saine level with respect to MSL.

One of the more noteworthy features of the observations, particu-
larly at daytime, is the frequent appearance of two distinct regimes of
turbulence structure within the lower 2 km. Significant changes in wind
shear often occur in association with temperature inversions at levels
from 700 to 1500 m above the surface. These inversions could mark the
level of the "peplopause, 9* a term coined by ,chneider-Cartus (1953)
to denote the top of the turbulent friction and convection layer, at
which haze normally accumulates. The airborne turbulence measure-
ments taken during the last three observational periods demonstrated
that turbulence was almost totally absent above the Inversion, yet sig-
nificant below. The Inversion is presumably caused by strong vertical
mixing below, which works towards the establishment of an adiabatic
lapse rate, and by slight subsidence from above.

Ball (1960) studied the diurnal variation of the level of the turbu-
lence inversion, and found that its height varied directly with the

Greek "peplos" large shawl or scarf.
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intensity of surface heating and the resulting convection. This be-
havior is also evident in the Lakewood temperature profiles obtained
by the aircraft, for example, in group 16. Ball suggests that convec-
tive eddy energy which is not dissipated through viscosity is trans-
ported upward and destroyed by buoyancy forces at the inversion,
where downward transfer of heat and mass is presumed to take place.
The process is associate - with an upward movement of the inversion,
although this may be overcome by sufficiently strong subsidence. For
a clear summer day over a dry surface, Ball estimates that when sub-
sidence is weak the height of the inversion will change by about 150
m/hr. The same value may be obtained for the Lakewood observations
of 8 and 10 June, but of course the forest cannot be considered as a
dry surface.

9. 4 Balloon Ascent Rates

The profiles of W-Wm , representing the average deviations from
the height-meaned balloon ascent rates and obtained as explained in
Section 5, show significant dependencies upon daytime temperature
structure. The association is even more pronounced for individual
balloon series. The most striking examples of this effect were ob-
served for groups 10, 11 and 16. On these fairly clear days, convec-
tive turbulence was apparently quite vigorous, and the balloons had
significantly higher ascent rates in the region below the temperature
inversion than at levels above it. Two factors may be offered in ex-
planation of this behavior: (I) zeal vertical air motions, and (2) changes
in the drag coefficients of the balloons due to the separate turbulence
regimes above and below the inversions.

With regard to the first point, It hardly seems possible that the
large deviations in ascent rate could be ascribed to real vertical mo-
tions in the atmosphere existing over such extended periods of time.
However, Fig. 21 illustrates what can happen in convective conditions.
The graph shows the variation in rate of ascent for two serial releases
about 20 min apart on the afternoon of 31 March 1964. Both balloons
were inflated to give the normal ascent rate of 3 m/sec, but the mean
ascent rate for the first balloon (A) turned out to be only 1.68 m/sec
while that for the second (B) was 5.92 m/sec. Evidently balloon A
was affected by the downward air motion preceding the overhead pass-
age of a cumulus cloud, while balloon B became entrained in the updraft
and entered the base of the cloud at the 1400-m level. If the observed
deviations of the ascent rates from the normal 3 m/sec are considered to
be caused solely by vertical air motions, then a maximum downdraft of

L _ _ _ _N
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Release Mean Ascent 50-. Wlnd 25., ind
Balloon TI O) tt (a4lsee) D1iM1 (dog) secl

A 1320 1.68 045.70 5.94
B 1341 5.92 347.30 4.58

16
(entered
cloud base)

12

Balloon I5 in a m)/

.8.

Balloon
/ ,C/ "

2 4 6 a 10
Dt AFTR aI (se)

FIG. 21. Balloon height versus time for two serial releases into a sky
about 3/10 covered with small to moderate-sized cumulus
clouds on the afternoon of 31 March 1964. Balloon B entered
the bottom of a cloud abouL 1/2 km In diameter. Both balloons
were inflated to give normal ascent rate of 3 m/sec. Note
downward motion of balloon A about 3 winutes afthr release.
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3. - m/sec an a maximum updraft of about 4 m/sec are indicated for
pot ns of thes balloon ascents. Incidentally, because of these
effec the data om these balloon runs were not Included in the mean.
profile for group

The data in Fig. 21 thus suggest that large vertical air motions
* c nexist in the lower portion of the atmosphere, amt least as transient

sta 's. It has not been demonstrated, however, that mean vertical
motl s on the Order of I m/sec can persist over periods of several
hours 'are represented by the group-mean profiles.

It is 'own that the critical Reynolds number for a sphere depends
upon the tur llence\of the dir stream (see Dryden et al.. 1956, p. 21).
For the Lakew daytime observations, the average balloon ascent
rates below and ve the temperature inversion are about 3. 5 and
2. 5 m/sec, respectively, which correspond to drag coefficients of ap-
proximately 0. 35 and 0. 60. Such a change in drag coefficients for the
balloons could be explained as follows. Below the inversion the flow
is turbulent, causing the Reynolds number of the balloon motion to be
supercritical, with the resulting smail drag coefficients and high
ascent rates. In the relatively smooth air above the inversion, the
Reynolds number becomes subcritical, with an increased drag coef-
ficient causing lower ascent rates. Fig. 13 in Section 6 indicates that
such a process may Indeed be operative, since different height varia-
tions In ascent rate were shown by the two types of balloons. This
should not happen if the deviations In mean ascent rate were caused
by real vertical air motions. The W-Wm profiles for the nocturnal group-
periods generally Indicate almost constant as. ant rates, which would
be expected when turbulence is light.

It may be that the observed height dependencies of the ascent rates
for the Lakewood balloons were caused by both vertical air motions and
changes In drag coefficients. At any rate, the effect appears to be
significantly associated with the temperature structure. It might even
be possible on sunny days to obtain rough estimates of the heights of
upper-level temperature inversions (which can often be considered to
mark the top of the boundary layer under convective conditions) simply
by tracking uninstrumented balloons.

.4
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10. Results of Wind-Profile Analysis and Comrison With Theory

10. 1 Re-analysis of Drexel Wind Profiles

In a previous study (Johnson, 1962), Lettau's antitriptic method
was used to compute various boundary-layer parameters from mean
wind profiles obtained at several locations In the central U.S. by means
of kite observations organized by the U. S. Weather Bureau during the
years 1915 to 1920. Relatively extensive observations were made at
Drexel, Nebraska. A reanalysis of the Drexel wind profiles was per-
formed, utiliring the modified antitriptic method described in Section 2,
and a comparison of the results of the two analyses is given in Table 8.
The tabulation includes estimates of Go = surface geostrophic wind
speed; a0 = angle between the surface wind direction and the Isobars;
Tr = surface stress; C = geostrophic drag coefficient; E = total rate
of energy dissipation*; p = air density; z0 = aerodynamic surface
roughness length; f = Coriolis parameter; and lognR° = surface
Rossby number defined as

R = Go/zef. (10.1)

In these analyses and all others described In this section, mean air
densities for the whole boundary layer were utilized. The parameters
Go, *,, To and C were found through the relations given in Section 2;
E was estimated using an approximate equation applicable to baroclinic
wind profiles, H

E of too +V H)V2, (10.2)

derived by Lettau (see Johnson, 1962). Here Vo and VH represent
values of the geostrophic wind component parallel to the surface wind,
at the surface and at the level H (assumed to be the level of the high-
eat observation), respectively. The as estimates were furnished by
E. Kung (see Kung, 1963).

e
E can also be identified as the total rate of production of eddy-

motion energy. however, throughout this section the assumption stated
in Section 2.4 will be applied, and C will be rensidered as approxi-
mately equivalent to the total rate of dissipation of mean-motion energy

iln the boundary layer.

fI
7,E
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TABLE 8

Comparison of values of boundary-layer parameters derived from Drexel
(Nebraska) wind profiles for winter and summer seasons of the years
1915 to 1920. The estimates were obtained as follows: (B) by using the
modified antitriptic analysis method, and (A) from a previous analysis
(Johnson, 1962) emoloying the unmodified method. The theoretical
values are from Lettau's (1962) model, utilizing the parameters given
in the small table at the bottom. The asterisks indicate the cases for
which the unmodified method failed to give results. See text for ex-
planation of symbols.

WINTEP,

Sfc G, a0  To C E

Wind A B A B A B A B A B

N * 11.0 * 22.3 * 2.76 * 0.045 * 3.12
NE 9.3 9.4 16.9 18.0 1.21 1.47 0.035 0.038 0.99 1.21
E 11.0 11.2 25.4 27.5 1.53 1.87 0.033 0.036 1.13 1.38
SE 13.1 13.7 22.9 27.8 1.67 2.77 0.029 0.036 1.18 1.92
S 13.0 13.3 20.7 Z4.8 1.80 2.57 0.030 0.036 1.75 2.48
SW 11.7 11.8 19.5 21.8 1.33 1.76 0.029 0.033 1.41 1.86
W 10.5 10.7 19.0 22.0 1.07 1.61 0.029 0.040 1.34 2.01
NW __12.0 * o - z..-- 2.40 0 ,238 * 4

Mean: 11.4 11.6 20.7 23.6 1.43 2.15 0.031 0.038 1.30 2.18
Theoretical: 25.3 2.06 0.037 2.14

(m/sec) (dog) (dyne/cmX) (watt/ml)

SUMMER:

N * 9.5 * 20.8 * 2.19 " 0.048 * 2.05
NE * 9.0 0 24. Z * 2.29 * 0.052 * 1.77
£ 8.9 9.6 11.1 24.5 1.60 3.35 0.044 0. )59 1.13 2.38
SE 10.2 10.5 13.1 18.3 1.41 2.33 0.036 0.045 1.02 1.70
S 11.3 11.5 20.? 22.5 2.63 3.76 0.044 0.052 2.60 3.71
SW 11.9 11.7 21.2 18,9 2.66 2.36 0.044 C.046 3.23 2.66
W 9.6 9.4 21.5 18.6 1.88 1.54 0.044 0.041 2.02 1.50
NW _ . L _1 ._ WLL._3%& U.L__

Mean! 10.4 10.1 17.5 20.8 2.03 2.52 0.042 0.049 2.00 2.31
TheoeUc: 28.4 1.87 0.041 1.70

4 ..
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TABLE 8 (continued)

No. of R
Season Prufiles p Tof gO

Winter 412 1.14 11.5 8 6.17
0. 963

Summer 364 1.05 10.3 28 5.58

(kg/m) (m/sec) (cm) (10-4 /sec) .

Since the mean Go estimates from the two analysis methods were
nearly identical for each season, average values, Go, for winter and
summer were derived and used to compute theoretical values from Lettau's
(1962) model, which may be compared with the results from both methods.
As indicated, the unmodified antitriptic method (A) failed for profiles
showing the effects of strong cold-air advection. It may be noted that
for the winter profiles, the theoretical values agree rather well with
estimates derived from the modified antitriptic method (B). However,
the comparison for summer Is less favorable; T0 , C and E are all larger
than predicted, while ao is smaller. It is probable that these departures
are due at least partly to the fact that the theory refers to neutral condi-
tions, while the observations were all made during the daytime when
some degree of atmospheric Instability Is to be expected, particularly
during the summer. From other Investigations, it has been fairly well
established that the trend evidenced here (I.e., larger To, C, E; smaller
a 0 ) is typical for unstable conditions.

10. 2 Analysis of Lakewood Series-Mean Wind Profiles

It may be noted from Fig. 4 that the synoptic pressure pattern over
northeastern Wisconsin was fairly constant during the first observational
period. With this In mind, analyses by three different methods were
carried out for the aeries-mean wind proUilu obtained during this period,
neglecting any effects of local (time) change In wind structure. Figs. 22
and 23 for group-periods 1 and 2 indicate that the local change during
these periods was probably not negligible , hence substantial systematic
errors may be present In the results of the analyses of the series-mean
profiles. However, the objective was to study the diurnal variations of
the boundary-layer parameters, and the relative magnitudes of the
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TABLE 8

Comparison of values of boundary-layer parameters derived from Drexel
(Nebraska) wind profiles for winter and summer seasons of the years
1915 to 1920. The estimates were obtained as follows: (B) by using the
modified antitriptic analysis method, and (A) from a previous analysis
(Johnson, 1962) employing the unmodified method. The theoretical
values are from Lettau's (1962) model, utilizing the parameters given
in the small table at the bottom. The asterisks indicate the cases for
which the unmodified method failed to give results. See text !or ex-
planation of symbols.

WINTER:

Sfc G, __ _ 0 To C E
Wind A B A B A B A B A B
Dir

N * 11.0 * 22.3 * 2.76 * 0.045 * 3.12
NE 9.3 9.4 16.9 18.0 1.21 1.47 0.035 0.038 0.99 1.21
E 11.0 11.2 25.4 27.5 1.53 1.87 0.033 0.036 1.13 1.38
SE 13.1 13.7 Z2.9 27.8 1.67 2.77 0.029 0.036 1.18 1.92
S 13.0 13.3 20. 24.8 1.80 2.57 0.030 0.036 1.75 2.48
SW 11.7 11.8 19.5 21.8 1.33 1.76 0.029 0.033 1.41 1.86
W 10.5 10.7 19.0 22.0 1.07 1.61 0.029 0.040 1.34 2.01
NW - 12.0 * 24.5 -- 2.40 0 0 .8 3.42

Mean: 11.4 11.6 20.7 23.6 1.43 2.15 0.031 0.038 1.30 2.18
Theoretical: 25.3 2.06 0. 037 2.14

(m/sec) (deg) (dyne/cma) (watt/m)

SUMMER.

N * 9.5 20.8 * 2.19 * 0.048 * 2.05
NE * 9.0 * 24.2 * 2.29 * 0.052 * 1.77
E 8.9 9.6 11.1 24.5 1.60 3.35 0.044 0.059 1.13 2.38
SE 10.2 10.5 13.1 18.3 1.41 2.33 0.036 0.045 1.02 1.70
8 11.3 11.5 20.7 22.5 2.63 3.76 0.044 0.052 2.60 3.71
SW 11.9 11.7 21.2 18.9 2.86 2.36 0.044 0.046 3.23 2.66
W 9.6 9.4 21.5 18.6 1.88 1.54 0.044 0.041 2.02 1.50
NW 0-_40 IL. *L i..-- o. ._.. . t

Mean: 10.4 10.1 17.5 20.8 2.08 2.52 0.042 0.049 2.00 2.31
Theoretical: 28.4 1.87 0.041 1.70
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estimates should provide valid comparisons even if errors in absolute
size are inherent.

The analyses were performed by using (A) the modified antitriptic
method, (B) the unmodified method, and (C) a method in which the
thermal wind components derived directly from radiosonde data were
fitted to the upper rTrtions of the wind component profiles. Methods
A and B as described in Section 2 require that a level H denoting the
"top" of the boundary layer be used in graphically positioning the
assumed linear profiles of geostrophic wind components. In the
analyses of the Drexel data, the level H was taken to be 1604 m
above the surface, corresponding to the highest observational level.
At this height the observed wind was assumed to be geostrophic.
The procedure used in the analyses of the Lakewood series-mean
and group-mean profiles was similarly subjective. Normally, the
linear profiles of the geostrophic wind components U and V were
fitted to the upper portions of the uc, vc profiles (or to the u, v
profiles, when uc, vc were not available) such that a "balancing of
areas" at the upper levels was achieved. In some cases, however,
when marked changes in wind structure occurred In association with
upper-level temperature inversions, the observed (or corrected) wind
in the vicinity of the inversion was assumed to be geostrophic. Ad-
mittedly, such subjective procedures are undesirable, but also un-
avoidable because no other analysis methods are available. Previous
investigators encountered the same handicap, and had to rely on a
certain degree of subjective smoothing of the wind profiles, loosely
equivalent to the procedure chosen here.

Table 9 gives the results of the three analysis methods applied to
the series-mean wind profiles of 27 August 1963. For these data, E
was found by use of Eq. (10. 2). Method B Is seen to yield mean values
of e0t, T, and C which agree the closest with Lettouee theory, al-
though method A furnished the better comparison for E. The directly
derived thermal wind components could not be fitted to the component
wind profiles for series 6, henoe no estimates were obtained. The
values of &G, To, C and E are generally significantly higher drig
midday than et morning and evening hours. A diurnal variation ut this
type for To, C and E agme with results from many pest studies;
from his tetroon flights, Angell (1964) found a similar variation of
stress at about 3000 ft with time of day. The effect is predicted by
diabetic theory; see, for example, Ching (1964). On the other bad,
es has been found in modt other investigations to dsorease with de-
creasng stability, the opposite of which is Indicated in Table 9. A
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possible explanrtion of this discrepancy may be found in the method by
which the low-level wind direction was determined at the Lakewood siteir
which was discussed in Section 9.

10. 3 Analysis of Lakewood Group-Mean Wind Profiles

Because of rapidly changing synoptic conditions and weak pressure
gradients, it was not possible to analyze the wind profiles for group-
periods 6, 7 and 12. The results of the analysis of the other 14 group-
mean profiles are summarized in Table 10. All of these profiles with the
exceptions of groups 8 and 10 were analyzed by use of the modified
form of Lettau' s antitriptic method. For the other two groups, it was
necessary to resort to surface geostrophic wind estimates derived directly
from the pressure data, since the other analysis method gave results
which were totally .nacceptable. It was not possible to make local-
change estimates for groups 8 and 13, each of which consist of only
one series-mean profile; hence the analysis for these cases was based
on profiles of u and v only. In addition, the local-change effects for
group 15 seem to be greatly overestimated, and were not included in the
analysis.

The values of E shown in Table 10 were computed numerically by
use of the term on the left in Eq. (2. 31' the other parameters were cal-
culated in the same manners as before. As in Section 7, (RiY values
between -3 and 3 (10 3/m) were assumed to represent approximately
neutral conditions; (Ri)' values in excess of these limits were taken to
indicate unstable and stable classes, respectively. Mean estimates of
the parameters for each stability class are compared with values derived
from Lettau' a neutral barotropic model at the bottom of the table. Unfor-
tunately, insufficient data are available to distinguish between the ef-
fects of surface roughness and stability on the boundary-layer parameters.
For the neutral case, the empirical values are somewhat larger than
those predicted by the theory. For the stable and unstable olasses,
the departures of the mean estimates of 0, To, and E from the neutral
theory are In the same directions as Indicated In tables 8 and 9. Again,
the variation of es is erratic and does not conform with the established
notion that it should deoress with decreasing stability. In addition to
the possible cause of this behavior which was dlscus 3ed previously, It
could be that effects of baroolilcity are also involved. Cold-air ad-
vaction near the surface is normally ecoompenied by lab bIlIty "d,
ow aespondlngly, warm-air adection with stable conditions. Den ai n
0959) found that of inareases with cold-eli edvection tut decreases
with diminishing stability, while, normally, one can expect that cold-
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air advection is associated with decreasing stability. In addition,
Blackadar's (1963) theory has a0 increasing for cold-air advection,
and &0 decreasing for warm-air advection. With regard to the geostro-
phic drag coefficient C, however, observations agree with theory by
indicating that the effects of advection and stability act in the same
direction for the two situations described.

The estimates of C derived from the Lakewood group-mean pro-
files are illustrated as a function of stability in Fig. 24, and a signifi-
cant relationship is indicated. The values of C for which only quali-
tative stability estimates were available (see Section 7) were Included
in the graph by using the following assumed quantitative (Rl) ranges,
in units of (I 0 3 /m); near neutral, -1.5 to 1.5; slight positive stability,
2 to 5; and moderate positive and negative stabilities, 5 to 8, and -5 to
-8. Lettau (1 959a) found that the O'Neill data suggested a maximum for
the ratio C/Cas where Ca is the adiabatic geostrophic drag coefficient,
at a value of about -8 for (Ri). The range of (Ri)y values asbociated with
the Lakewood group-mean profiles is not sufficient to detect such a peak;
otherwise, however, the trend of the curve over its range is similar to
Lettaul s, although somewhat steeper.

Fig. 25 demonstrates the diurnal variation of the geostrophic drag
coefficient. The data points are from the analyses of both the Lake-
wood group-mean wind profiles and the series-mean profiles of obser-
vational period 1. The maximum tends to occur I to 3 hours past local
noon. In Figs. 26 and 27, mean values of C and e* obtained in this
investigation are compared with the results of previous studies and with
current theories relating these parameters to the surface Rosaby number.
With regard to the geostrophic drag coefficient, the theoretical neutral
barotropic curves of Lettau (1962), Blackader (1963) and Appleby and
Ohmstede (1964) are quite similar. It may be noted that the Drexel
winter value for C fa)ls fairly close to these curves; the Lakewood
neutral estimate is somewhat higher than predicted. The Lakewood
unstable value may well be on overestimate, although It and the Drexel
summer estimate show the same relationship with respect to neutral
conditions as Ching's (1964) curves for slight instability. Although
Ching's model includes greater instabilities, only his cwves for slight
Instability are presented hue, since this condito wesponds to the

unstaW, *' .stimatcr fo LjkOwod. The Lakewood men value ul *e
for all cases and the Drexel winter estimate fall closely to the neutral
barotrople curves of Lettau, Bloekader, and Appleby and Ohmstede, while
the summer value of es fo Drexel seems to fit Cheg'e curve for
slightly unstable conditions.

I
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50*

X Blackadar's (1963) collection
(includes baroclinic and diabatic cases)

46'

xX
3ex

20'-O

100 - From Lakewood wind profiles,
average. if all (A) and neutral (N)cae

*From Drexel wind profiles, averages of
winter (W and suimmer (S) daytime cases
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LOG 0

FIG. 27. Angle ao between surface wind and Isobars as a function
of logl 0 of the surface Rossby number (Roe). The theoretical
curres, from top left down, are from

(1) Blackadar, 1963 (neutral baroclinic, thermal wind
4.2 rn/sec/km In direction of surface geostrophic
wind, f =1 0 4/sec),

(2) Blackadar, 1963 (neutral barotropic),
(3) Lettau, 1962 (neutral barotropic),
(4) Appleby and Ohmstede, 1964 (neutral barotropic),
(5) Blackadar, 1963 (neutral baroclinic, thermal wind

4. 2 r/sec/km In dJirecti-i opposite to surface geo-
strophic. wind, f =10-4/8ec), and

(6) Ching, 1964 (slight instability, barotropic).
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10. 4 Estimates of the Local Rate of Mechanical Eddy Energy Transformation

For all the Lakewood group-mean wind profiles with associated sur-
face geostrophic wind speeds of 10 m/sec and above, the local rate e
of mechanical eddy energy transformation was computed numerically by
means of Eq. (2. 30) for heights of 50 m and above. The resulting pro-
files were divided into daytime and nocturnal groups according to the
mean time of the observations, and are illustrated in Figs. 28 and 29.
Also shown are theoretical curves for approximately similar magnitudes
of surface geostrophic wind and surface roughness, derived from Lettau's
(1962) wind-spiral solution. The values of e at 10 m were obtained
from the relation given by Lettau (1961) for the adiabatic surface layer,

e (lik)(To/p) /(z + 7), (10.3)

using theoretical and observed values as appropriate. The displacement
thickness d was included In the denominator of the equation in the cal-
culations of the empirical values. The estimates of observed e at 10 m
will be somewhat in error due to the diabetic conditions associated with
some of the observations. The value of e, which is dissipation of
mean-motion energy, may be considered equivalent to the local rate
of turbulent energy dissipation if it Is assumed that the convective eddy
energy production and flux divergence of eddy energy are negligibly small,
or that the two cancel each other.

Reasonable agreement with the theory Is Indicated in the illustra-
tions; of course, the observations cover a substantial range of wind
speeds and normalized representations would have been preferable.
The estimates of e near the ground are fairly larCe during the daytime;
this is due to the larger surface stresses for unstable conditions. Both
sets of profiles Indicaite a tendency for e to decrease somewhat faster
with height than preolcted by the theoretical model.

10. 5 Comparison of Results of Airborne and Surface-Based Measurements

From his airborne measurements of turbulent wind and temperature
fluctuations, Lenschow (1965) has computed estimates of the local rate
of energy dissipation, the Reynolds stress T, and the vertical heat flux
H from the relations
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A 5 1.0 45 5.0
As 20 .0 97 5.0

=10

FIG. 28. Height variation of local rate a of mechanical eddy energy
production, for daytime observations. The individual prfles
are Identified by group number. The theoretical (dashed) curves
are from Letausa (1962) model for the indicated values of sur-
face geostrophic wind speed G9, Coriolis parameter f, amr-

dynamic roughness length g*9 and the resulting surface Ibasby
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FIG. 29. Height variation of local rate e of mechanical eddy energy
production, for nocturnal observations. The lzrdividual pro-
files are leentif1ed by group ntmber. The theoretical (dashed)
curves are from Letteu' (1962) model for the indicated values
of surface goostrophio wind speed Go, Coriolis parameter f,
aerodynamic roughness length a$, and the resulting surface
Rossby number A.
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2/3 -5/3FNO ccz/ n-3 (10.4) -

T = pu 1175

H = pc Wl T. (10.6)

p
Here F(n) is the spectrum function in the inertial subrange; n is the
wave number; c is a constant taken equal to 0.47, following Panofsky
and Pasquill (1963); and u!, w and T' represent horizontal and vertical
wind fluctuations and temperature fluctuations, respectively. The esti-
mates of these parameters derived from the concurrent surface-based
and airborne measurements are compared In Table 11.

Since the instrumentation on the aircraft essentially provides only
information to compute the stress cotmporent in the direction the airplane
is travelling, the angle e between the aircraft heading and the direction
of the stress vector obtained from the wind-profile analysis was applied
to each value of Tb to yield a more valid comparison. The stress esti-
mates to be compared, then, are Ta and Tb cos e. Although certain
sets of values agree fairly well, others show discrepancies. It should
be noted here, however, that the comparisons for group-period 15 are
not really conclusive, since aircraft measurements were made during only
one of the balloon series.

The vertical heat flux estimates for groupe 14 and 16 decrease fairly
systematically with helght, as might be expected. The aircraft data for
group 11 were not sufficient for evaluation of the heat flux, hence no
estimates are given. Values of convective eddy enorgy production a0
were found from Hb and Ha by using Eq. (2. 29). The estimates e, .,
and ec furnish three terms of the eddy energy balance e"uation, the re-
mainder being the flux divergence. For group-periods 14 and 16, the
dissipation at the higher levels is greater than the local production,
hence a flux of eddy energy is required from below. A comparison of e
and s at the three levels demonstrates that convective eddy energy
production becomes relatively more important with Increasing height.

11. Summary and Concludina Remarks

The fundamental purpose of this investigatiou was to add, if only
in a modest way, to our store of knowledge concerning the structure of
the atmospheric boundary layer, particularly over a relatively rough
surface as represented by tall vegetation. An experimental program
was carried out over the extensively forested region of northeastern

A-
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Wisconsin; pilot-balloon observations provided a total of 209 usable,
detailed wind profiles for the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere. Supple-
mentary low-level measurements of wind, temperature and net radiation
permitted the estimation of surface heat-budget parameters, as well as
atmospheric stability and aerodynamic surface roughness length, which
aided in the interpretation of the results of the wind-profile analysis.
Also used were boundary-layer temperature profiles obtained by means
of an Instrumented aircraft and from routine radiosonde ascents at a
USWB station located at Green Bay, which is in the same section of
the state.

Profiles of geostrophic wind computed directly from surface and
upper-air pressure and temperature measurements, although apparently
rather inaccurate, were of some utility. For the most part, however,
the wind-profile analysis was based on a modified version of Lettau's
"antitriptic" method, which, Incidentally, could perhaps be more ade-
quately specified as a "geotriptic" method. The basic technique per-
mits the indirect determination of geostrophic wind profiles under the
assumption of height-independent thermal wind. The modification es-
sentially involves the treatment of baroclinic wind profiles as baro-
tropic profiles upon which thermal winds are simply superimposed. The
modified method was found to give acceptable results for all advection
regimes, while the basic method frequently falls when the effects of
cold-air advection are dominant in the wind profiles.

From the analysis of the Lakewood wind profiles, estimates at
low surface iossby numbers were derived for the boundary-layer para-
meters of surface stress (TO), geostrophic drag coefficient (C), total
rate of energy dissipation (E), and angle between low-level wind and
Isobars (ac). Fairly good agreement with theory for neutral conditions
was indicated in most Instances. It was found that C, -r and E
showed pronounced diurnal variations, with maximum values occurring
near the time of maximum surface heating, confirming previous obser-
vations and theory. Seasonal changes In the charact r of the vegeta-
tion due to variations In tree foliation had significant effects on low-
level wind structure; however, data were insufficient to separate any
such dependencies of the boundary-layer parameters upon surface
roughness from the effects of seasonally varying stability.

The Lakewood observations demonstrated again the c, &o aeso-
elation of wind and temperature structure in the boundary layer. Noc-
turnal low-level wind maxima typically occurred near the tops of
temperature inversions; the directions of these "Jets" were such that
Lettau's (1964) terrain-slope mechanism also appeared to be operative.

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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Marked changes in daytime wind structure were often associated with
upper-level inversions, which in turn exhibited diurnal height varia-
tions. Additionally, pronounced reductions in balloon ascent rates
at and above the inversions were evident, Indicating possible changes
in balloon drag coefficients caused by differing turbulence regimes.
An evaluation of the relative behavior of smooth and artifidally rough-
ened balloons gave evidence supporting this view, indicating that as-
cribing height changes of balloon ascent rates to real vertical air mo-
tions is questionable. On the other hand, the evaluation disclosed
that only very small errors in the horizontal mean wind profiles ob-
tained in this study can be expected from the spurious, aerodynamically
induced motions of the smt..th pilot balloons.

The wind-profile analysis method employed in this investigation
furnished results which are generally acceptable, but further work
should be done in an attempt to establish a firm theoretical basis for
the assumptions used. The baroclinic model developed by Blackadar
(1963) assumes strict gradient-type momentum transfer, and gives pro-
files of exchange coefficient which differ according to the direction of
the thermal wind. However, Appleby and Ohmstede (1964) make the
following statement:

It would seem for the case of constant thermal wind, the
(barotropic) boundary layer model in terms of the deviation
of the wind from the geostrophic wind would remain valid.
Consequently, except for extreme thermal wind, it is likely
that the baroclinic model can be approximated by inclusion
of thermal wind in the barotr. .c model. The validity of this
postulate remains a matter to be tested.

In a sense, this test has been performed in this investigation.

Similar observational programs of wind structure at small surface
Rossby numbers should be carried out over other "rough" areas, such
as cities. Some work of this type Is now in progress at the USWB,
utilizing tetroon flights and instrumented towers, but more extensive
and detailed observations are needed to provide a basis for more
realistic air-pollution models. Through these and additional studies
of the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer under a wide range
of conditions, a fuller understanding of the relationships linking micro-
meteorology to synoptic meteorology should be achieved.
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AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC

BOUNDARY LAYER STRUCTURE*

Donald H. Lenschow
Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin

ABSTRACT: Measurements of vertical and horizontal velocity,
air and surface temperature, absolute humidity and incoming
and reflected solar radiation within the atmospheric boundary

N layer, were obtained from a Cessna 310, a twin-engine, 3-
passenger airplane, with a cruising speed of 75 m/sec and a
range of 1100 km. Nine series of measurements were taken
simultaneously with balloon measurements of the mean wind
profile over the forest region of Northeastern Wisconsin during
early spring and summer, and a series of ten flights were made
to measure air moss modification over Lake Michigan, all but
two of them during cold air outbreaks In winter.

Airborne measurements of horizontal velocity and tempera-
ture in the atmospheric boundary layer are filtered with a digital
approximation to an RC high-pass filter, so that they conform
in phase and amplitude to the recorded vertical velocity fluc-
tuations. Variances and cross-products of these variables are
computed for wavelengths between 28 end 1400 m. About 50
percent of the actual vertical fluxes are found to be included
in this bandwidth at heights between 180 and 500 m above the
ground. Spectral and co-spectral densities are computed for
these variables for 40 wave number intervals. The Kolmogorov
hypothesis is used to obtain the rate of kinetic energy dissipa-
tion from the structure function of horizontal velocity for a lag
of 112 m.

Estimates of vertical velocity variance from balloon measure-
ments are larger than from airplane measurements for unstable

This work is part of a thesis submitted to the University of Win-
consin in partial fulfillment of the rf.wulrements for the Ph.D. degree,
written under the supervision of Frofesonr H. Lettsu, Department of
Meteorology.
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conditions and smaller for stable conditions. The spectral densi-
ties of velocity and temperature have a slope of -5/3, with the
exception of measurements under stable conditions when the hori-
zontal velocity spectrum slope is -2. 1. Under stable conditions,
it is suggested that the airplane does not measure strictly turbulent
fluctuations at the long wavelengths, which would account for the
steep negative slope of the spectra and an apparent vertical heat
flux. A turbulent kinetic energy budget is calculated; no evidence
of a significant vertical transport of kinetic enrrgy up to the in-
version level is noted.

Over Lake Michigan, the slope of the spectral density curves
is -5/3, except when the wind shear is small, under which condi-
tions the slope is about -2. 0. Measurements of the upward heat
flux at 350 m and the change in sensible heat above 350 m over
the lake are used to estimate the amount of water condensation in

the modified air. Long-wave radiation flux divergence is calculated
by means of the technique of isothermal flux emissivities. The
total sensible and latent heat flux through the downwind boundary
of the lake is about 690 ly/day; about 20 percent of this is latent
energy. These values are about one-half of what has been esti-
mated in similar studies over the ocean, probably due to the lower
surface temperature of the lake (about 4 C, as compared to ocean
temperatures of up to 10 C).

1. INTRODUCTION

Micrometeorological investigations utilizing an airplane as a
measuring platform have been conducted previously, with few excep-
tions, without detailed knowledge of conditions at the lower boundary
or of mean wind profiles through the boundary layer. As Lettau (1959)
points out, "Only when the topographical features of the site and Its
neighborhood, the subsoil type, the surface cover, and also the weather
type including over-all wind speed (or large-scale horizontal pressure
gradient), energy supply (or insolation and longwave or net radiation
fluxes, etc.), are determined, can the collection of micromet. orological
or atmospheric turbulence data lead to conclusive and reproducible
results."

Bunker (1957) measured verticat fluxes of heat and momentum from
an airplane by means of the average cross-products, w and wu,
along with the RMS values of the variables w, T'V, and ul during the
Great Plains Turbulence Field Ptogram at O'Neill, Nebraska, and there-
fore, not only had detailed measurements of the boundary conditions at
his disposal, but also was able to compare his results with independently
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measured values of the same parameters. His vertical velocity measure-
ments were obtained by measuring the vertical acceleration of the air-
plane and horizontal air speed fluctuations. Bunker points out, however,
that errors are present in such a system because of phugoid oscillations,
airplane deformation and unsteady lift.

Airborne measurements of vertical and horizontal velocity fluctuations
and the corresponding spectral density functions have been reported more
frequently than measurements of w'r' md 77 and the corresponding

* co-spectral densities. Lappe et al. (1959) compared simultaneous tower
and airplane measurements of horizontal and vertical turbulence spectra
with an airborne system similar to the one used here. Myrup (1965),

* again with a similar system, measured the structure of turbulence in the
lower atmosphere under extremely unstable conditions. Warner and
Telford (1962) obtained velocity fluctuations and wet bulb temperatures
associated with convective clouds and (1963) measured vertical velocity
and air temperature fluctuations over grassland, forest and sea to deter-
mine convective patterns from 10 to 300 m above the surface. Telford
and Warner (1964) also estimated heat and water vapor flux from airplane
data, and, in one case, computed the co-spectral density of wT.

One of the most important parameters of the boundary layer is the
rate of generation of turbulent kinetic'energy and its conversion to
internal and potential energy of the atmosphere. Therefore, a discus-
sion of the methods used to compute this parameter by application of
the Kolmogorov similarity hypothesis is included. A comparison is
made between the dissipation values obtained from the structure func-
tion formulation of the similarity hypothesis and the spectral density
formulation.

Few attempts have been made to compare results obtained from an
analysis of wind profiles in the boundary layer with simultaneous air-
plane fluctuation measurements. Charnock oLra. (1956) compared
values of stress derived from mean wind profiles with values estimated
from velocity fluctuations measured by balloon ascents In the Atlantic
trade wind region. Simultaneous airplane measirements of stress and
turbulence were made by Bunker (1955) in the same locality. A more
detailed comparison between the results of airplane measurements and
balloon measured mean wind profiles (see the preceding paper by W.
Johnson) is presented here, in an attempt to tie together the two
basically different approaches to the problem of describing the charac-
teristics of the planetary boundary layer.

Bunker (1955 and 1960) also measured sensible heat anti water vaporI fluxes over the North Atlantic Ocean to study air mass modification.

X

I}
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Earlier air' ine air mass modification measurements were made by Craig
(1949) who easured changes in temperature and humidity downwind in
a warm air mass passing over a cold ocean bay, and made estimates of
eddy diffusivity from the airplane measurements and from wind data.
Craig (1946) also investigated the heating of cold air by warmer ocean
water.

Most studies of air mass modification have been based primarily
on information from atmospheric soundings. Lettau (1944) studied the
air modification of two very cold arctic outbreaks from Greenland, out
over the Atlantic, to Northwestern Europe. Craddock (1951) studied a
series of polar air mass outbreaks off the coaa-, of Northwestern Europe,
and Manabe (1957) similar cold air outbreaks over the Sea of Japan. A
more complete discussion and list of references of air mass modification
studies is presented by Roll (1965). On a smaller scale, Super (1965)
has studied air mass modification within 3 m of the surface by measuring
horizontal variations of temperature, humidity and wind profiles from a
boat crossing a lake 10 km in diameter.

It would be desirable, in airborne studies of air modification, to
combine the measurement of atmospheric soundings with measurements
of horizontal variations over a scale that is large enough in space and
time to eliminate the effect of individual convective-size eddiesp on
the order of I km, by an averaging process, and yet small enough so
that large-scale synoptic changes do not occur during the time and
over the path of measurement. From the standpoint of airplane measure-
ments, a scale on the order of 100 km would seem to be a reasonable
compromise. Such a scale is provided by Lake Michigan. Therefore, a
series of airplane measurements was made of air mass modification
over the lake during mid-winter cold air outbreaks, in the winter of
1964-65, In an attempt to provide a link between small scale air modi-
fication experiments and continental, or oceanic modification studies.

2. Sianificant Aspects of Turbulence and Boundary Laver Theory

2. 1 Equations for Airborne Measurements

One of the most important parameters that must be taken into ac-
count in attempting to fit turbulence measurements into any kind of
theoretical framework is the hydrostatic stability of the atmosphere.
Unfortunately, the most commonly used stability indicator, the "gradient"
Richardson number,

I
I - __
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Ri = (g/oi.((ae/oz)/(eV/z?), (1)

where g = gravity, T = absolute temperature, V = wind speed, and
8 = potential temperature, is Impossible to measure with instruments
now in the airplane. Furthermore, in the usual daytime situation at
flight altitudes, the denominator of & is very small, as compared to
tower measurements within 50 m of the ground. The same holds true
for the "flux" Richardson number, the ratio of the rate of change of en-
ergy due to buoyancy to the rate of energy production by the wind shear,
given by

RI = (g/T0 )P'if/(u,'W'8V/8z). (2)

RI is equal to Ri if the coefficients of eddy diffusivity are the same
for the vertical transport of heat and momentum.

Theoretical justification for the use of the Richardson number as
a measure of stability is conventionally derived from the diffusion equa-
tion for turbulent kinetic energy. Taylor (1952) and Panofsky (1962) have
found that near the ground energy production by wind shear is approxi-
mately equal to the energy dissipation. Therefore, near the ground (2)
becomes

RI a (g/i 0)(w'T )/. (3)

where e= kinematic value of the energy dissipation rate. RI Is the
measure of stability used here for airplane measurements. Above the
surface, the energy dissipation decreases rapidly with height, but for
unstable conditions, the buoyant energy production makes the energy
dissipation term larger than the production of energy by wind shear, so
that the absolute value of the actual Richardson number will be greater
than (3). The advantages of (3) for airplane measurements are that it
can be determined solely from airplane measurements and the denominator
will not, within the planetary boundary layer, become very much smaller
than the numerator.

2. 2 Energy Dissipation

A variety of teohniques have been utilized to obtain estimates of
energy dissipation In the atmosphere. Lettau (1961) and Ball (1961)
present summaries of most of the measurements and techniques of
measurements up to 1961. Other than diffusion experiments, the esti-
mates of dissipation are based either on equating the energy dissipa-
tion to the energy production minus energy diffusion, or, on utilization

.. .....I, .
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of Kolmogorov's similarity hypothesis. In his original paper, Kolmogorov
(1941a) presents his similarity hypothesis in terms of the structure
functions,

Bd iu(x+r) - u(x)IB; nn = iv(x+r) - v(x)1', (4)

where "r" is a distance measured along the "x" axis. He assumed that
for some range of values of "r," called the Inertial subrange, the turbu-
lence is isotropic and the structure functions are functions only of energy
dissipation and, therefore, must be of the form B - (r) 2 /3, Following
Batchelor (1953), this function can be transformed by a Fourier transforma-
tion to the spectral density function,

E(k) = a2/3 k-5/3 (5)

where "k" is wave number in rad/cm, E(k) is the spectral density of
the longitudinal velocity, and "a" is a universal constant. This pro-
cedure also gives the numerical factor relating the spectral density to
the structure function, so that

2/3
Bdd = 4.02a, (er) . (6)

The value of the constant "a" in (5) and (6) has been the subject of
much discussion and revision, and has not yet been determined to a
degree of precision that has universally satisfied investigators inter-
ested in utilizing these equations. MacCready (1953 and 1962), as well
as Panofsky and Pasquill (1963), have critically examined, on the basis
of measurements from various sources, the magnitude of this constant.
At present, a = 0. 47 appears to be the best estimate.

Although Kolmogorov's hypothesis has been quite generally con-
sidered to provide an adequate model for the Inertial subrange of atmo-
spheric turbulence, other models exist which predict different power laws.
Kralchnan (1959) proposed for the spectral density function,

/12
E (k) - a (Iu)i k" /  (7)

where wu (u'). The spectral density in (7) is a function of turbulence
outside the inertial subrange, while Kolmogorov assumed the only effect
of such turbulence is to advect the smaller eddies. Since the difference
in the exponent of "k" between (5) and (7) Is only 1/6, it Is obviously
difficult to use experimental evidence to decide which model is more
realistic. Kralchnan and Spiegel (1962) later developed a mathematical
model of turbulence that predicts a -5/3 exponent in the inertial subrange.
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Other investigators, such as Proudman and Reid (1954) and Tatsumi
(1957) have proposed models resulting in a wave number exponent of
-2 for the spectral density in the inertial subrange. This differs by
1/3 from the -5/3 spectral density function, and so is more easily
tested by experiment.

Various Investigators have found that measurements of the spectral
density In the isotropic region are close to predictions based on the
-5/3 exponent. Pond etal. (1963) present probably the most significant
evidence for the validity of the -5/3 hypothesis for atmospheric turbu-
lence from hot-wire anemometer measurements over water. MacCready
(1962) summarizes atmospheric spectra reported up to 1962, and has
constructed a graph, based on this empirical evidence, to predict the
maximum wave-length of the -5/3 region of the spectra as a function
of height and stability for both vertical and horizontal turbulence. He
estimates the maximum wavelength to be greater than 150 m at heights
abive 150 m. Lumley and Panofsky (1964) mention that Gurvich (1960)
independently obtained a similar result. In addition, they state,
"Only a few atmospheric spectra obtained from planes suggest different
power laws (see, e.g., Press et al., 1956). In view of the overwhelm-
Ing evidence for the correctness of the Kolmogorov spectra, these must
be explained by improper instrumental response and, in a few cases,
by the fact that the frequencies are not sufficiently high for the laws
to be applicable." Lapps etal. (1959) utilized a turbulence measuring
system similar to the system used here, and found the value of the ex-
ponent for their measurements between -5/3 and -2, with most measure-
ments being closer to -5/3 than to -2. 0.

,.3 Reynolds' Stress

The Reynolds' stress on a horizontal surface is defined by the two

vector components,

S -pug, and y Ua-PT (8)
x

Since it is possible to measure u' and w' with the airplane, the rela-
Uonship between the measured and actual value of stress must be
considered.

If u', v1 and w' are the components of a velocity fluctuation, Y,
at some particular point in space and times and u' is oriented along
the axis of flight, then the airplane measurement of w' Is independent
of airplane direction, If the flight path is approximately horizontal.

• 4 .
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The measured dynamic pressure is equal to the magnitude of the entire
velocity vector, independent of direction, up to about 30o away from
the major axis of the probe, in the particular case of the geometry of
the probe used % n the airplane; see Dean (1953).

Assume the airplane moves at a speed Via with respect to the
earth and with Instantaneous velocity V, with respect to the air. Then,

if U6 is the measured horizontal velocity fluctuation, and it Is assumed
that I-u im I~ u+ W/Oa, the simplified expression

aezU 03+W1 a (10)

Is obtained. It follows that

T U'T + ("+w'V)PA; 11
a a (1

and

u'w U= uw + (Vw- + (12)
a a

The value of the second terms in the last two equations will be on the
order of I% of the first terms, for airplane speeds on the order of
70 m/sec, and thus can be neglected.

Redefining the direction of ul parallel to the mean wind, u, the
measured component of velocity, or more specifically, of dynamic pres-
sure, in the direction of flight is given by

VuM rZPd/) a ua - u'Oos V-v'sin9 (13)

where Pd ts the measured dynamic pressure and v is the angle of
the airplane with respect to the mean wind. Since for Reynolds' stress
only velocity fluctuations V. - Ci are of interest, averaging the cross-
products over a particular horizontal flight path produces

u *w -u'wvcog V- v'w sla 0 (14)

Him*e (1959, p. 252) 1" ~sents the dynessic equations of non-
Isotropic turbulence foe a i, plified velocity regime In which U U )
V *W a0, and the turbulence is assumed homogeneous In the x and

1:Z
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y directions, but not necessarily in the z direction He then states,
"Because of the symmetry of the flow with respect to planes perpendicu-
lar to the y-dlrection, all correlations Involving v and uneven deriva-
tives with rpect to y ae zero. Hence all terms for the correlations
u and ', respectively, are zero." In the more general atmospheric
case, the angle, v, is not necessarily in the direction of the mean wind,
but would also be a function of the change in wind direction with height.
This represents the uTv component of the Reynolds' stress tensor rotated
on a horizontal plane by i degrees.

3. Techniaues of Measurement and Analysis

3.1 Description of Instruments

Most of the sensors used here have been described previously by
Dutton and Lenschow (1962), and Lenschow (1962). Since then, two
sensors have been added to the probe mounted on the front of the air-
plane. First, a platinum wire temperature probe (Rosemount Engineering
Model No. 1 OZEZAL), utilized as one am of a Wheat!--% bridge circuit,

'I • measures instantaneous total air temperature, with e time constant of
less than 0. 02 sec, and second, a differential pressure transducer
(Statham Engineering, Inc., No. PM 283 T3) measures the difference
between the static pressure and the dynamic pressure at the front of the
airplane.

An error in terminology exists, however, in the section of the first
report mentioned above evaluating the frequency response of the vertical
velocity probe. The variable k, on p. .5, Is not frequency but angular
velocity. Therefore, the actual vertcal velocity, w, is related to the
measured vertcal velocity, wm, by the equation,

Wmbb) m wb.) -WT/(l + l) (15)

where w is angular velocity and T aRC is the time coMtant of the
mingle-stage RC high-pass filter, equal to 3. 0 see for the system under
consideration. The value of v was selected to obtain the maindmu
mount of information without inurring signifaent erOrs due to gyro-
drift end low frequency variations in airplam velocity and altitude.
the problem of gyro-drift fr this application is discussed by Kysr
(159). Although the single-stage NC high-pass filter to physialUy
simple, inexpitive and laherently stable, .t makes a relatively poor

._I
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filter for this application because its response varies slowly as a
functon of frequency. If the effective cut-off frequency is increased
in order to eliminate low frequency errors, significant attenuation will
take place at higher irequencies, or, conversely, If the effective cut-
off frequency is decreased, low frequencyerrors may not be sufficiently
attenuated. According to the analysis mentioned above, the system
should accurately respond to gusts from 0;053 to 26.4 cycles/sec.
Fig. 1 indicates that the high-pass filter does not completely attenuate
frequencies lower than 0. 053 cycles/sec. For this reason, a digital
iilter, as discussed in Section 3. 2, was applied to several series of
data to determine the effect of a sharper cut-off frequency on the values
of w and 7F.

The time response equation of the combined probe, differential pres-
sure transducer and galvanometer system can be approximated by a linear,
second-order equation of the form,

0 w P = F(t), (16)

where y = 34 sec and 0 = 100 rad/sec. The values of the two
constants were determined by applying a pressure step function to the
tip of the probe. These values result in an underdamped solution; con-
sequently the system amplifies the actual pressure, but at frequencies
well beyond frequencies of interest for calculations. This could pos-
sibly lead to aliasing, as described by Blackmann and Tukey (19%).
To reduce this possibility, values of horizontal velocity were visually
averaged over the higher frequencies as they were read out.

The horizontal velocity output was also used to change the output
of the temperature probe to ambient air temperature by the relation

T - Ta = uZ/2c p , (17)t a

where Tt is the indicated temperature and Ta the ambient air tempera-
ture. Since the measured velocity is not the true horizontal velocity,
it must be corrected before it can be used to obtain Ta. The relation-
ship between pressure and velocity, foj velocities significantly less
than the speed of sound, is u = (2P/p)a. The transducer is calibrated
in terms of the air density, Ps, of a standarq atmosphere at 1013. 25 mb.
Therefore, for other densities, u = um(Ps/p)I, whe e um Is 1'e measured
velocity. Expressing the correction factor, (ps/p) , as a f, nction of
ambient air temperature, altitude, z, in km above MSL, and see level
pressure in mb,

u* 3. 52 ua T(l - 0.0226z)S 256/p. (18)
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3.2 Filtering Techniques and Applications

The object of filtering is usually either to eliminate extraneous
noise, or to transform the data into a form more desirable for calcula-
tion. Both situations occur in the data to be investigated. The recorded
output of the vertical velocity transducer has been filtered with a simple
RC high-pass filter since the system is not capable of accurately measur-
ing vertical gusts beyond a wavelength of about 1. 4 km. In order to ob-
tain meaningful cross-products with other simultaneously-measured
variables, it is therefore necessary to either correct the vertical velocity
for the resulting amplitude and phase distortion or filter the other variables
to conform in phase and amplitude to the vertical velocity.

Restoring the vertical velocity to its unfiltered value may be feas-
ible over a limited bandwidth under ideal measuring conditions, but is
very difficult in practice because of the inherent instability involved
in trying to amplify small signals of low frequency selectively, and
add them to signals of high frequency. Although this method was tried,
it was rejected because of this in tability. A restoration technique for
the vertical velocity filter function is briefly mentioned since it may
be of value for very accurately measured and recorded data.

The filter function of a simple high-pass RC filter is

RW) = iWT/(l +IWT) (19)

As w 0 0, R -e rgT thus at low frequencies, the magnitude and phase
of the filter function linearly approach zero and 90", respectively. If
the filter function could be altered to restore the lower frequencies and
reduce the phase shift while onl,, slightly modifying the cut-off frequency
(effectively sharpening the filter), cross-products of vertical velocity
with other variables would be more accurately defined at lower frequencies.

The inverse of the hWgh-pess filter function is R"1 M I - i/wT. In
order to approximate a solution to this function in the time domain for
a discrete number of points separated by a time interval, At, the
function, as shown, for example, by Holloway (1958), can be approxi-
mated by

-I n
R (wlAt) W WkCOs wkAti I wksinwkAt, (20)

ku-n ku-n

where the Wks aare the discrete weights of the weighting function.

g, j
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Since R-1 = 1 at w =0 and {wk : k> 01= 0,

n n
Rt = 1 + Wk coskAt - I Z w k sinwkAt. (21)

k=l k=l.

The probhmn now Is to select some technique for minimizing the differ-
ence -eteen the actual inverse filter function, R- 1 , and the series
approximation for finite time intervals, R -. One simple method is to
minimize the imaginary part of the difference by a Fourier series approxi-
mation. As an example, let At = 0.2 sec, and T = 3. 0 sec. If
n -a 60 is used, the discrete values of the weighting function are

n 60
Wk (2/n) Z (I/.Ti)sin(wIk/n) = (1/30) Z (4/vi)sIn(wIk/60). (22)

i~l i= I

The Fourior series approximation Is within 6% of the magnitude and 3%
of the phase angle of the actual inverse filter function for
0. 10 < f < 2.5 cycles/sec.

The alternate approach is filtering the simultaneously measured
variables with a digital approximation to the vertical velocity filter.
This was found to be more successful for the measurements described
here. Transforming (19) to the time domain,

w(t) = (/20) f ei"td - (1/) f 1/(1 + it.)e td.. (23)

Substituting discrete values of t = nAt; n = 0, -1, -2, ..., into this
equation, a sequence of weights is obtained, and the transform of this
discrete weighting function is

--n -n
R" = wk cos kAt + Z wk sinwkAt. (24)

k=0 k=0

This filter function Is a function of the sampling iaterval, and, as
At 0,-n e and Rt R. The actual RC filter function is given
in Fig. 1, along with Rt for At - 0.2, and n - 52. For At = 0.1
and n a 105, the filter function Is roughly halfway between R and the
At a 0. 2 filter function.

Since the simple high-pass filter function converges to zero linearly
at low trequencles, another filter function converging to zero more rapidly
was used for comparison puroses, so that the cut-off frequ-nev would

t
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be more clearly defined. A filter function of the form (1- exp(--WZOZ/2)),
where a is a numerical factor determining the cut-off frequency, was
selected. The properties of this type of filter, known as a normal filter,
are discussed by Holloway (1958). The corresponding weighting function, -

obtained by a Fourier transformation, is
-(Z1to- 2exp(-tz/201), for Itl > 0

w(t) = _ 1 (25)

IL- (2n rz)z for t =0

This filter was used with two different values of a, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The first case, with cr = 3.33 sec, was used to sharpen the
cut-off frequency and thus eliminate any contribution to the variables
beyond 1.2 km wavelengths. The second case, with o- = 0. 3 sec, was
chosen to eliminate all frequencies below the inertial subrange. As
seen in Fig. 2, the filter has negligible response for wavelengths
greater than 200 m, which, according to MacCready (1962), is within
the region for which the spectral density can be represented by (6).

The combined effect of the total number of data points and the
time interval between each point is to filter the variable with a band-
pass filter. The statistical effects and useful applications of finite
sampling and averaging times are discussed by Pasquill (196Z) and
Jones and Pasquill (1956). The smoothing function of an infinite sequence
of data points over an averaging time, T , can be expressed by the weight-
ing function

l-, for Itl 1/2
w(t) = (6)

0 , for ltl>/2.

The Fourier transformation of this function is

-r/2
R a (l/,)eiwtdt a1T/2l'sin(rA) (27)

The variance of an infinite sequence of data points can be expressed
as r= =w r a  , where W I is the variance of a subsequence of data
points, each point being the average of the original sequence over some
arbitrary time interval, ', and aZ is the variance of the data points
within the interval, T. Applying (27) to this expression, and solving
for u , which is the variance actually measured in any physical situation,

I ___________
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FIG. 2. Effect of filter functions on turbulence spectra. "C'
is the response of an RC high-pass filter times f 5/3
(dashed line), 'B" is "C" times a normal filter with
r3. 33, "A"' Is "C" times a normal filter with. a 0. 3.
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4 ,fao F(W)(uWrft) 2 SOn (WT/?) di, (28)
0 oG

where F(w) is the spctral density. Since wz= f F(.o)di,
0

Sf FWD)[ - (r/2) "2 sin', o/2)] dw. (29)
0

If a low-frequency limit of f = 0.01 cycles/sec is established,
T & 100 sec will be an adequate averaging time. For t = 0. 2 sec,
this corresponds to 500 data points. Again applying (27), the high
frequency half-power point Is f = 0.44/(At); for At = 0.2 sec,
f = 2.2 cycles/sec.

This procedure has been utilized by Jones and Pasquill (1959), who
also considered an electronic equivalent to this filter function to obtain
values of turbulent fluctuations over various frequency intervals, and
thus obtain estimates of the spectral density function. Frenzen (1965)
used a similar approach to obtain estimates of energy dissipation by
measuring, with a cup anemometer, velocity variances over running
means of various lengths. Similarly, MacCready and Jex (1964) ob-
tained estimates of energy dissipation from the variance of wind direction.

3.3 Method of Calculation

3.3.1 Spectral and Cross-Spectral Analysis. Digital computation of
the spectral density function has today become so commonplace among
experimental scientists and has been so thoroughly and rigorously dis-
cussed by Blackmann and Tukey (1958) that a detailed discussion here
Is not necessary. The more general procedure of jointly estimating the
spectral densities, Fxx(k) and Fw(k), of a real two-dimensional
stationary Gaussian vector process [x(t), y(t)], -00 < t < cc, along
with the co-spectral and quadrature spectral densities, Cxy(k) and
Qxy(k), for a finite sampling time hfs been treated in detail by Goodman
(1957). Panofsky and Brier (1958) describe various meteorological ap-
plications and limitations of the technique. A detailed description of
the actual computational technique is given by Cramer, 1i. (1961).

The degrees of freedom of th' spectral estimates are given by
df a (ZN - M/Z)/M, where N is the length of the sample and M is

the number of lags used in computing the spectral densities. Assumingthe variable is normal, and the sample Is drawn at random, the
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distr utoof the sample spectra estiates about the population spec-
tral ensit is i chi-s are disbuii For eaple, if M =40 and

N 0,a80% chan uexists tha th pultion spectral density will
lie twee 0. 73 nd . 52 times the mInsured spectral estimate. For

In all cashs con dered here, 40 gs were used for computation.
Ttfigur was arriv~d at by consid g the significance of the spec-
trestim tes, the r~solution requkr to indicate th'e various leatures

o0 e sp ctra and thjb amount of necessary to compute tht spectral
dsitie The freqoiency Intervals n, are related to M the
splinj time interl~al, At, by th quation, f n/Zt

-l 0,...,M f 0. 2 and - 70 m/sec, kn t0.nyle/m

I In rder to determine th si ficance of the cross-s tral densi-

.' s, e c oherence is defined

CH(k) = + C' )/(F F ).(30)

An a proximate formula for Inimum value of co ence needed for
asnificant value of coher e at the probabili evel, p, is given by

Pa ifsky and Brier (1958),/

(I (- p /(df-1))t. (31)

In the two previous plea, using eat4abllty of 10% (that is, the
chance ofobtaining coherence ~.lreas pfrom uncorrelated data
Is one In ten) for 100 "O,-A2.So; for N =1000, pm0. 21.

If y MwI pdcial density is proportional to the vertical
fluxof a~ urK '~wave number. The total flux is, then, the

integral of/ 6dek -11 wave numbers. Plotting k - Cxw vs. 109(k)
results an~,r nearly horizontal curve than log(Cxw) vs. log(k),
and bapdre added advantage that the area under the curve is propor-
tion"ft the vertical flux. This type of curve makes possible estimates

.-6f how much of the total flux Is contained within the measured bandwidth
If the flux reaches a significant maximum within the measured bandwidth.

After computing the spectral densities, the correction for the high
pass filter function can easily be applied by multiplying the spectral
densities by (I + w,'-' )/68,as the magnitude squared of the inverse of
the filter function. The high-pass filter pre-whitens the date, or flattens
the spectre, as shown in rig. a. As pointed out by Dlackrmann and TMay
(1958), this increases the significance of the spectral density estimates.
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3.3.2 Cross-Products and Variances. In almost every case, unfor-
tunately, the correlation coefficient between us and wI is less than
0. 2. The situation is similar with w' and T', although in very un-
stable conditions, the correlation coefficient is sometimes greater than
0. 5. For a correlation coefficient of 0. 2 to be significant at the 5%
level, using the F distribution, about 100 degrees of freedom are re-
quired; for a correlation coefficient of 0. 1, df = 400.

As a test, data at 120 m over flat, homogeneous farmland at 1200
CST, 10 May 1965, were recorded with the airplane first heading up-
wind, then downwind, and finally in both directions perpendicular to the
wind. Another upwind flight was also made at 300 m. The fourth order
moments of the velocity distributions reveal that the fluctuations were
almost normal. Therefore, the standard deviation of the correlation jo-
efficient for 400 sample points should theoretically be about 1/(N-2)2 =
0. 05. Each series was divided into two sections and from this the stand-
ard deviation of the correlation coefficient between u! and w' was
measured to be actually 0. 15. The large difference between the actual
and the theoretical standard deviation is due to: (1) one particular segment
of all the recorded series happened to be very far from the long-term
average of that particular series, and (2) the physical coupling between
ul and wl is a function of wave number (or equivalently, of eddy length).
Integrating the co-spectral density from 1. 15 to 0. 384 km wavelengths
reveals that 50% of the stress is contained within this interval. There-
fore, the effective degrees of freedom of the two series, when comput-
ing the correlation coefficient are on the order of 100, which results in
a correlation coefficient standard deviation of 0. 10 for a section of 500
sample points. This value of 5 sample points per degree of freedom, cor-
responding to a length of 70 m, appears to be a good estimate for other
measurements of the correlation between u' and w'.

During the 10 May 1965 series at 120 m, the correlation coefficient
between T and w4 was 0. 55 . 0. 04. The coherence indicates that
significant correlation exists between T' and wl down to wavelengths
of 56 m. This can be verified on Fig. 3 which also suggests the possi-
bility of two peaks in the contribution to eddy heat flux. The peak at
177 m wavelength Is hardly statistically significant for this case. How-
ever, as will be shown later, the heat flux over Lake Michigan in winter,
although smaller In magnitude than the May measurements, can have two
significant peaks, perhaps because of a more homogeneous temperature
field and a smoother surface. This phenomenon of double peaks has been
reported previously tm a tower at 16 m height by Cramer, jaL. (1962),
both in the u' and WI and the w' and V co-spectral densities under
unstable conditions.

41
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percent of the measured value. The sensors, however, we calibrated
on the ground; the effect of airplane motions may not be completely can-
celled out in the vertical velocity sensor, which would make the mea-
sured turbulence greater than the actual turbulenca. The ratio of the
velocity spectra parallel to the wind at 300 m on 10 May 1965 was
about 1. 8. Further measurements of velocity spectra suggest that the
measured vertical velocity variance is about 20% too large. Fig. 7
illustrates co- and quadrature .-pectra over flat farmland.

A coi rison of the direction of the measured Reynolds' stress with
the stress obtain d from an evaluation of simultaneously observed mean
velocity profiles by Johnson (1965) can be made for two flights on 31
March .964, one upwind, and the other perpendicular to the wind direc-
tion. The magnitude and azimith of the resultant stress vector from the
two orthogonal components is 3.8 dynes/cmzn at 169°; the stress vector
from the wind profiles, averaged over two series of balloon ascents, one
at the time of the airplane measurements and another 3 hours later is
2.5 dynes/M 2 at 190. The wind decreased and rotated a few degrees
toward the east in the intervening time period.

Table I is a comparison of sensible heat change obtained from the
difference in temperatur: profiles with the change obtained by measuring
the sensible heat flux divergence between two heights at two different
times. The temperature profiles in the vicinity of 2 km have no system-
atic variation throughout the day, the surrounding land is primarily uni-
formly forested hills, and no clouds were observed during the period of
measurement between the wo heights. Therefore, advection, phase
changes and radiational divergence are neglected. Under this assump-
tion, in the region from 479 to 174 m height, the measured sensible heat
flux accounts for about 507o of the observed increase in temperature. This
appears to be a reasonable result in view of the further evidence of plots
of kFTw vs. log(k). Bunker (1957) reports that his measurements of
wT' over wavelengths from 20 to 2000 m at 30 m above the surface
were 50% less than simultaneous independent measurements of beat
flux at O'Neill.

If this same-series of flights is filtered with the normal filter
described in Section 3.2 and plotted in Figure 1, with v 3. 33, the
percentage of heat flux remaining after filtering is 71% at 174 m arnd
64% at 479 m. This procedure was also used for winter flights over Lake
Michigan, where it was found that the percent of heat flux remaining
was 65% at 150 m and 70% at 350 m. Since the amount of heat flux lost
in these examples does not vary by more than 61, it is assumed the
estimate of 50% of the total upward heat flux is also relativly constant.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Measured Sensible Heat Flux Divergence and
Measured Temperature Change for 10 June 1964.

Difference of (T2 -T, ) from (T2 -TI)Tim ntr aTin sensible heat flux heat flux measured
CST (z -z 1 ) m watts/m2  C C

0905 - 1205 479 - 174 56 1.8 3.4
0910- 1210 1089-479 17 0.3 1.4
1205 - 1505 479 - 174 39 1.3 2.5
1205 - 1505 1089 - 479 20 0.3 2.3
1505 - 1805 479 - 174 14 0.4 0.5
1505- 1805 1089-479 10 0.1 0.5

A comparison can be made with the flux measurements reported by
Deacon (1959; Figure 1). He suggested that tmu/Z = 1/(kz) = 0.6, or,
using Figure 3 as an example, k z 14 cycles/km should be the large
wave number end of the eddy fluxes for lapse conditions. This agrees
well with the observed maximum wave number contributing to the vertical
flux.

3. 3.3 Enerav Dissipation. Since energy dissipation Is a significant
parameter of the boundary layer, it is important to obtain it from the
turbulence records. Equations (6) and (7) can both be solved for energy
dissipation. Obviously, if the spectral density follows exactly the
-5/3 relation in the inertial subrange, identical values should be pro-
duced. This procedure was employed for a series of six flights over
Lake Michigan on 13 January 1965, with a mean wind greater than
10 m/sec at 350 m and a sensible heat transfer of 20 watts/Wn. Tho
ratio of the energy dissipation obtained from the spectral density by a
high-pass digital filtering process as described in Section 3.2, to that
obtained from the structure function at the value of r = I12 m for the
horizontal velocity spectral density is 2. 15 ± 0. 05.

An examination of the calculated spectral density indicates that
flattening occurs at the large wave number end. Empirically, it can be
suggested that the horizontal velocity spectral density can be better
approximated by an equation of the form

.. .. -
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a 2 /3 k 5 / 3 +B, for O<k<km

E(k) = (32)

at / , for k >

where k,., = ,/(UAt) is the largest wave nur. , ,j ',r which E(k) can be
computed and At is the sampling time interval. The constant B rep-
resents a "white noise" addition to the spectra, probably resulting from
a combination, of aliasing, as described by Blackmann and Tukey (1958),
instrument noise, and data reduction errors. The RMS magnitudes of B
in terms of deflection on the recorder output is less than 0. 2 cm; the
data read-out process is estimated to be accurate to 0. 1 cm. Applying
the high-pass filtering technique to the example considered above, the
ratio of the energy dissipation calculated from both terms of (32) to the
energy dissipation calculated from the first term is 2.0. It Is evident,
therefore, that the spectral estimates of energy dissipation are too large.

This over-estimation is greatly reduced if calculation of energy ds-
sipation is based on the structure function (6) instead of (7). The trans-
formation equation for the structure function is, If (32) is considered,

B d = 2 f E(k)(l - cos(kr))dk = 4.02a,2/3 r2/3 + 2Bk , (33)

0

If "nAt = 1.6 sec, then r = 112 m and the ratio of energy dissipation
calculated from both terms to that of the first term is 1.16. Therefore,
the energy dissipation obtained from the structure function Is a better
estimate of the actual dissipation.

First estimates of energy dissipation were obtained by the high-
pass digital filter technique, and were summarized by W. Johnson
(1965) In his Table 11. It shall be demonstrated in Section 4.2 that
the structure function estimates of dissipation make much better sense
when we consider the entire kinetic energy budget of a particular layer
in the atmosphere.

If the spectral density to assumed to follow moce closely a -3/2
uponent, it is possible to compare the ratio of energy dlssiptio cal-
.ulated from the spectra with that calculated from the structure function,
as was done for the -5/3 exponent, Using the equations derived for
isotropic, turbulence, by Batchelor (1953; pp. 46, 49, .0 and 120). the
structure function for the longitudinal component of velocity Is

8dd " (8) a, (I ,ur)l a 5.013a.(. r)4)i*
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Since the magnitudes of az and tu are not known, it is not possible
to determine the energy dissipation, but taking the ratio of (7) to (34)
yields

Ek/Er = 8v(Ea/*dd) 2 rk', (35)

where E k is the energy dissipation obtained from (7) and fr from (34).
Fitting a slope of -3/2 to the same series of flights considered above,
the value of the ratio is 3.6 ± 0.6. Thus, from the standpoint of obtain-
ing estimates of energy dissipation, the -5/3 exponent gives a less am-
biguous value than the -3/2 spectra.

The horizontal velocity spectral densities measured over Lake
Michigan on 14 January 1965 with essentially no wind and a sensible
heat flux of 6 watts/m2 is steeper than a -5/3 slope, although for
wavelengths less than 200 m, the slope is not far from -5/3. If the
same procedure as for the previous series is carried out, the energy
dissipation derived from the spectral density is again approximately
twice the energy dissipation derived from the structure function; a fur-
ther demonstration of the desirability of computing energy dissipation
from the structure function.

Panofsky and Pasquill (1963) quote a formula, apparently first
derived by Kolmogorov (1941b), relating "a" in (5), (6) and (7) to the
skewness coefficient of the velocity distribution, s, by the equation

a = 0.2l5(-s) " A. (36)

Using this equation and computing s from all the horizontal velocity
fluctuation data for our flights from 8 to 10 June 1964, at a height of
470 m for wavelengths less than 140 m, it was found that the average
value was a = 0. 57; within the limits of one standard deviation of the
skewness coefficient, 0. 42 < a < 1. 0. Considering the large scatter
of the individual values, the general agreement with the accepted value
of a a 0. 47 1 tolerable.

4. Descrintion of Sites and Fliht Plans

4.1 Lakewood During 31 March and 8 to 11 June 1964, a series of
12 airplane flights were made in conjunction with the atmospheric
boundary layer proP'le measurements conducted by W. Johnson (1965)
over a hilly, uniformly forested region near Lakewood in Northeastern
Wisconsin, and described in the preceding paper. The airplane flights

I ___ _____ ____
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were timed to coincide with a series of balloon releases, to permit
direct comparison of balloon and airplane measurements. Records of

* vertical and horizontal velocity, air and surface temperature, albedo
and humidity were obtained over horizontal flight paths of 8.4 km length,
as shown In Figure 8, at heights of 180, 480, 1100 and 1600Dm in the
region of the ascending balloons. These records were sampled every
0. 1 sec for the 31 March series and 0. 2 sec: for the 8 to 11I June series.
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Vertical profiles of temperature and humidity over the balloon
launching site up to 1600 m were also recorded; the temperature pro-
files have been plotted at 30 m intervals by W. Johnson. In addition,
a horizontal square pattern of 17 km side-length was flown around the
balloon launching site during the June series.

The 31 March series represents unstable conditions with a mean
wind at 500 m of 4 m/sec, the 8 June series represents approximately
neutral conditions, because of warm air advection, with a mean wind
at 500 m of 10 m/sec, the 10 June series represents unstable conditions
with a mean wind at 500 m of 4 m/sec, and the 11 June series represents
stable conditions with a mean wind at 500 m of 5 m/sec. The weather
during the airplane flights was fa.r to partly cloudy, but very hazy during
the afternoon of 8 June, so that the balloons could not be followed up to
the desired 2 km height.

4.2 Lake Michigan, During several outbreaks of arctic air in the winter
of 1964-65, a series of flights over Lake Michigan were undertaken to
measure both the moan atmospheric changes as a function of distance
across the lake and the fluxes of heat and momentum. Figure 8 illus-
trates the flight pattern standard from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to Mus-
kegon, Michigan, at heights of 350, 670, 1250 and 1800 m above the
lake. Air temperature and vertical and horizontal velocity were sampled
every second, and absolute humidity, surface temperature and upward
and downward short-wave radiation every 12 seconds. In addition.air
temperature and vertical and horizontal velocity at heights between 180
and 670 m were sampled every 0.2 sec, which corresponds to 14 m of
horizontal flight path. Vertical temperature profiles up to 1800 m were
recorded over both shores and in the middle of the lake.

Surface temperature data for these flights is eS,-nated to have an
absolute error of as much as . 2 C. Besides the difficulties of airborne
measurement of radiational surface temperature mentioned by Lenschow
(1962), several further problems arise in measurements over Lake Michi-
gan in winter. Firstly, the instrument sensitivity decreases at low
temperatures; secondly, the radiometer reference temperature is harder
to maintain; and thirdly, absorption and emission from water droplets in
the interening atmosphere may interfere.

Various supporting data were employed to provide a reasonably
complete description of the local atmospheric conditions and their
variation in time and space. Maps showing the surface isobaric fields
and areas of precipitation are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Also,

I
I
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various qualitative features were noted, such as estimates of the height,
thickness, and type of clouds, the presence of snow showers, and the
extent of steam fog and floating ice. The magnitude and direction of the
surface wind was estimated by observing the wave pattern on the lake
surface. Winds at levels up to 200 m could also be occasionally esti-
mated by observing the smoke plumes from industrial stacks at Milwaukee
and Muskegon. Hourly weather observations were obtained from U. S.
Weather Bureau Stations at Milwaukee and Muskegon, along with the
0600 CST radiosonde data from Green Bay on the days of flights. Pre-
cipitation records for December, 1964 through February, 1965 for Muske-
gon and Grand Haven, Michigan, and Milwaukee and Shorewood,
Wisconsin, were also used.

5. Results of Measurements

5. 1 Lakewood

5. 1.1 Variances and Vertical Fluxes. The magnitude of both the hori-
zontal and vertical velocity variances, as well as the variance of the
vertical velocity of the balloons averaged over the first kilometer of
the atmosphere are plotted as functions of time in Figures 11 and 12.
The turbulence increases in magnitude with increasing instability, and
the ratio of vertical to horizontal variance also increases to a maximum
of 2.4 at 180 m at 1230 CST 31 March, and 1.8 at 1205 CST 10 June.
For unstable conditions, the turbulence increases more rapidly above
180 m than at 180 m. On 10 June, the maximum vertical turbulence
occurs at 1200 CST at 470 m and the maximum h -izontal turbulence at
0905 CST at 180 m. The horizontal turbulence for ij March shows a
similar behavior.

Although the mean wind speed at airplane flight levels during the
more stable conditions of 8 June Is about twice as high as for the other
two days, the turbulence is less intense and decreases with height at
all times. The ratio of vertical to horizontal variance remains relatively
constant at 1. 31, which compares favorably with the predicted ratio of
4/3 for the -5/3 region of the spectrum. The ratio of the variance de-
rived from balloon measurements to that derived from airplane measure-

- ments reaches a maximum at noon on 10 June, when the lower kilometer
of the atmosphere was most unstable end the total energy dissipation
within this layer was largest. Thoi energy dissipation, calculated from
the horizontal velocity structure function for i - 112 m and plotted In
Figures 13 and 14, generally is proportional to the horizontal velocity
varience to the 3/2 power.

I . .
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A maximum in energy dissipation and variance at i600 m on 31
March was apparently due to the presence of ar, inversion at that height.
The variance of the temperature fluctuations at 1600 m was 0. 18 C2 ,
which is an order of magnitude larger than that observed in lower regions
of the boundary layer. Examination of the recorded measurement73 and
the rYean temperature profile suggest that the airplane was intermittently
above and below an inversion, with a corresponding abrupt increase and
decrease in horizontal velocity and temperature. As a consequence, the
horizontal and vertical velocity variances are almost equal and the energy
dissipation value is unrealistically high. As further evidence of this,
the energy dissipation calculated from the vertical velocity structure
function is only 1/3 of the value obtained from the horizontal velocity
structure function. Similar behavior was noted for the value of energy
dissipation calculated from the horizontal and vertical structure function
for 11 June, under very stable conditions; see Fig. 14.

Further evidence of anisotropy at short wavelengths for 11 June is
provided by an examination of ',- pectra. All of the spectra for 31 March
and 8 to 10 June can be appro: -ced by a slope of -5/3 at wavelengths
below 500 m. Averages of spectra for the analyzed flights on each of
these days showed no significant differences. This is to be expected,
since the turbulence should be closp, to isotropic in this region. An ex-
ample is shown on Fig. 15 for June . 0. The spectra for 0605 CST,
11 June, as illustrated on Fig. 16, are quite different. Not only do they
suggest a slope of about -2. 5 at wavelengths shorter than 200 m, but ule
horizontal turbulence exceeds the vertical at all wavelengths; therefore,
the Kolmogorov hypothesis does not describe the turbulence even at very
small wavelengths.

According to Johnson (1965), the lapse rate at this time was almost
isothermal and the mean wind speed was 4 m/sec at 180 m. The pre-
dicted maximum isotropic wavelength for stable conditions is less than
for lapse conditions. Using the empirical relationship presented by
MacCready (1962), the maximum wavelength for energy isotropy is
about 100 m, and for the -5/3 spectral law, about 133 m for the verti-
cal and Z50 m for the horizontal velocity spectral densities. This may
explain the difference in magnitude between the horizontal and vertical
velocity spectra at the long wavelengths, but not the large negative
slope. The slope value indicates that fluctuation energy of small wave
numbers exists which is not escalated up the scale to larger wave num-
bers. This suggests that the observed fluctup-tions are not caused by
a truly turbulent field of motion. The atmosphere may be organized into
relatively uncoupled air strata of relatively large horizontal and small
vertical extent, of varying velocities. This type of structure has been

.... W
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observed by Lettau and Schwerdtfeger (Lettau, 1939) during balloon
flights in the lower 4 km of the atmosphere under stable conditions.
Lettau also points out that balloon ascents into the stratosphere,
where a similar isothermal lapse rate exists, suggest this same type
of structure.

The airplane does not stay within one particular atmospheric layer,
as evidenced by flights close to an inversion surface which has a wavy
structure. Under these conditions, a sample of velocity fluctuations
measured from an airplane can overestimate the variance due to turbu-
lence actually existing(either above or below the inversion), especially
at the long wavelength end of the spectrum. This effect could account
for the large negative slope of the spectra indicated on Fig. 16. In a
comparison betweL- simultaneous measurements from sensors on a tower
and in an airplane, Lappe et Al. ( 959) found, in one case, the vertical
velocity spectral density was larger for the airplane than for the tower
data by a factor of 2 for wavelengths longer than about 200 m, under
conditions that, from their description, could have been stable. For
shorter wavelengths, the spectral densities were almost Identical.
The spectra showed a slope of -5/3 for the tower and about -2. 1 for
the airplane data.

This also means that flux values obtained from uT and T'w-7
under stable conditions may be considerably in error, since it is a pre-
requisite of the Reynolds' formulation that the variations, us, w1, and
T1, are turbulent. Bunker (1957), too, has noted this effect for measure-
ments close to an inversion. Observation of the airplane records indi-
cate the inversion level undulates. Such structure could be the cause
of apparent fluxes, even though no eddy transfer is actually taking place,
if the undulations are not sinusoidal.

A comparison of the co-spectral density of horizontal and vertical
velocity at 180 m is made in Figure 17 between neutral and unstable con-
ditions. The mean wind for the neutral case (RI = 0) of 8 June was
9 m/sec, and for the unstable case (RI = -0.71) of 10 June, 6 m/sec.
The "flux" Richardson number RI is defined in (2) and (3). The measured
component of stress for the 8 June flight was 0. 52 dynes/cml, for the
10 June flights, 2.45 dynes/cm2 . Most of the contribution to the total
Reynolds' stress for the unstable case is at wavelengths longer than 500 m,
for the neutral case, wavelengths less than 500 m. This is further evi-
dence of a definite separation in the size of the eddies responsible for
the transport of heat and momentum. The larger eddies are generated
by convection, and the smaller eddies by mechanical forces.

.. . .... ... ... ... . . . .... ... .... ... ... . .. .... f " 2,,3,,
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5.1. 2 Turbulent Kinetic Energv Budget. Some of the results obtained
from simultaneous balloon and airplane measurements can be related
by means of the diffusion equation for turbulent kinetic energy as given
by Lumley and Panofsky (1964). Table 2 is a summary of measured
parameters, averaged, in most cases, over several series of flights
to obtain more significant estimates. The balloon values of mean-motion
energy dissipation, fb were obtained from the equation

b = ( /P)" 8V/8z, (37)

which also the eddy energy generated by mechanical shearing forces.
If we ass hat horizontal advection of kinetic energy and density
fluctuations are ligible, and horizontal turbulent kinetic energy is
given by twice the k c energy of the horizontal velocity fluctuations
measured by the airplane, s possible to estimate all terms in the
diffusion equation, which, unde- ese assumptions, is

8e/Ot + a(erW)/Bz - c (g w '+ f.+ 4 0, (38)

where is the power source (negative) or sink (posit necessary to
balance the equation, and is the viscous dissipation, pe t mass.

The value of 81/Ot was estimated by taking the difference in
kinetic energy between the first and last of the flights over which the
average is taken. The value of 8(e'1w)/Oz was determined by taking
the average value of the difference in tl-e change of kinetic energy trans-
port between the layer below the flight level and the layer above the
flight level under consideration. As an example, for a height of 180 m,
the kinetic energy divergence from 0 to 180 m is (e'w')1 8 0 /180, from

from 180 to 470 m, [(erTw) 4 7 0 - (ew)1 8 0 ]/90. The kinetic energy

divergence at 180 m is assumed tL. be the average of these two values.

Under unstable conditions, according to Table 2, tp is almost al-
ways large and negative. If, however, it is assumed that the measured
vertical fluxes contain only 50 percent of the total flux, as suggested
in Section 3. 3. 2, improved values are obtained which are denoted by t'.
The values of 4b' for the two unstable cases at 170 m height (31 March
and 10 June) represent conditions for which the analysis is most reliable
becaune of the larger correlation coefficients. These values are less
than 8 percent of the energy dissipation. It therefore appears that the
various terms comprising the kinetic energy budget of the lower atmosphere

N. . , , N
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can be reasonably estimated. One interesting result is the absence
of large values of vertical kinetic energy advection up to the inversion
level, which Bell (1960) thought necessary to account for the daytime
increase in inversion height. Rather, it appears that, just as Taylor
(1952), and Panofsky (1962) found in the lower atmosphere, energy
dissipation is almost equal to the local energy production under neutral
and slightly unstable conditions, and that kinetic energy transported
from lower levels under unstable conditions is dissipated within the
boundary layer, and not at the Inversion level. Table 2 also indicates
a downward transfer of kinetic energy under stable conditions.

The value of fb for the stable case of 8 June (1910 CST), is ob-
viously much too high to be accounted for by the energy dissipated.
The observed level of turbulence was reduced in late afternoon, and
the convective activity was almost zero, yet the mechanical production
of kinetic energy appears very large. It is evident, therefore, that the
balloon estimate of stress is too large. If the stress measurtd by the
airplane is used instead, so that (37) is multiplied by Ta/(IT bICOSe),
the value of ( b at 180 m is reduced to 22 cmz/sec3. The correlation
coefficient between u' and w' for this flight was -0.14; a correla-
tion coefficient of -0.65 would be necessary to produce the balloon-
measured component of stress. Such a high correlation between u'
and w' is unlikely. It should be noted, however, that (b includes
two series of balloon ascents, whereas F was measured only for the
earlier series. The wind was observed to increase slightly between
the two series, but the stability changed very little. The conclusion,
that the stress derived from balloon measurements was too large during
such stable situations, is still valid.

5.2 Lake Michigan

5.2.1 Descriptive Results. A parcel of air traveling east at 10 m/sec
would take 3. 3 hours to cross Lake Michigan. During a time interval
of this length, the air shelter temperature at Milwaukee was observed,
on one occasion, to increase by 10 C. On another occasion, the sur-
face wind at Milwaukee was reported as 1 m/sec from the west,. and at
the same time at Muskegon, 3 m/sec from the east. Therefore, in at-
tempting to determine the modification of air passing over-e-homogeneous
uWiarrac .his size, it is impuereuvw't consider the effect of velocity
and temperature changes in time and space due to large-scale atmospheric
phenomena, and the Interactions of these phenomena with the modifying
surface. In order to solve the problem accurately, not only must the

. . .
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local derivatives at a particular point be known, as was required, for
example, for the simultaneous airplane-balloon measurements, but the
changes in these derivatives over the surface under consideration must
also be considered.

It is impossible to eliminate entirely the effects of all these varia-
tions. However, it is possible to estimate some of them and to ascer-
tain how close to a steady-state condition the atmosphere actually was
during a period of measurement. The comparison of vertical temperature
profiles on both sides of the lake above the modified layer of air provides
an estimate of large scale advection effects. In many cases, vertical
temperature profiles were taken several times in the same place over a
period of several hours, so that the local time change of temperature
could be determined. With the aid of this procedure, a more representa-
tive profile could be obtained.

Since a great deal of variation exists from one series of measure-
ments to another, each series will be described separately. The tem-
perature profiles of Figs. 18 and 19, from Lake Michigan in summer,
demonstrate how a relatively warm air mass is affected by passing over
a relatively cool, smooth surface. A southwest wind of 3 m/sec at the
surface during the 16 July flight resulted in a decrease of temperature
and inversion height downwind across the lake from Milwaukee to
Muskegon. An easterly surface wind and a westerly wind aloft at Mil-
waukee, and a westerly wind at all levels at Muskegon during the 29
July flight resulted in a decrease in inversion height across the lake
from west to east. The temperature below the Inversion is higher over
Muskegon than over Milwaukee. Milwaukee reached its maximum tem-
perature at mid-morning; then as the east wind developed (most likely a

s ah temperature decreased. The Muskegon temperature
reached a maximum at noon, when the surface wind was from the north.

The rest of the flights over the lake were made in winter, with the
air, Initially, at least 10 C cooler than thu water. Examples of vertical
temperature profiles for the winter flights are given in Figs. 20 and 21.
It should be noted that the ordinate in these figures Is altitude above
sea level. In the text, vertical distance is given by height above the
underlying surface. The 15 December 1964 flight was not cumpletely
across the lake because of the heavy cloud cover in the modified air
over Muskegon. Warm air advection resulted In a rapid temperature
increase In Milwaukee. The total precipitation at Grand Haven, Michl-
gan, on this day amounted to 0. 45 cm, which is an absolute maximum
for a cold air outbreak during the winter at any of the four precipitation
stations considered.
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The 18 December 1964 flight wa. also affected by warm air advec-
tion, as Indicated in Fig. 20. Although the wind was westerly and the
air temperature more than 15 C colder than the water, the temperature
downwind over Muskegon was lower at all heights than In the middle of
the lake. In this case, however, the temperature profile in the middle
of the lake was measured over two hours later than the downwind pro-
file. Muskegon was completely overcast up to 1. 0 km and reported
0.38 cm precipitation for that day.

No evidence of advection wa.s noted during the 9 January 1965
series. On this day it was evident how the inversion can limit the
vertical growth of the convective clouds. As the clouds ascended to
the Inversion, they spread out as a stratus deck into a complete over-
cast. The weather map, Fig. 9, shows that almost all of Michigan re-
ceived snow at 1200 CST on this day, although the total amount of pre-
cipitation was 0. 03 cm at Muskegon and only a trace at Grand Haven.
Surface temperature, and air temperature and humidity at 350 m height
across the lake for 99 13, 14t 16 and 29 January 1965 were plotted,
and examples are illustrated on Fig. 22 and 23. Vertical cross-sections
of temperature across the lake for 13 and 14 January 1965 are shown in
Fig. 24.

On 13 January, the local time change of temperature at Milwaukee
during the two hours of measurements was less than I C above 0. 7 km
and about + 2 C below 0. 7 kin. The structure of the temperature profile
below 0. 7 km was almost identical to that of 9 January. Because the
cold air was much deeper on 13 January, the cnnvactive activity over
the water was not limited by the Inversion and clouds extended up to
1. 5 km over the downwind shore of the lake. The total amount of pre-
cipitation at the downwind stations was not significantly different on
these two days, but the convective activity reached its greatest observed
magnitude on 13 January. Many of the clouds resembled miniature cumulo-
nimbus, and several waterspouts were sighted. A photograph of one of
these is given in figure 25,

On 14 January, the surface wind was very light from the east- the
water was calm for most of the way across the lako, with extensive
areas of broken ice. The wind component in the direction of flight at
350 m was 3 m/.c from the east: at 1650 mp S m/sec from the west.
Precipitation at all four stations amounted to little more than a trace,
with Muskegon reporting snow showers in the early morning and Mll-
waukee in the late afternoon and evening. The Milwaukee temperature

roUle was almost identical to that of the preceding day, but the light
wind appears to have caused the spectra of the velocity fluctuations
to depart distinctly from the usually obeerved spectra.

I o .. .. ...
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FIG. 25. Waterspout over Lake Michiqan on 13 January 1965 about middle
of lake.

FIG. 26. Floating Ice patterns on Lake Michigan on 16 January 1965.
East edge of lake visible In upper left corner. Wind was from
the east, or from left to right on photograph.
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On 16 January, the wind was from the northeast and the air above
1. 3 km warmed up about 2 C during the two hourq of measurement.
Only a trace of precipitation scattered throughout" - day was recorded
at Milwaukee and Shorewood. Again, extensive a,. of broken ice
were observed, many of which were organized into distinct patterns,
as shown in Fig. 26.

On 29 January, the coldest air mass of the season passed over the
lake. A photograph of the steam fog and the developing convective
clouds a few km east of the upwind shore is shown in Fig. 27, taken
a day later, but under quite similar conditions. The surface wind was
light from the northwest, and patches of broken ice were present over
the entire lake, although the lake was frozen solid only about 200 m
out from both shores. The ice helped to damp out the wind-formed waves
and the surface was almost smooth. The velocity and temperature fluc-
tuations showed the same behavior as on 14 January, although not as
pronounced. The maximum height of the clouds was 1. 5 km, about 20
km west of Muskegon. From this point eastward, the increasing density of
areas of broken ice may have inhibited further convective activity. The
total precipitation at Muskegon and Grand Haven was 0. 23 and 0. 25 cm,
respectively.

The velocity spectra for 13 and 14 January are plotted in Figs. 28
and 29. The horizontal and vertical velocity spectra of 13 January and
the vertical velocity for 14 January have a slope of -5/3, but the hori-
zontal velocity for 14 janudry has a slope of -2. 2. The magnitude of the
horizontal velocity variance amounted to only 20 percent of the vertical
velocity variance on this day. Apparently, therefore, the conditions for
Kolmogorov's hypothesis do not exist; th- turbulence "US~t isotropic,
even at wavelengths less than 100 m. It appears the absence of shear-
ing forces somehow inhibits the transfer of energy from long to short
wavelengths and from the vertical to the horizontal plane. This may be
due to columns of rising warm air, as observed by Townsend (1959) in
laboratory experiments involving a heated horizontal surface with no
horizontal wind shear. He observed that under these conditions, tem-
perature fluctuations are not reconcilable with the similarity theory of
convection. The temperature spectra for both 13 and 14 January have
a slope of -5/3. Examples of co-spectra of w' and T' over Lake
Michigan are presented in Fig. 30.

5. 2. 2 Ouantitative Estimates of Air Mass Modification. The energy
transformations resulting from arctic air pessing over Lakc Michigan can
be discussed in terms of equation (38). The most dffI-lt term to eval-
uate in this equation is the contibution to the liberation of heat due to
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condensation. The amount of precipitation at the downwind weather
stations is probably not representative of even the amount of precipita-
tion at the shore of the lake, since the Muskegon and Milwaukee
weather stations are both located about 4 km inland, and the layer of
modified air has never been observed to extend more than 2. 0 km above
the surface. Orographic effects may also be present, although Muske-
gon is only 15 m and Milwaukee 36 m above the lake level. Precipita-
tion records for December, 1964, through February, 1965, at Grand
Haven, Michigan, and Shorewood, Wisconsin, within 13 km of Muske-
gon and Milwaukee stations, respectively, and within 2 km of the lake
were found to be 27 percent and 8 percent greater than the Muskegon
and Milwaukee stations. Examination of the records indicates, however,
that almost all of this difference is associated with winter cyclones,
rather than arctic outbreaks. On any particular day during an arctic
outbreak, the standard deviation of the difference between Grand Haven
and Muskegon is larger than any systematic difference that may occur
in the long term average.

It Is possible, however, to estimate the condensation term by ap-
plying the continuity condition for heat to the layer above the lowest
flight level. To avoid evaluating the mean gradient terms, the total
derivative is used, so that the equation becomes, neglecting density
fluctuations,

dt/dt =- 8T'u'/ x - -'"'/sz - (c p) 1 d(Q+P)/dt. (39)

The first term on the right-hand side Is on the order of I percent of the
second term over a homogeneous surface as large as Lake Michigan, and
can be neglected. Substituting dQ = Ldqs - (BF/Bz)dt, the amount of
energy change due to the latent heat of condensation and radiation ob-
sorption and emission, respectively, and dt dx/U into (39), neglect-
Ing local changes with respect to time, integrating from flight level,
a, a 350 m, to the top of the modified air, z , and solving for the latent
heat term, yields

L a Lf ;(Sq a/x)ds f ; (c Pp f/ax - & fSx)dz -

-C ep (W-)- + (FA - F.). (40)

It was observed during the fi that almost all of the condenetion
takes place above 350 n, so that this expression can be used to esU-
mete the amount of energy added to the air mess by condensation.
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The first term on the right-hand side can be obtained by measur-
ing the area between the initial and final vertical temperature profiles,
and by using the pressure at the beginning and end of the flight path.
The second term was determined from fluctuation data over the middle
and downwind sections of the lake, and two times the average measure-
ment was taken, since, as pointed out in Section 3.3. 2, the airplane
system responded so that only about 50 percent of the total vertical
heat flux was directly accounted for. The third term is estimated on
the basis of the average cloud cover, height of clouds and vertical
temperature and humidity profiles. A computer program developed at
the Meteorology Department at Madison, Wisconsin, by Dr. P. M.
Kuhn of the U. S. Weather Bureau, was used to compute the upward
radiation flux divergence. The technique is based on isothermal flux
emissivities, as described, for example, by Haltiner and Martin (157,
p. 120). Concerning the short-wave radiation term, Manabe (1957)
has estimated, for a similar case of air mass modification over the Sea
of Japan, that its contribution to the flux divergence was less than 10
percent of that of the long-wave. The total radiation flux divergence
was found to be negligible at 350 m: the amuunt of radiation emitted
upwards by the clouds and modified air above 350 m is balanced by ab-
sorption of the radiation emitted by the surface of the lake. The values
of the term of (40 for four cases over Lake Michigan are presented in
Table 3, where Qa and Ha are the first and second terms on the right-
hand side of (40).

The magnitude of the tu. A sensible and latent heat fluxes,
Qs = H3 + Ls, carried through the downwind boundary, can be estimated
from the mean horizontal gradient, cpT and Lq, respectively. Under
the assumption that the contribution by the fluctuation terms and the
local time derivative Is negli 'ie, Integrating over the height of the
modified layer of air

RI 3.

Qs  cpf p ;(?/Sx)dz + L I (Dq/&x)dz. (41)
0  0

Both of the derivatives on the right-hand side were measured at 350 m.
Since this refresents, in most cases, approximately the middle of the
modified air mess, It is assumed that estimates of Qs can be obtained
by using the mean measured velocity and derivatives at thie height.

The total flux of enmrqy from the lake is given by Q + Q F s
where Fs is the rit radiation flux at the upper surface of the modified
alr, calculated by means of Kuhn's flux emissivity program mentioned
previously. An estimate of the total amount of water carred out by the
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TABLE 3. Values of energy fluxes calculated from airplane measure-

ments over Lake Michigan during outbreaks of arctic air in
January, 1965.

Date: 2JW 13 1a Tan 29 Ian

zhic winds- Vg, m/sec 11.0 18.5 16.4 18.0
Azimuth, deg 10 350 45 320

Measured west comp. of wind
at 350 m, m/sec 10 - 8

Energy fluxes at fliaht level
and above

Qa ly/min 0.05 0.13 0.14 0.04
Ha ly/min 0.00 0.06 O.06 0.06
La ly/min 0. 05 0.07 0. 08 -0.02

Precipitatlon (mm/day
calculated 1.1 1.5 1.7 -

measured 0.3 1.3 Trace 2.5

Total Eneray Fluxes
Hs Iy/min 0.35 0.48 0.3Z 0.15
Ls ly/min 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.02
Fs ly/min 0.10 0.12 0. 1Z 0. 1Z
Q ly/min o.53 0.72 0.53 0.30

Water Transoorted by Clouds
(mm/day) 12 0.8 0.9 0.2

clouds was made by assuming the average water density of the clouds
was 0. 5 gm/ml, and the clouds were moving at the velocity measured
at 350 m. Values of these parameters, along with the surface geo-
strophic wind calculated hm t* 1 ZO0 CST surface weather map, and
observed precipitation at the downwind weather station are presunted
In Table 3.

In this study, the turbulent transfer of sensible heat downward
through the inversion has not Loeen considered. This effect may have
resulted In the obse#ved downward sensible boat flux of -4.1 watts/mg.
at 350 m on 9 January, the day which showed the greotest observed
imperature contrast across the Inversion. Bunker (1960) hap also
observ 4 a downward semible heat flux at 400 to 600 m and an upward
heat flux at lower levels In cold air masses passing ever rvlatively warm
w4ter.

I
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The calculated value of condensed water for the first three cases
in Table 3 appears to be reasonable, in view of the observed precipita-
tion and the estimate of the amount of water contained in the clouds
over the lake. The sensible heat flux for the 29 January flight, how-
ever. is greater than the measured change in heat energy above 350 m.
The measured west component of the wind on this day seems small in
comparison with the surface geostrophic wind. The surface wind at the
Weather Bureau Stations was 2 m/sec from the west at Milwaukee and
3 m/sec from the north at Muskegon. The surface of the lake was much
smoother than for the other 3 days considered in Table 3. This was,
however, partly due to the damping effect of large areas of floating ice,
especially close to Muskegon. The maximum temperature measured at
350 m height was about 20 km west of Muskegon; therefore, it is possible
that unmodified arctic air may have lowered the temperature directly over
Muskegon. The air over Milwaukee was about 2. 0 C warmer than at the
same h-ght over Muskegon above the modified layer. These factors
both tend to make the measured values of Qa, Hs and Ls less than the
actual vnlues. For these reasons, 29 January is not included in the
averaged values of I-s and Ls entered in Table 4.

A comparison between changes of sensible and latent heat obtained
here and values obtained by other investigators, as tabulated by Roll
(1965, p. 351), is presented in Table 4. Included are also estimates
for air fio w over Hudson Bay obtained by Bryson and Kuhn (196Z). Ir,
contrast to the other value6, their estimate is a monthly average, for
December. The previous modification studies referred to air flow over
oceans, with horizontal trajectories of several hundred kilometerr. The
ocean surface temperatures ranged up to 10 C, and the air masses were
about as ;old, or colder than those considered here. Therefore, it is
not surprising to find the values of fluxes obtained over Lake
Michigan to be less than according to previous Investigations. The
fraction of latent heat to total energy also tends to be somewhat lower
than that reported in the other investigations. This may be due to the
lower surface temperature and the relatively restricted modification tak-
ing place over a distance of IZO kin, as compared to oceanic trajectories.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of Air Modification Studies Involving Cold Air

Passing Over a Relatively Warm Water Surface

Percent of

Date Investigator He energy due to
ly/day ly/day latent heat

1944 Lettau 7Z0 1340 35

1951 Craddock 265 865 23

extreme 335 1565 18

1957 Manabe 450 1000 31

1962 Bryson and Kuhn 23 74 24

1965 Lenschow 139 550 20

extreme 173 690 20

6. Concludina Remarks

Airborne measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer are beset
by many problems not encountered by fixed installations. Instrumenta-
tion must be portable, fast-responding and rugged, and require a minimum
of In-flight attention, For turbulence measurements, it is also necessary
to know the instantaneous position of the airplane with respect to the
earth. This is not possible to achieve for wavelengths greater than 1. 4
kcm with the system used here for measuring vertical velocity. Therefore,
in order that the variables have the same frequency response, the air-
plane is assumed to have negligible changes In horizontal velocity and
altitude with respect to the earth for wavelengths shorter than 1.4 km
and the sensor outputs are filtered to eliminate contributions longer than
this.

It longer wavelength fluctuations are to be measured accura tely, a

more sophisticated and considerably more expensive system is required.
Within the limitations of the system used here, the spectra of velocity
,nd tcmperature at airplane flight levels can be measured within the
inertial sub-range, and Into the energy-containing region of the spectra.
However, no peak in the spectra is reached, and only about 5O percent
of the vertical fluxes generated by convection are actually measured,

I
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Extencing the long wavelength response of the velocity and tempera-
ture sensors could probably be done by using higher precision sensors
in the verticil velocity system, and measuring horizontal accelerations
of the airplane.

In the past, as mentioned in Chapter 1, airplane measurements of
water vapor flux have been based on data from a wet bulb sensor. Many
problems are associated with this technique; first, both the wet and dry
bulbs must have identical response time; second, the wet-bulb must
be kept moist at all times; and, third, the system does not work below
0 C. Therefore, an improved system should be considered. A cavity
refractometer may offer a more satisfactory solution. The response time
is more than 3dequate, and it has been successfully opo-rtpr i -r'-aft.
Its response, however, is a function of absolute humidity, air temperature
and pressure.

Because of the great versatility of the airplane, many different types
of boundary layer problems can be studied. If the measurements are to
be applied to a theoretical model of boundary layer structure, it is im-
portant to obtain as much information as possible about the ambient
conditions of the free atmosphere and the interactions of the earth's sur-
face with the air. It is also desirable to obtain simultaneous but Inde-
pendent measurements of the same atmospheric parameters, in order to
check both the measuring technique and the value of the parameters.
For this reason, the experiments over Lakewood, Wisconsin, were in-
cluded in this study, because they provided independent values of stress
and energy production by wind shear. In a corresponding manner, the
Lake Michigan experiments were arranged so that a study of air mass
modification over a relatively smooth, homogeneous surface, provided
background information on the magnitude of eddy, convectional energy
fluxes. More measurements of this typ3 should be made. Simultaneous
balloon and airplane measurements should be extended to different types
of terrain under a variety of ambient atmospheric conditions. Simul-
taneous tower and airplane measurements of turbulence and heat and
momentum fluxes would also be desirable. Air mass mcdification studies
over Ldke Michigan would be greitly improvud If mean wind profles
coud be obtained, at least at the upwind and downwind shores of the
lake.

It is evident, tneroforo, that the results reported here are only a
first approach to the more general problem of relating changes, both in
time and space, of the earth's surface variables to variations in the
micrometeorological parameters of the boundary layer. Such knowledge
will be the prerequisite both for an improved evaluation of our environ-
ment and for control and pract!cal modification of specific hicroclimatos.

, :1.
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~MEASUREMENTS OF !NFRARED RADIATION DIVERGENCE AND
~TEMIZRATURE PROFILES NEAR AN AIM-WATER INTERFACE€

~Harry L. Hamilton, Jr.
SDepatent of Meteorology

University of Wisconsin

Abstract: A review Is given of the assumptions which are con-
ventionally made for the mathematical description of the thermal
st~ructure in the layer nearest to the ground, with speciral con-
sideration of air over water. Micrometeorological equipment
was constructed and employed in an experimental program over
Lake Mendota to investigate the si'gnificance of infrared radiative
fluxes and their vertical divergence between 0. 4 to 2. 8 m above
the water. The major characteristic of the equipment Is the con-

~tinuoti8 sweeping or vertical orbiting of sensors (at a rate of
~about 3 can/sec) with values of net radiation, dry-bulb and wet-

bul temperatures sampled at height intervals of about 10 cm.

A 1program was developed based on Funk' a method to derive by

machine calculation the radiative flux divrgences, using the
observed temperature and water vapor prodfiles. In an attempt to
generalize the experimental results, two dimensionless larmeter8
(a and 6) are considered which wre the logarithmic height driva-
Uves of measured radiative flux (R) and of potential temperature
gradient (e1) .

a a log RAO log a; and, 6 = -0 log 81i8 log a.

The second farm In also known as the Beacon number of the
~temperature profile and represents a numerical measure of profile

curvature with 6 equal to unity for an exactly logarithmic poten-
• fU&I temperature profile.

*Th__ work Is part of a thesis 8ulttd to the University of Wisconsin

in prtial fulfillment of the requireme.A8 for the Ph. D. dowsej written
under the vupervislon of Professor H. Lettou, Department of Meteorology.
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A sizable amount of data was obtained during late summer and early
fall seasons, for both stable and unstable conditions of the air over water.
The experimental evidence obtained in this study appears to show that
radiation flux divergence over a water surface is of a magnitude great
enough to produce the observed temperature change. Much of the diver-
gence occurs very close to the water surface, where there are relatively
large gradients of temperature and moisture. Yet even at 1 to 2 m from
the surface, there is detectable divergence. In general, little agreement
between calculated and directly observed values of radiation divergence
was found, whether derived from single orbits of the sensors, or from up
to 20-orbit averages, in spite of a sufficient degree of reproducibility of
direct results from individual orbits. Suggestions for future work are
outlined.

1. Observed Thermal Structure of the Lowest Atmosphere

Within a few meters of the earth's surface the air tends to assume
the temperature characteristics of the surface itself. This is because
most surfaces have higher absorption (or emission) coefficients than air.
Thus, during the day solar radiation heats the surface to a greater degree
than it does the air, and there will be a net heat exchange from the sur-
face to the atmosphere. At night, the surface loses heat by radiative
emission at a greater rate than does the air, and there will be a net ex-
change from air to the surface. Conventionally, it has been assumed
that the mechanism for this transfer is turbulent diffusion. Other meteor-
ologists have suggested that Infrared fluxes are important in the lowest
layers of the atmosphere. It will be the aim of this paper to give some
qualitative and quantitative description of the radiation flux divergence
as it relates to the establishment of the heat regime near the ground.

Deacon (1953), in a itudy of wind and temperature profiles near the
ground, considered the vertical gradient of temperature inversely propor-
tional to the distance from the surface. He expressed the potential
temperature gradient as 6': a ,6, where a Is a dimensional parameter
derived from the eddy heat flux (Q) and the wind structure, and the number
6 is assumed a quasi-constant within the surface layer for a given heating
rate, but varies with the heating rate. For lapse conditions, 6 > 1, while
for Inversion conditions, 6 < 1. Under neutral, or adiabatec, conditions,
i e., potential temperature Independent of height, 6 u 1. However, this
ease Is significant only for wind or elements other than temperature,
since 91 - 0 for the neutral case. Deacon noted some variation of 6
with height but did not consider this data adequate to properly evaluate
the relationship.

[
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More recent temperature profile data exist which yield more detailed
Information than was available to Deacon. Among others, Lettau (1957,
1962, 1963) has investigated th( roblem and has developed several per-
tinent relationships. He slighti redefines 6, now called the potential
temperature Deacon number and ilternatively written 2L as 6 a -zel'0,
where primes indicate partial derivatives with respect to height, z.
Since It is known that Deacon number Is a function of stability, there
should be a relationship between Deacon number and Richardson number,
which is defined as A[ a g~)(eJ) where g Is the acceleration
of gravity, Tm is the mean Kelvin temperature of the layer under
study, and V is wind velocity. By a logarithmic differentiation of
Richardson number, it may be seen that ft log _%/a log z a -2 z WVA
+ zO"/e' a 2 Dej - DM where R& Is the wind Deacon number. Thus,
unless 2D D= DE is a function of height and, consequently, 6
must also be a function of height. From similarity considerations, most
meteorologists assume that ]21 _-DE. Therefore, Deacon number is
not only dependent on the stability of the atmosphere, but also on the
distance from the !nterface.

The coefficient of eddy conductivity may be defined as
KHU Q/cpPO'. While 0' is generally a function of height, from this
defining equation it is unclear as to whether KH Is also height-
dependent. If the above Identity Is rearranged and integrated, it Is
seew that O3 - 00 - ,(5 (Q/cpp Kl.)dz. Since the heat flux in thesair

at any height above a suriace may be assumed to be determined by the
surface value of the flux and the flux gradient in the intwm~ang air,

Q aQ9 + f Qd. If a is within Lettau'sa surface layer, thea

00

tion of height Is known, the poten-tial temnperature (and close to the sur-
face, actual temperature) profile can be predicted. Mhe traditional
logarithmic piofile Is obtained by assuming that KH Is directly propor-
tional to height.- Th* various power law profiles are obtained by Assum-
ing that IH varies as some power of the height. All of these profilets
are approxlmitions, due to the assuptions made concerning KR and
Q. Virtmally all boundary layer theory has been developed wih the tacit
issumption that the various fluxes wre independent of height; tho dif-
fuuivity coefficients are then adjusted to agree with observational data.

i Yet the fluxes wre a function of height. Sm* Inaight Into the prob-
lem, could possibly be gained by anasurng certan fluxes end dewamsin-
UKg even =mail vertical gradients. Consider a poit near a take surface
quite a=me distance ftffee th oe on a Clear day. If F IS th*nt
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radiation flux density, the temperature change within a small volume,
of vertical extent Az, located at this point Is

T = PB -F T)/c p pAz + QB- QTVcPp Az,

where subscripts B refer to the bottom, and T to the top of the volume.

Alternatively, c p f Tdz. F T Q T.Drn h oeon
I p I T*Drn h oeon
T > 0; in the afternoon, T < 0. At some time past local noon, T = 0
throughout the box, and (PB - PT) + (QB - QT) = 0. The question of
interest Is whether these flux divergences are actually both zero at this
time, or whether they are equal In magnitude and Opposite in sign*

Although it has just been shown that heat fltux should be considered
a function of height, the assumption has often been made that the heat
flux through the Iowa: layers of the atmosphere Is constant and that
6 --1 for the surface layer, Uinder this assumption, to a first order ap-
proximation, the temperature above an interface is proportional to the
logariuhm of the height. This relationship is not meaningful as z be-
comes small. This fact, tog~ether with the realization that the character
of the sur-face itself will determine in soma way the eddy structure of tem-
perature diatrlbution above It, has led to the inclusion of another factor
In the expression for temperature variation with height. This is a,, the
surface rcughnas length, which Is a measure of the inregularftles In a
surface over which the wind is blowing, Deacon 11949) lists the ap-
proximate magnitude of the s, associated with various types of natural
svr~ace, x angiag from 0. 001 cm for smooth mud fiats to IQ cm for long

- ses. Witb me Included, the relationship tabs .he form
(T-T.)-logil + /a.), To being the surface temperatumrterm this
It may be seen that

(T T0 )(TZ2 0 0 To) log"1 , /so)/"o9(1 + 4 /i

where TZ00 is the temperaur at a height of ZOO am. Given a tempera-
tun difference between the s*rfae and 200 cm, the temperatur at any
intermediat height will depend or, fte logrithm of that beoght and the
va~IeOof s,

Many Investigators have Obtained veaporkwental evidence tha the
temperature, in the roosphere's lower leyes okay lamely be Oesibed
by the logarithmic felationship. ih.wve, Wny a Ia" of these *1UI-
moeats hav been ,&%ed goer *w watr surfea, and only a vW:
lmted membor of obeervioas have been *.&%*a wthn a few tens of
OWWMArO ofe f"water surface. %uerw O9+) anW fupe (1%.4)
obtawnd reanlts which closel coincde -with toi tby foradbte
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conditions, but their lowest measurements were at a height of 40 cm.
Fleagle (1956) determined heating and cooling rates in air layers adjacent
to a cold water surface, by means of light refraction, but he did not
analyze the characteristics of the temperature profiles.

Any rigid surface is assumed to have a characteristic roughness
value (z0 ) independent of wind speed. On the other hand, there seems
to be some evidence that a surface which may be modified by the wind,
such as a lake or large field of grain, has a slightly variable surface
roughness. Super finds that over Lake Mendota z0 increases with in-
creasing wind speed; for speeds below 10 m/sec it has an average value
of 0. 007 cm. Steams derived values of' z o for the same lake between
10-2 and 10- 3 cm. Both investigators obtained these values from wind
profile studies, but it is often assumed that these results would apply to
the temperature profile as well. Sutton (1953) cites work done by Schiller,
which indicated that when z0 for a surface is less than 0. 0GZ cm, air
flow over that surface Is aerou, iamica!'y smooth and a viscous sublayer
exists at the surface.

From the evidence above, it might be expected that an observed
temperature profile within centimeters of a free water surface would
substantially reflect a logarithmic variation with (1 + z/z 0 ), and that
z. would be no less than 10- 3 cm. Ti" author (1962) has measured
temperature profiles which extended from 200 cm above a water surface
down through the air/water interface to a depth of 80 cm. Profiles were
obtained under many atmospheric conditions, from clear skies to over-
cast to fog; from moderate wind to calm; and with warm air over cool
water and vice versa.

The expected temperature profile was not found. For substantial
aoraement between the observed profile and the logarithmic profile,
z0 would be less than I0 "4 cm. -v% some cases, the observed profiles
appeared to have no curvature in the closest few centimeters to the
water surface, or, In other words, the existence of a true temperature
discontinuity between air and water was suggested.

There were se'veral possible explanations for the deviation from
the logarithmic profile. TO calculate the logarithmic profile, the tem-
perature at the surface and at one other height must be known. There
r.ay have been a thin surface layer of water, less than I mm thick,
which was at a dilferent temperature from the water at a depth of 10 to
20 cm. Though the sensor had a relatively short response time (0.2
sec) It would have passed through soh a layer much too rapidly to
have detected4. A so-called skin effect has beon noted by several
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investigators, among them being Soules (1964), Ball (1954), and Deacon
(1962). They have found that the surface temperature of an open body of
water is, under light winds, generally between 0. 5 and 1, 5 C cooler than
the temperature at a depth of 20 to 30 cm. This cooling Is attributed to
the evaporation occurring at the surface. Ball also observed a warm layer
when the overlying ir was appreciably warmer than the water. Thus,
had To actually been higher than the value used, at times with warm air
over the lake, and lower than this ,alue, at times with overlying cold air,
the log .:itfnic profile would have more closely resembled the actual
profile.

A second possibility was that within a thin layer of air at the water
surface the air flow was aerodynamically smooth. In this viscous sublayer
the heat transfer would be by molecular diffusion, which could produce a
nearly constant temperature gradient. The top of the sublayer would then
be significantly warmer or cooler than the actual surface, depending on
the air-water temperature difference. The temperature at the top of this
viscous sA)layer (unresolved by the sensors) would be the bottom tem-
perature for the region of turbulent flow, where height-increasing eddy
diffusivity dominates, and where it is permissible to use the logarithmic
profile. Again, had this process been occurring, the logarithmic profile
and actual profile would have been more in agreement.

A third process which could have been operative would be a heat
transfer by radiation. The line of reasoning which leads to the logarithmic
profile omits radiative fluxes, and these could be as Important as sensible
heat fluxes. While not denying the validity of the two above explanations,
this third problem wai chosen for Investigation.

Experimentation was begun to determine whether there was In fact
significant infrared radiative flux divergence in the region of a few meters
above a free water surface which could possibly modify the temperature
regime. After radiometers had been constructed and direct measurements
of radiation profiles had been made for several months, the results indi-
cated that confirmation by a second method was advisable. The second
method adopted as a calculation of the radiative flux divergence based
on temperature and water vapor profiles. Earlier work along these lines
by other Investigators, equipment for the experiment, and the method for
calculating flux divergence are described In the next sections.

A ,
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2. Previous Investigations of Radiative Flux Diveraences

Several investigators have obtained evidence that it is not always
valid to assume that radiative flux divergence is negligible. Robinson
(1950a) found that radiative heating or cooling of the air may account for
a heat transfer of from 10 to 100 times as large as that necessary to pro-
duce an observed temperaturv change. His work was done over short
grass, at levels o! 20 and 120 cm, and primarily at night to avoid large
temperature fluctuations. During periods of strong inversion, he ob-
served flux divergences of about 1.5 mly/min per meter (1 mly = 0. 001 ly).
Robinson has also noted (1950b) that under cloudless skies, radiative
heat transfer appears to be as important as convective or turbulent pro-
cesses in the transfer of heat from the ground.

Funk (1960) developed a high-precision thermopile radiometer and
observed significant radiative divergences at night. He concluded that
nighttime cooling of the air was primarily radiative and that the diver-
gences within a few meters of the ground may be capable of cooling
rates of 12 CAr. He believed that these high rates were not observed
because of a compensating effect of convective warming nf the air, of
slightly smaller magnitude. This conclusion i3 similar to one reached
by Rider and Robinson (1951), from a study of heat transfer in an open
field.

Studying the temperature distribution over a cold water surface by
means of light refraction, Fleagle (1956) observed radiative warming at
the surface of up to 10 C/br, and radiative cooling of 6 C/br at 10 cm
above the water. He believed that the large temperaturc. gradients
found near the surface were due to the absorption of infrared radiation.

Infrared flux divergence has been studied by Gaevskaya jtlA.
(1962). They report on experiments which compared observed tempera-
ture changes with those predicted by a measured radiative flux divergence
and by the computational methods based on temperature and moisture.
There was quantitative and qualitative agreement between the different
computational methods of Kondratiev, Deacon, and Shekhter, but they
all predicted a temperature variation greater than that observed. The
measured radiative flux divergence at various times of the day bore
little relationship to the calculated values. All radiative temperature
changes were at least an order of magnitude greater than the observedii Ones.

This .led to the postulation that the observed temperature changes
were due to a comblneton of radiative flux divergence and convective flux

I.
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(eddy diffusion) divergence, each of which depends on the existing tern-
perature profile, yet each of which continually modifies the profile. One
of the primary conclusions from the paper was that "temperature changes
influenced by radiation and turbulence are not additive; separate calcu-
lations of either radiative or turbulent temperature changes have no
meaning," since either can account for a heating or cooling rate greater
than actually occurs. Unfortunately, no suggestion is given for a pos-
sible method of separating the effects.

In an analytic analysis of the physics involved, Godson (1965)
shows that the radiative flux divergences can be very important near the
ground. By making some simplifying and restrictive assumptions about
the vertical distribution of C02 and H20, the principal atmospheric ab-
sorbers, and their absorption characteristics, he obtains cooling rates
within a few tens of meters of the ground which average about 2 0/4r.
Similar to Gaevskay et al. there is discussion concerning the mutual
derendency of the temperature profile and radiant, convective, and dif-
fusive fluxes. A possible explanation of the often-noted nocturnal
temperature minimum a few centimeters above the surface (e. g., Lettau
1965) Is given in terms of radiative fluxes.

3. Description of Ecuinment Used in This Study

To measure and calculate the vertical divergence of radiative flux,
the vertical distribution of radiation, temperature, and water vapor must
be known. The conventional method of obtaining this Information is to
utilize a series of sensors at fixed levels along a vertical mast. How-
ever, there are several disadvantages in this procedure which make
questionable the validity of its use for intensive measurements of thin
air layers, such as were Involved in this study.

One drawback is that the data points are spatially discontinuous.
The physical size of each sensor limits the proximity of the adjoinng
sensor, which means that there is some interval between sensors. Prob-
ably the most common practice In circumventing this drawback is to place
the sensors in such a fashion that near the ground they are as close
together as possible, while further away the spacing increases geo-
metrically with height. Even though many parameters, such as wind,
moisture, and temperature, are thought to vary logarithmically with
height, any arbitrary selection of positions tends to suppress the fine
structure of the profile which would be oi prime interest. Furthermore,
there are problems of calibration, matching, stability, and zero drift

V__
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of the sensors and recorders. Complete characteristics of each component ; ,;

must be known in order that the signals may be properly evaluated.

Experiments performed in an area subject to splashing water (for in- i

stance, ove-,' a lake surface) can Involve other difficulties with an array
of sensors. There may develop different electrical conditions In the
various cablings, which could produce varying and unknown stray signals
in the system. Observed features of a profile could then be due to Instru- :
mentation, not to nature, If more than 3ne sensor is used to measure a,
profile, either an adequate multichannel recorder is needed or a switch- .
Ing device for directing the inputs to a single channel recorder is required.
The former is expensive, the latter is difficult to operate rapidly and
accurately.

An alternate method which eliminates these problems is to utilize
equipment which moves a single sensor through the entire layer under
study. Measurements are then spatially continuous; only one set of
circuit characteristics is needed; there is only one cable to fail and
thereby cause an error in the magnitude of the measured quantity but not
In the shape of the prfile; and only a single channel recorder is required,
with no switching of inputs. Since there is only one sensor, each data
point in a profile differs in time from each other point. This disadvantage
of the moving system can be made relatively unimportant If the period

I for a complete orbit of the sensor through the layer is sufficiently short.
Glaser (1957) was apparently the first worker to describe an apparatus

:, which moved a single sensor continuously along an essentially vertical
orbit. An entirely different principle was used In the sweeping-boom
mechanism constructed for the research reported in this paper.

The frame of the lifting apparatus resembled a straight-backed
chair, with the boom being a rod protruding out of the bck (see Fig. 1 ).
The bottom of the frame (seat of the chair) was 1. 2 m long, 0. 9 m wide;
and 0. 9 ir high, the back extended 1. 4 m above the seat. The 4. 6 m
boom was caused to move In a vertical arc by a small reversible electric

~motor. The sensor mounting was at the forward end of the boom, 2.4 m
from the frame, and It moved In a nearly vertical, 240 cm path an the
boom was operated. The speed of the sensors was 3. 5 ON/sec. One

i complete orbit of the sensors lasted 159.3 sec, with a breakdown as
follows: boom moving up 68.6 sac-, pause at top, 11.1 see; boom
moving down, 66.9 sac pause at bottom, 12,7 sec, The operation of
the mechanism was controlled remotely and automatically by a special
switching circuit. Manual ov ovrod h of commands was possible. All
sensors were desmgnede onstruted and tested by the author because
commeratl roducts did not appear to hav te sesired charactersatcs.

prfle ihe'n dqatIulihnnlreodr.sneddoraswth
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FG 1w

SIG. 1. wepn-.lm MechanismPT

Thermocouples were used in the temperature sensor. The sensing
element itself consisted of five copper-constantan couples in series.
Each junction which was exposed to the air was made by soldering #40
copper wire to 2 mil constantan wire, resulting in a junction diameter
of about 5 mils. The reference junctions were #30 copper and constan-
tan wires soldered together and enclosed in a small plastic tube. The
tube was 1 cm In diameter by 10 cm long, and the reference junctions
were encased in epoxy resin within the tube so as to have a large thermal
mass. The #30 wire was connected to the fino wire about 4 cm from
the sensor junctions. This wire was long enough to allow the reference
junction to be up to 4 m away from the sensor. The Junctions in the
sensor were in a cross arrangement supported by 0. 6-cm thick plexi-
glas. Radiation shields were above and below the Junctions. By
dipping the sensor into cold water and by alternating hot and cold air
streams on the sensor, it was determined that the response time was
0. 2 sec.

A.
4
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The radiometers were of the shielded flux plate type described by
Suomi etea. (1958), with slight modifications. The flux plates themselves
were composed of 2. 5 cm X 7.5 cm X 2 mm glass microscope slides, lathe-
wound with about 100 turns of 34-gage Advance alloy wire and half-plated
with metallic copper. The wound plates were coated with epoxy resin for
mechanical protection and electrical insulation. Each plate was suspended
in a slot located in the center of a circular polystyrene frame. Over a 8-cm
diameter area around the plate the frame was 4 mm thick, which was
slightly thicker than the plate itself. The remainder of the inner portion
of the frame was 1. 2 cm thick. The total diameter of the radiometer was
21. 5 cm. Both sides of the flux plate were painted with flat black paint,
the spectral absorption characteristics of which were known. The rim of
polystyrene supported two polyethylene shields, 13 microns thick, one
on either side of the flux plate. The inner polyethylene sheet was 11 mm
from the plate and the outer sheet was 18 mm from it.

Polyethylene was used for these shields because It is highly trans-
parent to a wide range of radiation wave lengths and its few absorption
bands are not centered on the same wave lengths as are strong atmospheric
emitters, such as water vapor and carbon lioxide. Suomi sijL. (1958)
have studied various materials In search of suitable shieldingp and poly-
ethylene has been chosen as the best available.

The top and bottom surfaces of the polystyrene within the radiometers
were covered with flat black paint. The purpose of the paint was to mini-
mize reflected radiation from the center partition. A portion of any reflected
radiation would in turn be reflected from the polyethylene shields back
onto the flux plates, creating false values of net radiation. Under intense
solar radiation there was great heating on the top side of the partition.
DeGraaf and van der Held (1953) have studied heat transfer in thin cells,
and they found that if the Grashof number (defined as r a gdPp r/ where
g is gravity, d is the cell thickness, P Is the coefficient of thermal
expansion, r is the temperature difference across the cell, and v is
kinematic viscosity) is les than 2000, heat transfer remains on the
molecular level. For the configuration of the radiometers, a temperature
difference of 70 C between the black surface and the outer polyethylene
shield would still yield a[ < 2000. Therefore, it may be assumed that
within the radiometers, all heat transfer was by molecular conduction.

The two radiometers were calibrated by comparison with an Eppley
pyrhelimeter. The three instruments were leveled and placed side by
side about 30 cm apart at the end of a pier which extended about 50 ft
out from shore into 7 ft of t'ater. The radiometers were suspended 30 cm
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above and beyond the end of the pier. Because of this positioning about
10 percent of the radiation incident on the lower side of the radiometers
was from the pier and 90 percent was from the lake surface. The output
of each instrument was connected via a manual switch to a Brown Electronex
strip chart recorder.

Several calibration runs were made, all on sunny days, beginning in
late morning and lasting into the afternoon. The calibration was based
on the fact that the incident radiation on such instruments could be
changed by the same amount and the resulting change in voltage output
noted. The change in radiation was brought about by alternately shading
the sensors from direct sunlight. The pyrheliometer had been calibrated
by the manufacturer, and recalibrated by Stearns at 2.52 my per ly/min.
The change in insolation was determined from the change in voltage of
the pyrheliometer; this same change in insolation produced a change in
the voltage output of the radiometers; and thus a calibration figure was
obtained.

The shade was provided by a piece of gray cardboard, manually held
about one meter above the instruments such that all were in the shade.
During a 15-min period of shade, several 1-min samples of the output
from each radiometer and the pyrheliometer, in addition to an electrical
short of the input, were recorded. The same sequence was followed
during a 15-min exposure to direct sunlight. The 30-min cycle was
repeated eight to ten times on each of three calibration runs. All three
instruments reached thermal equilibrium within alnut one minute of the
change in insolation. With incident angles of more than 600, the trans-
mittance of polyethylene decreases to small values (Tanner t aL, 1960).
Therefore, the calibrations were obtained only while the sun was within
45' of the zenith.

The calibration was based on changes of short-wave radiation.
From studies of the absorptivity of various paints, Suomi (1957) has
found that the voltage output due to a change in long-wave radiation would
be 6 percent lower than that due to a similar change in short-wave radia-
tion. The calibrated output of Radiometer #III was 1. 78 mv per ly/min,
and that of Radiometer #IV was 1. 47 mv per ly/Min. The time constant
was determined to be less than one second. Bushnell (1961) gives a
time constant of 0. 8 sec for a similar radiometer.

The amount of water vapor in the air was determined by measuring
the wet-bulb temperature depression of the air. A small, fast-response
sensor was hand-made to fulfill the requirements of this study. Tempera-
ture differences were measured with thermocouples made of 030 copper

4
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wire butt-soldered to #30 Advance constantan wire. Three sets were in
series, with half of the junctions at air temperature and the other half
at the wet-bulb temperature. Water was provided by gravity feed from
a reservoir to the junctions by means of cotton wicking. The wicks
were enclosed in plastic tubing for the 2- to 3-cm distance from the exit
of the reservoir nearly to the junctions. Then the wicking was wrapped
around the wires, extending 3/4 cm on either side of the actual junction.
Packing in the tubing regulated the flow to the point where excess water
did not flow onto the wires, yet the wicking always remnained wet. The
wet junctions were 2 cm behind the dry junctions, both sets being lo-
cated in a 2-cm diameter plexiglas tube. The front end of the tube
pointed away from the boom, the back end was connected to a ventilating
tube. The reservoir was 5 cm long and 2.5 cm in diameter. The output
of the system was 0. 12 mv/deg difference between wet and dry junctions,
and the response time was 1/2 sec. This response time was found by
changing the temperature of the air over the sensors. Ventilation of
5 m/sec was provided by a squirrel-cage blower.

The primary recording system for the study was printed tape from a
printer connected to a digital voltmeter. The amplified signal was tr.
mitted from the lake tower site on underwater cables to the instrument
shelter on shore. At the recording center the signal was divided in half
and added to a variable bias. From there, the signal, always between
-1. 0 and +1.0 volt, went to the digital voltmeter (DVM) thence to the
printer. The printer and DVM were connected as far as "reading" times
were concerned, so that the DVM "read" its input voltage only when the
printer was ready to print. A pulse generator was built to trigger the
printers, and the normal triggering rate was once per 3 seconds. Each
printer had 2 channels, each of which was capable of recording a 3-digit
number plus the sign. The Barnes bolometer was used to determine the
temperature of the actual surface of the water. Its sensing head was
pointed straight down at a position such that its field of view was near
the spot where the profiles were taken. This nstrument operates by
detecting the difference between the emitted radiation from some object
and the radiation of known intensity from an internal source. Since
radiative energy is proportional to the fourth power of absolute tempera-
ture, this radiation difference may be expressed as a temperature differ-
once, and the bolometer is so caliated. This bolometer had a range of

t-10 C to 50 C and detected radiation of wavelengths of 8 to 14 microns.

The temperature of an object indicated on the bolometer is the tem-
j q perature It would have if it were a perfect black radiator. The actual

temperature must be derived from the Indicated temperature and the

I ___ ____J _II _ ____ ____
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emissivity of the object. However, if a new calibration of the instru-
ment is made using a water surface as the unknown source, no adjust-
ment for emissivity will be necessary when the instrument is later used
in the field for measuring water surface temperatures. Such a calibration
was performed. Water in an Insulated cannister, which was covered by
a truncated cone, was vigorously agitated so that the entire water mass
would be at thermal equilibrium. The sensing element of the bolometer
was directed at the water surface through a hole in the top of the conical
cover. The temperature of the water was slowly varied in stages and
allowed to come to thermal equilibrium at each stage; a precision mercury-
in-glass thermometer was used to obtain the water temperature. A curve
of thermometer temperature vs bolometer temperature was obtained and
the relationship found such that

Ttherm. = 10 + 1. 0 3 (Tbolom. - 10.25).

One of the reasons cited for moving a single sensor through a layer
was that spatially continuous profiles could be obtained. The data
could be handled by recording the output with an inked pen on a strip
chart and then integrating the area between the trace and some reference
exits. It was felt that this process would be unnecessarily difficult and
time consuming for the investigation described here. All other advan-
tages of the single-sensor system would still obtain if the signals were
recorded digitally at regular intervals. The timing could be arranged
such that a recording took place at selected height positions as the
sensor moved u% and at those same positions as the sensor moved down.

The pattern selected for this method was such that the recording
took place every three seconds. Since the sensor moved at a rate of
S3.5 cm/sec, values of net radiation, dry-bulb temperature , and wet-bulb
temperature were obtained at 10. 5 cm intervals, beginning 40 cm above
the water surface. There were 24 readings, including one at the top and
one at the bottom of the sweep, as the sensors moved through a total
distance of 240 cm. All raw data were punched onto cards for computa-
tion by an electronic digital computer. Each card contained an identify-
lag number and 24 three-digit numbers representing radiation, dry-bulb
temperatures, or wet-bulb temperatures obtained for one up- or down-
sweep of the boom. Vertical and time-wise smoothing of the data was
performad before actual calculations took place. Let a represent a
piece of raw data, where I is the cycle number, havin jvalues from I
to N, the number of cycles in the run, end j Is the height position,
having values from 1 to 24. Then b J. the smoothed data value, is
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bl n a Iim, j 5, for 2<l<N-2, and 1 <J<24.

The process is equivalent to a combination of a running time-mean of
five points and a running height-mean of three points, with each point
having equal weight. The method proved very effective in providing
smooth profiles. The five data points for the time-mean were taken
over a time interval of 5.6 min, and the three data points for the height-
mean were taken over a height interval of 21 cm.

4. Discussion of-Errors

Error sources include: unknown emissivity values of the paint on
the radiometers; tilting of the radiometer as it moved through the layer;
mis-matching of the two radiometers as to output; radiation from equip-
ment occasionaliy being incident upon a radiometer; a solar radiation
input to the temperature sensors; variations In the temperature of the
thermocouple reference bath; ventilation rate for the wet-bulb temperature
sensor; water supply to the wet-bulb temperature sensor; improper deter-
mination of surface temperature.

The black paint used on the flux plates was Fuller s Velvet Black
Decoret. Figures given by Suomi (1957) indicate that the absorptivity
of this paint varies less than t4 percent wavelengths of I to 15 microns.
If this paint is similar to other black paints, the absorptivity would
tend to increase slightly for wavelengths less than 1 micron. A 6 per-
cent increase was taken into account in the calibration; the value used
should be within an error tolerance of :L4 percent.

As the sweeping boom moved the radiometer from lowest position
to highest, a parallelogram arrangement, composed of the boom, a
rocker arm, a thin wire, and a guide rod, acted to maintain the hori-
zontal orientation of the radiometer and all other sensors. By placing
a small circular bubble level at the center of the radiometer and ob-
serving the behavior of the bubble during several test cycles, It was
determined that the bubble never touched a reference circle Inscribed
on the glass cover; this indicated that the radiometer was always within
IP of the horizontal position. This small amount of tilt could cause
less than I percent change In the tranmlsson coefficient of the poly-
ethylene and, heii a negligible error in the amount of radiation
reaching the flux plate.I
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The two radiometers had different outputs, such that the radiometer
which moved through the layer had an output about 20 percent greater
than the one which was stationary. If total radiation is constant with
time, any height variation of radiation will produce a voltage proportional
to the output characteristics of the moving radiometer. The fact that the
combined signal of the two radiometers is not zero when the radiometers
are exposed to the same amount of net radiation will not enter Into the
calculation of divergence. This equal-input voltage difference will be
subtracted out, and the true vertical variation in net radiation will
remain.

If the total amount of radiation varies with time, there will be a
voltage output of 0. 31 mvAy, the difference between the two ratings of
the radiometers, in addition to any voltage produced by virtue of a verti-
cal variation in net radiation. Runs were not made on days with broken
clouds. There can be rapid temporal changes in total radiation which
will not be detected by the human eye. However, this effect would intro-
duce a fictitious curvature to the profiles only if the temporal variation
of net radiation were of the same frequency as (or some multiple of) the
cycling of the radiometer. The handling of the data in computing the di-
,:ergences would mask other frequencies of tempor. .. x variation.

Because the transmittance of polyethylene falls rapidly to low
values when the angle of Incidence is more than about 60% it may be
assumed that the radiometers have an effective "cone of visibility" of
about 45% that Is to say, the radiometers dre sensitive to all radiation
which has an angle of Incidence to the radiometer axis of less than 45'.
Thus, the moving radiometer intercepts radiation from varying horizontal
areas as it sweeps through its path. At its low point, the surface area
within the cone is about 0. 5 mW, while at the high point, this surface
area increases to about 24 ml. It was determined that about 20 cm of
the legs of the supporting frame for the sweeping boom would be in-
cluded in the cone when the moving radiometer was &the high point of
its pith. Because of the small area in,olved, atty radiation reflected
or eritted from the legs w a considered negligible.

Each radiometer was Included in the visibility cone of the other
except when the moving radiometer was within about 20 cm 0, the height
of the stationary one. The radiometers were oriented such that If they
were each emitting the same amount of radiation, I.e., were at the
same tempereture, the effect that emch would have on the other wOuld
cancel, so that the net effect would be ze o. The mass of the radio-
meters plus thi. temperature gradients exWenced within the loyor

h
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being sampled plus the rate of motion of the moving radiometer would
justify the assumption to be made that the two radlomet,rs were always
very close to the same temperature. Thus, the fact that the radiometers
were moving in and out of the cones of visibility would produce no error
in the net radiation.

There were four radiation shields on the temperature sensor. They
consisted of horizontal plates of thin aluminum, two above and two below
the five thermocouple junctions which composed the actual sensing ele-
ment. The outer shields were completely covered with aluminized mylar.
The inner shields had aluminized mylar on the sides away from the Junc-
tions, while the sides toward the junctions were covered with flat black
paint. Aluminized mylar has the property of being highly reflective for
short-wave radiation and highly absorptive (or emissive) for long-wave
radiation. Therefore, a large percentage of th6 short-wave radiation
falling on the sensor shields is either reflected by the mylar or absorbed
by the paint. The amount that is absorbed will not appreciably raise
the temperature of the shields above ambient since the mylar loses energy
readily through infrared emission. The shields blocked solar radiation
from the junctions for sun angles greater than 40. Direct irradiation of
the junctions with a heat lamp, simulating direct solar radiation that
might occur at low sun angles, showed that the maximum temperature
increase would be 0. 2 C. Since this temperature change would be in-
dependent of height, it could not cause an error in the shape of the
profile; the actual temperatures could be I percent less than that indi-
cated by the sensor with sunlight on the junctions.

The temperature sensor was not artificially ventilated. The spacing
between the two horizontal Inner radiation shields was 2 cm. All runs
were made when there was noticeable wind, so that there was always
natural ventilation of at least 1 m/sec. With the radiation shields duct-
ing the air horizontally past the junctions, there could be vary little con-
vective heat transfer from shield to junctions.

The reference bath for the thermocouples was usually a vacuum
bottle containing lake water. The temperature of this reference was
determined by a mercury-in-glass thermometer. Since the container
was not perfectly Insulated, there was a slight diurnal variation in the
temperature of the roference. Therefore, its temperature was recorded
every hour during a run. This allowed a smooth curve to be fitted to
the points, and air temperature was later calculated on the basis of this
curve.

It is possible that the temperature chai.ges in the reference bath
were not uniform with time. If this were so, the curve fitted to the

'
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observed values would be in error. The maximum observed change in one
hour was 0. Y( C; this would be the maximum amount by which the computed
temperatures could be In error. Most runs were made when the air tem-
perature was between 15" and 25°C.

The wet-bulb temperature sensor was provided with a forced ventila-
tion rate of about 5 m/sec. According to Pasquill (1949), 100 percent of
the actual wet-bulb depression will be obtained if the wet-bulb thermometer
is ventilated at any rate from 4 m/sec to about 8 m/sec. If the rate drops
to Z m/sec, the observed depression decreases by less than 1 percent.
Therefore, the ventilation rate used for the research reported here was
considered adequate.

The water for the cotton wicking was brought from the reservoir by
a gravity feed. The rate of flow was adjusted so that droplets of water
did not form on the wick, yet it remained visibly wet. After about 40 hours
of ventilation a noticeable amount of debris collected on the wick. This
necessitated either replacing or cleaning the soiled cotton. A small amount
of evaporation will suffice to hold a thermometer at the wet-bulb tempera-
ture, so that the water supply must nearly cease before the system fails
because of insufficient evaporation. The cotton wicking completely cov-
ered the junctions and 0.75 cm of the wire on either side of the junctions.
By covering the wires on either side of the junctions with the wet wicking,
heat flow along the wires from outside of the ventilation chamiber was
minimized.

The entire sensor was exposed to solar radiation during daylight runs.
No effort was made to evaluate what effect this might have had on the
signal. It might be assumed that, since all junctions were the same size
and exposed to the same solar radiation, there would be no differential
heating of the junctions and that no errors would be produced by this ex-
posure to direct sunlight.

The logarithmic extrapolation for T (used in the calculation of
radiative divergence) was based on log I rather then log(z+ z0 )/ze. If
s. is I 0 2 cm, for values of z of 0. 1 cm or greater, a log z curve is
parallel to a log(z.+ .)/a, curve to within 4 percent; if z is lO- 3 cm,
the deviation between the two curves is 0. 4 percent. The value of ze
for a lake surface is considered to be less than 0. 01 cm. Therefore, errors
in the extrapolation procedure were considered to be within a tolerable
range.

A ____________
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5. Numerical Intearation of the Flux Diveraence Eauation

There are several graphical methods for determining the radiative flux
divergence, based on pressure and water vapor distribution. Perhaps the
most widely used is the chart of Elsasser (1940), which was designed pri-
marily for probes through large portions of the atmosphere. Funk (1961)
and Brooks (1950) have derived alternative, nongraphical procedures
which are rather straight-forward in their use. The calculations reported
in this paper were done by the method of Funk rather than that of Brooks,
for the former appeared more adapted to micrometeorological work. Instead
of requiring accurate knowledge of the emissivity curve, the method re-
quires accurate temperature profile data.

In the following derivation, which follows closely that given by Funk
in 1961, optical path length will be measured in centimetors, extending
downward from zero at the top of the radiating atmosphere to infinitely
long paths at the earth's surface. Subscripts 0, r. and g will stand for
the top of the radiating al.iosphere, a reference level in the atmosphere,
and near the earth's surface, respectively. The downward flux of radia-
tion reaching a reference level from the entire atmosphere above it is
given by

a UT
Ri= f dk f : B X(8 T X/a u) du, (1)

0 0

where X is the wave-length at which atmospheric constituents are
radiating, Bk is the black-body intensity of this radiation, u is optical
path length, tk is the monochromatic slab transmissivity of the atmosphere
and 8ek/u is the slope of the transmissivity vs path length curve. Ac-
cording to Planck' a law, B, is a unique-valued function of temperature,
while r and .T/Ou are functions of ur - u, where ur is optical path
length at the reference level.

Slab emissivity t for an isothermal slab is defined as being the
ratio of the total intensity of emission E at one of its boundaries to
the intensity of radiation which would be emitted if the slab were a black
body, or . a E/(rT4 /w). Total emitted intensity of a non-black radiator
may be given by

£ a re Dk dk, (2)

where a Is the emissivity at wave-length X. Since by continuity,
a+-r • 1, wher a is abaorjivity, T is tranamissivity, and r IS

t ________
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reflectivity, for the atmosphere, we may write a), 1 - TX, r being zero.
"'t radiative equilibrium, absorbed flux must equal emitted flux, so ax! 4k.
Therefore,

E = f B X(I- TXdX; and, - (w/wT4)f BX(1.rX)dX" (3) and (4)
0 0

Taking the partial derivative of each side of (4) with respect to path
length, ".ca have

Be/Ou = - ( )f/BT4 ) X (OTX/Ou)dX. (5)
Ur 0

If (5) is multiplied by f cT 4du, (1) may be rewritten in the form
0

Ur

P4 faT(8e/8u) du. (6)
0

A similar analysis holds for the upward radiation (RI) reaching the
reference level, with the path of Integration downward from u = ur at
the reference level, to u = c. Rt may be expended to

RT = fcrT4 (ae/8u)du = 'T4(8/8u)du + f aT 4 (84/Ou)du. (7)
r r g

The Interval from the reference level to infinite path length has been
broken into two segments: from the reference level to near the ground,
and from this point to infinity. Evaluating the last term of (7), we
obtain

frT 4 ( W/8u)du = T I CrT&(1- ) (8)

The temperature TG Is the equivalent radiative temperature of the earth's
surface. It Is the temperature the surface would have if it were a black
body radiating as the true surface actually is. It should be noted that
TG is usually not equal to T9 , the surface temperature. It will be equal
only if the actual surface Is homogeneous and has an emissivity of 1. 0.
Thus

T 4 (1-_4)+4uT(
R T G1T48 /Su)du. (9)

r

The vertical divergence of not radiative flux at level r may be
written

A,4



OR/8z~ ~ ~ ~ =' RI=(uO~[8R/u)-(4r~

i. by r Is evaluated at reference level.

As mentioned at the outset, u Increases downward from the top of
the radiating atmosphere. Above the reference level, the radiation stream
is in the same direction as the increase of u, while below the reference
level, It is in the opposite direction, Therefore, above the reference
level 81 /au has a positive sign affixed, and below the level, It has a
negative sign. So we may write

4 4
ORt/8 Ur = - r(8/u) (8c/8u) du - G TG(Se /Ou), and similarly,

r r
OR4 /aur or T 4 (8/8u)(es /8u) du,

0

so that the vertical divergence is expressed by

- r8uBz)[IT 4 (82./u 2 d + T(OZE/8u2)du+ 1 (8/Su]3(l)

In this form, RI could be numerically integrated by Introducing the
appropriate boundary and Interval conditions. However, the expression
contains 0'1 d/Buz. To evaluate this requires a for all path lengths to
be known to a high degree of accuracy. At the present time, t for small
path lengths has not been precisely determined, meaning that Olt/Oul
could be subject to large errors. Therefore, (11) will be transformed to
a more desirable form.

Integrating by parts,

f t 4 (Olt/$ul)du T(Suj 4 O'/u(./u
0 0 0

T 4 (at /8u) - fr (OT 4/u)(&1 /au) du,'
0

0~*.~
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where To Is the temperature at the top of the radiating atmosphere.

Similarly,

I T 4(ae/8u2)du = T4 (bg/Du)- f(8T4/8u)(8s/8u)du.
r gr

Once again Integrating by parts,

f (8T'/8u)(00udu =-(aT
4/Ou) 0  - f (82 T/Du2), du,

0 0

r (81/8u(8e/u~du (OT4/8u), 4 ' - J (BIT'/au2 )( au.

Finally,

R= o(au/Oz 4 T)(a. /9U) + !r4 .8u (BT4/Ou)

(8T4/8u),4 - frBT/u'-d f (8 TI/ 8 2), dutd
a 0 * r a

This Is the final Integral form of the equation for obtaining radiative
flux divergence. Appropriate approximations must now be made so that
It may be numerically Integrated. For a reference level within a few tens
of meters of the earth'sa surface, u will be relatively large, making
at /Su small, and this allows term 2 to be neglected. If the levels over
which the Integration takes place are made small enough, for Instance,

such that the temperature change is less than 10 C9 T may be linearized

(81, /8u) t 4 V~ (BT/Su) ' 4P (ST/Oz) (&u/au)

(814T/u).4 c 4 (8/z,(BA~

where C) to the averag, value for the layer. Further,

10VSltdu * f ' L?(T/ou)' du 4 4T(OT/a)(*sbu) t du*
0 0 0

- M
4. ZTz/bu). -A(T6)

Mal rn
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N
!(02T4/Ou)du ~'4T' f3E 8z/8u). ;An(8T/8z)
r nal

where the summation to M refers to successive layers from the refer-
ence level to the top of the radiating atmosphere and the summation to N
refers to successive layers from the reference level to the ground.

The final simplifying assumption is that above a certain level,
radiative flux iL constant. Therefore, rather than integrating the radia-
tion through the entire atmosphere, integration will cover only a limited
segment of it. Only that portion between the surface and a height Z
some meters above the surface will be considered. It is estimated that
this assumption will cause errors of no more than 5 to 10 percent of the
total divergence. Finally, the form of the equation is found to be

RI a (8u/8z)r {(Tg - TG)(8E/8u)

+ 4 T T/az)lg(8z/8u)g - (OT/ z)z(lz/ u)Z 1

N
-4P T a'/ l m Am (T/&z) + Z (8z/au) ;n A(S'T

M m n=l n n

Tg is the surface temperature or, more precisely, the temperature of
the air at an elevation such that the optical path length from that level to
the surface is small compared to the optical path length from that level to
the reference level. The height arbitrarily chosen was 1 cm. The selec-
tion of this height was not critical, since it was used only for the calcu-
lation of Tg. Any errors in the determination of Tg will contribute
errore to al? three terms of the divergence equation, and these errors tend
to be compensatory. The temperature at I cm was determined by an
extrapolation from the temperatures between S0 and 120 cm. A straight
line was fitted to these values by the least squares method, then logarith-
mically extended to a height of I cm. The temperatures derived in this
fashion were compared with temperatures derived by similar extrapolation
to 0.1 and 5 cm. The differences between the temperatures at these
other 'heights end those at I cm were less than 0. 5 C. Since TG was
known only to 0 0. 5 C, the 1-cm height was considered Justified.

The optical path length from the surface to the reference level must
be known for the calculation of R', requirinv the determination of the
surface vapor pressure. The saturation vapor pressure of water at a

So
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temperature of TG was used. The equivalent radiative temperature of
the surface, TG, was determined directly from bolometer readings. The
emissivity values for various optical path lengths In air were obtained
from Brooks (1950), Robinson (1950a), and Kuhn (1963). A plot was made
of e vs logarithm of u, for path lengths from' 0. 0001 cm to 1 cm. The
c.urve was In reality three straight line segments, for ease in computing.
One segment extended from 0. 0001 cm to 0. 0008 cm, the next from
0. 0008 cm to 0. 03 cm, and the last from 0. 03 cm to 1. 0 cm. For each
segment, both c and di /du depend on u, and equations were derived
to calculate these quantities (see Fig. 2).

003----------

.01

f. " flI0

FIG. 2. Relations for laiuvity COMPutionS
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An electronic digital computer was programmed to calculate RI at

six reference levels. The thickness of the layers used was 21 cm.
Smoothed values of temperature and vapor pressure (previously calcu-
lated from the wet-bulb temperatures) at 22 levels, from 51 cm to 261
cm above the water, plus TG values were the input data. Tg was
calculated by logarithmic extrapolation from the lowest seven tempera-
ture values. The temperatures at all levels were averaged to obtain T.

From the hydrostatic equation, the universal gas law, and the re-
lationships du = q dp/g and q = 0.6222 e/(p-e), where q is specific
humidity, p is air pressure, g is gravity, and e is vapor pressure,
the height variation of optical path length may be expressed as
dz/du = - 4.62 T/e. This was computed for every other level from 61 cm
to 251 cm. The lapse rate for 21-cm layers was given by
dT/dz = 4.76 (Ti+2-Ti), where I is a height position. -dT/dz for
each layer was the difference between the lapse rates at the top and
bottom of the layer. The optical path length for each layer was calcu-
lated by dividing the distance from the middle of the layer to the refer-
ence level, or Au = (z - zr)/(dz/du). From this value of -u, c for that
level was determined from the emissivity curve. The product (AdT/dz)(dz/du)A
was formed, summed for all levels, and multiplied by 4T

s . (du/dz)r was
determined by inverting the dz/du value for the reference level. From the
emissivity curve, de/du for an optical path length extending from the
reference level to the surface was calculated. This was then multiplied
by the difference between the fourth powers of Tg and TG. From the
lowest and highest levels,

((dT/dz) (dz/du)g U -Ur - (dT/d)z (dz/du)z. Ur

was evaluated. Making the appropriate addition. and subtractions, and
multiplying by du/dz and w yielded RI for each reference level. A
sample calculation Is included in Tables Ia and lb.

6. Reslts

The research site was located approximately 0. 5 km he. the south
shore of the western portion of Lake Mendota; reference can be made to
Stearns (196Z). The bottom of the sweeping-boc. mechanism was sup-
ported, about 20 am below mean water level, by a 3m by 3m submerged

* steel-mesh platform. A similar platform, for the support of amplifiers
and othe- equipment not associated with this project, was at the closest
point im removed, and was entirely clear of the water. Both platforms
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were painted with a corrosion depressant, which had the color of rust.
The platforms rested on four tubular legs and were well anchored in the
3-m-deep water with chains connected to large concrete blocks. They
did not noticeably sway In waves driven by winds of up to 8m/sec.
Data were obtained during the late summer and fall, so that both stable
and unstable conditions were sampled. On several occasions, data
were taken continuously for 20- to 30-hr periods, but only a few typical
90-minute segments of the runs will be described here.

Results are shown in the form of vertical profiles of temperature,
vapor pressure (e), and radiation divergence. Also, two dimenrionless
parameters are used in ar, attempt to generalize the findings. The first
of these, e, Is defined as a M zR'/R E a log RI. log z. This number
indicates the relationship between the divergence of radiation and the
magnitude of the radiation, or, viewed from another angle, the relative
height dependency of radiation. This number can be evaluated for the
measured divergence only, since in calculating the divergence by the
Funk method, no values of the radiation are obtained, but only R'.
The number a was evaluated at six levels, from 114 cm to 219 cm.
in the form (zj/tj)(R41 - R.l)/(zi 14 - z1.), where the subscripts refer
to height positions. The (1M1) position differed from the (-I) posl-
tion by 105 cm.

The second parameter is the Deacon number for temperature profile

structure, defined earlier, and calculated in the formz -ZTl
68 * TI.2 -2 I

l - . The distance between the (1+1)

and (i-1) levels was 63 cm, that between the (12) and (1-2) levels
105 cmj &I and 6j refer to the same height i. The time eate of
temperature change which w-uld correspond to rcdietJa'- divergence may
be expressed as t - /cpp. For the situations Involved in this study,
W and p may be taken as 0.24 cal/lm deg and 0. 0012 gm/cm', respec-
tvely. Then tfdegAirj Z .!,qlv~uln per meteri.

An example of stable condiUsins would be those found on September 3,
1%4. The period from 1315 to 1445 CST on this day Is referred to as
Run 50. The day was brlglt, with high, thin cirrus clouds. The air
tempepatre, T. (obtained from a Puided mercury-ln-gless thermometer)
at a height of 100 cm above the tieter was 28. 4 C, the wind was 3 m/sec
from the west-southwest, eutospheric pressure was 969 mb, and the weter
temperature near the platform, Two (elso reed from the mercury-in-gless

i4
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FIG. 3. Run 50
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thermometer) at a depth of 15 cm was 22.2 C. The surface radiation
temperature as determined by the bolometer was 1. 5 C lower than Tw.

The temperature and vapor pressure profiles shown in Fig. 3 are
the average of 60 individual profiles. Only 10 of the 60 temperature
profiles failed to have a minimum between 105 and 125 cm. More than
65 percent of the vapor pressure profiles had a minimum in this same
interval.

Both the measured radiation divergence (R&M) and the calculated
radiation divergence (Rk) first decrease with height, then increase
slightly, but the magnitudes are considerably different (see Fig. 4).
The layer-mean (from 114 to 219 cm) for R is 3.8 mly/min per meter,
while that for Rb is 4.3 mly/min per meter. The measured profile
indicates cooling in the lower portion of the layer and warming in the
upper. The calculated profile shows cooling throughout the entire
layer.

Fig. 5 shows that a decreases monotonically with height, but 6
increases and changes sign, reaching a maximum at an elevation be-
tween 150 and 180 cm, and decreases to negative values again. Small
temperature differences can have relatively large effects on 6, and,
while the average profile for the entire run is rather smooth, the scatter
of individual profiles about the average is large. All values of a are
very close to the average value. Between 1500 and 1700 CDT on this
day the air at 100 cm cooled at a rate of about 0.75 C/hr. This is
roughly 7 CAr less than the rate which would correspond to either

or Rb.

Another period when warm air moved over cool water occurred on
ZDctober 26, 1964. Run 80 covered the hours 2230 to 2400 CST.
There were I o visible clouds in the sky, the wind velocity was about
1.5 m/sec from the south-southwest, air pressure was 975 mb, air
temperature at 100 cm was 13.0 C, and the lake temperature at a
depth of 15 cm was 11.7 C. The radiation temperature of the surface
was 0. 4 C lower than Tw. Both the temperature profile and the vapor
pessurs profile were approximat.c'y linear with height, temperature
ircreasing by 0.08 C/n and vapor pressure decreasing by 0. 2 mb/m
(see Fig. 6). The shape of the R profile is nearly the same as that
of the Rk profile and the magnitudes of the divergences are about
the same. But the signs are opposite, R indicating warming and
tb indicating cooling. A careful check suggested that while it Is
;possible that dtring the collection of data two wires were reversed,

kI
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FIG. S. Run 50
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It Is improbable. There is no one parameter (such as Tg, TG, T, or e)
which could be "corrected" and thereby change the magnitude of the PR-
profile without also changing the shape. The positive divergerce Is
equivalent to a cooling rate of about 2.5 C/hr, and the negative diver-
gence is equivalent to a warming rate of about 1. 5 C/hr. Between 2230
and '330 CST, ta decreased by 0. 9 C.

Figure 8 shows that a was virtually independent of height, the
variation through the layer being less than 0. 005. Again the average
profile of 5 Is relatively smooth with a maximum between 150 and
180 cm, but the individual profiles have a large scatter about themean.

On October 2% 1964 a cold air mass moved over Lake Mendota,
and unstable conditions existed over the relatively warm lake surface.
Run 85 occurred in the early evening, between 1730 and 1900 CST. The
sky was clear, there was virtually no wind, air pressure was 979 mb,
air temperature at 100 cm was 6. 5 C, and the water temperature was
11.3 C. Figure 9 illustrates that again the temperature and vapor pres-
sure profiles were nearly linear, but now temperature decreases and
vapor pressure Increases with height. The radiation temperature of
the water suggests that there was a cool layer at the suiface, 0. 8 C
cooler than the water at a depth of 15 cm. Both RM and Rtj increase
with height and are approximately within ±l mly/min per meter of each
other (see Fig. 10). But In this case the measured divergence indicated
cooling of about I C/hr, while the calculated divergence J1 icates warm-
ing of about I CAr. During the run, Ta actually decrea:;ed at nearly
1/2 C/)r. As expected, a is positive, since R Increases with
height. (See Fig. 11. ) The variation of a is still very small, being
about 0. 015. 6 is more erratic in this case, both In the Individual
profiles and In the average for the run.

The measured radiation divergence occasionally appeared to have
a profile which slowly changed shape, yet was relatively fixed over
short periods. Several orbits of the radiometer through the layer would
reveal a mean structure which would be different by a noticeable, though
not sizeable, amount from the mean structure 15 to 20 minutes later.
An example of this occurred on October V, tX4 during Run 82, which
lasted from 1430 to 1525 CST. There W13 6 3 mj/ke southeast wind, and
visibility wee 5 km due to haze. The water ttctpeature was I. 9 C,
the sir temperature was 13.9 C, end the radiative temperature of the
surface was 11. 6 C. Mean profiles of R$4 for consecutive 5-main periods
are shown In Fig. 12. The first four profiles show a aught decrease
In divergence as height increases, with a sharper decrease betweeti
135 end 156 cm. The fifth profile becomes concave to the right and is

+'
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. nearly 2 mly/min per meter less than the first four. Profile 6 repeats
~the original pattern. The last five profiles are of the same magnitude

as the first group, but while there Is a suggestion of the shape of the
former profiles In numbers 8 and 9, there is only slight consistency of
a general shape.

The radiometers would not operate properly if wet. Date were not
obtained when the wind speed was greater than 5 m/sec because waves
on the lake might then splash water onto the moveable radiometer. For

the range of wind speeds under which data were collected there appears

to be no relationship between speed and the magnitude of Rj or Rb.
There is a slight tendency for the variation of RA with height to be
less when the wind speed is lower, for example, compare the profile In
Fig. 4 (wind speed 3 m/sec) with thet In Fig. 7 (wind speed 1.5 m/sec).

1

A 8o

FIG. 11. Run 65. Mean toftlea of eand 6.
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FIG. 12. Run 82. Consecutive 5-min profiles of measured radiation
flux divergence.

There is little agreement between the values of R'M that were ob-
tained in this study and the corresponding values of Rb. Whether a
profile of radiation divergence was derived from a single orbit of the
sensor or averaged for 15 to 20 orbits, rarely were corresponding values
of R$ and R1 within 20 percent of each other. RM tends to be large
when Pt is large, but this Is not always the case. Often RM, and
RC are of different sign.

When Funk (1960) found calculated divergences systematically lower
than measured divergences, he hypothesized that haze particles would
be contributing to the divergence, and the method of calculation he used
took into account only water vapor as an absorber of radiation. Although
limited In scope, the data obtained In this study do not show mere of a
deviation between Rt and RFC when the has& Is markedly heavy than
when It is absent. Also, Zdunkowski tAlj. (1964) have found that the
hase concentration must be Increased by nearly SO times the "nomal"
value before the cooling rate Is doubled from that produced by water
vapor alone.

-. . . .. V. I:
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7. Conclusions

The experimental evidence obtained in this study appears to show
that radiation flux divergence over a water surface is of a magnitude at
least great enough to produce the observed temperature change. Much
of the divergence occurs very close to the water surface, where there
are relatively large gradients of temperature and moisture. Yet even at
I to 2 m from the surface there is detectable divergence.

Since small temperature differences can have large effects on pro-
file curvature, Deacon numbers will have real meaning only when cal-
culated for an average temp,3rature profile. The Deacon numbers for
temperature reported here were based on 60-min, or 90-mn averages of
the temperature profiles. It is apparent from the profiles of Deacon
number that there is a height variation of profile curvature.

The numbei o, which measures the relative height dependency cf
radiation, shows slight variation with elevation and iq usually close
to a value of zero. 'The magnitude of a may be somewhat in error,
because not sufficient caution was taken in gathering the data to assure
accurate determination of the actual net radiation. The chanqes in net
radiation are considered valid, and hence the shape of the *-profile is
considered reliable. A dimensionless parameter allowing comparison
between its value for measured and computed divergences would be
desirable.

Although it was not investigated in any rigorous tashion, the
presence of a layer of water at the surface which was different in tem-
perature from the water several centimeters below was noted frequently.
Usually the skin layer was cooler, but on several occasions there were
indications that it was slightly warmer than the deeper layers.

The question posed in Section 1 as to the relationship between
radiation flux and sensible heat flux when temperature change Is zero is
still unanswered, since sufficient data were not obtained during periods
when t a O. Gaevskaya has suggested that measuring the fluxes of

*sensible heat and radiation, and adding the temperature changes that
the divergence of each can produce, will not reproduce the observed
change. However, this approach, to be based on more detailed iena-
suraements, would seem to be precisely what is needed. In other
words, the total energy Input to and outflow from a volume should
be measured, and the temperature changes possible to be affected
thereby compared to the actual temperature changes which occur. The

' _ .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. .. ..,I
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divergences of fluxes of such variables as radiation, heat, and moisture
should be measured directly rather than assumed to have some value
(such as zero) or determined by measuring the gradient of a related
quantity.

It will undoubtedly be difficult to obtain adequate data, but the
possibility of validating or invalidating much conflicting theory, as-
sumption, and past experimental data would seem to justify the effort.
Further experiments should include measurements of the wind structure
at the experimental site, and data on all variables might well be taken
at elevations from as close to the surface as possible up to 5 to 10 m.
To include advective processes, horizontal sampling would be necessary.
Also, though it is hard to conceive of any positive results being pro-
duced, horizontal radiation flux measurements might be undertaken
simultaneously.
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